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WHY DIDN'T SOMEONE THINK 0
THIS BEFORE?

A FAST -PACED PRODUCTION CONSOLE

THE WHEATSTONE SP -6 AUDIO CONSOLE
lets production people quickly accomplish

8 and 16 -track work, yet easily handle routine
transfers and dubbing operations. With its
unique track monitor section it can facilitate
simultaneous stereo mixdown during the multi-
track bed session - almost halving typical pro-
duction time cycles. Input channels are laid out
Just like an air console, with machine starts
below the channel fader, so staff familiar with
on -air consoles can quickly become comfort-
able in the production environment.

For those interested in more advanced tech-
niques, the SP -6 employs a powerful talent
monitor section designed to rapidly call up live
mic and track combinations, making difficult
punch -ins a breeze. Standard SP -6 input chan-
nel equalizers are more comprehensive than

those supplied as optional items on compet-
ing products, allowing much greater creative
freedom. Input channel auxiliary send sections
are designed to be the most versatile in the
industry, providing 4 different auxiliary buses to
allow digital delay, reverb, talent foldback, and
mix -minus feeds. Stereo input channels can
provide either mono or stereo effects sends.
Even more, the SP -6 has 4 auxiliary effects
return inputs that allow effects to be recorded
onto the multitrack or sent to the monitor buses.

%At

The SP -6 provides independent headphone
control room and studio monitor feeds, as wel
as stereo cue/solo. Control room and studi
mute and tally functions are independentl
dipswitch selectable on individual input chan
nels. Additional studio modules may be ordere
to accommodate larger, multi -studio installs
Lions. The SP -6 may be configured with an
combination of mono and stereo input mod-
ules, in mainframe sizes ranging from 16 t
32 or more inputs. The console is available
in either an 8 -track production format or a 4
stereo subgroup TV master control configura-
tion. So why not profit from Wheatstone's
experience and reputation? Call us today and
learn more.
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Over thirty years of large capability RF
transmission line installations .... proven world wide.

iramigimP!

11 the early 1950's we developed the word's
f rst semi -flexible RF coaxial cables with a
revolutionary new technique of seam welded
corrugated construction. This new type of
cable fabrication offered not only flexibility,
strength and improved electrical benefits out
also considerable advantages in the transporta-
tion and installation of long runs of RF
transmission lines. By 1961 we again were the
first with the development and manufactwe of
corrugated elliptical waveguide. Today seam
welded corrugated RF transmission lines are
known by the trade name Flexwell and are

produced and marketed worldwide by
member companies of the international Radio
Frequency Systems Group.

For more nformation on the Flexwell family
of RF transmission lines, contact Cablewave
Systems div'sion Df Radio Frequency Systems
Inc. North America. 60 Dodge Avenue, North
Haven, CT 06473  (203) 239-3311.

Cablewave Systems
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And only one number to call. For more information on Sony's latest innovations in its line of quality
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CHOOSE.
MONITOR

monitors, dial (800) 523 -SONY. S CO Sony Communications Products Company, 1600 Queen
Anne Road, Teaneck, NJ 07666. ©1989 Sony Corporation
of America. Sony is a trademark of Sony.

PROFESSIONAL VIDEO
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Big FX.

Small Package.
,
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If fitting all this capability into such
a remarkably compact switcher
is a piece of cake, everyone
should be offering you one.

They aren't.

Not with true linear keying via
dual linear keyers... standard.

To assure compatability with anti-aliased graphic systems.
These switchers would also offer over 80 wipe patterns.
Including rotary and clock wipes. As well as dual
pattern generators for wipe within wipe effects, a non-
volatile fx memory with 64 set-up capability, and too
much more to list in this ad.
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And if that kind of compact capability is as hard to
achieve as it seems to be, the T8 should cost a bundle.

It doesn't.

Which should mean the T8 is going to sell like the
proverbial hot cakes.

It already has.

Maybe you should give
your Midwest representa-
tive a little call.

To get the big picture on
the T8.
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DESIGNED FOR RADIO BY PEOPLE WHO KNOW RADIO...

MIX TRAK 9ON -AIR CONSOLE

Unlike other consoles that try to be all things for
all applications, the new Mix Trak 90 modular console
from Broadcast Electronics is strictly designed for
on -air use!

Mix Trak 90 features include:
 Split Program Buss
 Three Telephone Mix -Minus Busses
 Balanced Patch Points Throughout
 On -card Voltage Regulation
 Transformerless Inputs and Outputs

Another Mix Trak 90 value feature is the optional
Source Sequencer. The Source Sequencer permits
your on -air talent to automatically execute an entire
series of events (such as a multi -spot commercial

TM

break) with the touch of a single switch. When the
Source Sequencer is at work, your DJ's are free to
concentrate on what they do best: communicate!

The Mix Trak 90 offers full VCA gain control, Penny
& Giles precision faders, independent Audition and
Program metering, silent Hall Effect switching,
automatic monitor dimming for easier cueing and
a wide range of accessory modules.

For more information about the new console
designed with your special needs in mind contact
your Broadcast Electronics Representative or
call Bob Arnold at 217-224-9600.
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No dropouts
Tape dropouts mean trouble

for videotape professionals.
No wonder so many of them
choose to work with Sony
Professional Videotape. Including the producers
of two recent documentaries shot in Russia,
who minimized dropouts by shooting with
Sony Videocassettes.

Sony cassettes were never at a loss for
picture, whether covering sub -zero,
Northern Riissia nights or getting impromptu
interviews with people on the street in
Moscow.

Not that this surprises those of us at Sony Professional
Videotape. After all, we've designed all our products
around one basic premise: durability. To be frank, the
demanding shooting conditions of Russia aren't as tough
on our tape as we are.

in XBR U-matic' cassettes, for
instance, feature a molded -inussia, anti -static cassette shell and

IF components to reduce transient
dropout potential by neutralizing static
charges. Combine this with base film that's
been given Sony's exclusive Carbonmirror""
back coating and dropout potential is
reduced even further.

No matter which Sony Professional Video-
tape you're working with, there's one thing
you know for sure. Its greatest ability is
durability. Whether it's U-matic, Betacam,

1" or Digital tape. So take on the world. With Sony
Videotape. On location in Moscow, Russia or in a
studio in Moscow, Idaho, you need a tape that's tough
as Sony. After all, there's no better SONYway to lower the dropout rate.

THE ONE AND ONLY.
1988 Sony Corporation of America, Sony, Betacam, U-matic, Carbonmirror and The One and Only are trademarks of Sony.
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In the six years that
have elapsed since

the publication of the
original White Paper,

audio for video has
undergone an

amazing
transformation.

VIEWPOINT

few months ago, members of the Chicago chapter of the Inter-
national Teleproduction Society approached BME with an unusual request: to
publish a greatly expanded and updated version of the White Paper on Audio
for the Visual Medium. We were interested, not only because of the obvious
value of the work itself, but because of the opportunity it afforded to serve an
often -neglected segment of our industry, the teleproduction engineers.

The original 1982 paper, a four -page pamphlet developed by a group known
as the "Chicago Coalition," already had proven beneficial by encouraging
greater program interchangeability and cooperation among video and audio
facilities. In the six years that have elapsed since the publication of the original
White Paper, however, audio for video has undergone an amazing transforma-
tion. While many audio -conscious video engineers were producing stereo
soundtracks even in 1982, the advent of multichannel television sound has _
made stereo production standard operating procedure. Digital audio has moved
beyond the high -end recording studio and into television facilities with the
development of digital VTRs. The evolution of entirely new equipment catego-
ries, such as random-access digital audio workstations, has changed the audio
picture profoundly.

It is our great pleasure and honor, therefore, to present White Paper II-in its
full, unabridged form-in this month's BME. The Chicago Coalition, now
known as C.A.V.E.A.T. (for Concerned Audio and Video Engineers and Techni-
cians), has produced a handbook that should prove a valuable addition to the
library of engineers around the country.

The recommendations of the C.A.V.E.A.T. committee, while designed to fos-
ter cooperation among facilities, are careful to leave facilities' own procedures
and processes untouched. They deal strictly with ways to streamline the inter-
change of audio program material. We feel that their suggestions will be of use
to teleproduction facilities everywhere, and also to television station engineers
making their way through the maze of improved audio.

We're proud to have this opportunity to serve the industry by publishing the
C.A.V.E.A.T. White Paper II. Our hats go off to the authors, who overcame
competition and professional differences to produce a guide that will prove
beneficial to the entire industry. 

Eva J. Blinder
Editor

BME March 1989 11



ONE SMALL STEP FOR SONY.
For Sony, it's a small addi-

tion to the world's finest line of
broadcast cameras. But it
means a long jump for EFP.

With the new CCU -355
Control Unit, you can have the
freedom of triax while using

the best broadcast portable
CCD cameras in the world-
the Sony BVP-7 and BVP-50.

Sony has offered leading-

edge CCD broadcast camera
technology for over two years,
bringing you the reliability

and consistent picture quality
you expect from Sony -plus
the portability and freedom
of triax.

No one else sells as many
broadcast cameras as Sony.
And it's hardly surprising-



ONE GIANT LEAP FOR EFP.
considering the broad range
of leading edge products
Sony offers.

So take the plunge into the
inherent reliability and stabil-
ity of solid state technology.
Check into the Sony broadcast

portable CCD camera family:
the BVP-5, BVP-7 and BVP-50.
And the BVW-200 single -unit

SONY

camera-recorder. The first step
is a demonstration. Just con-
tact your Sony Broadcast
Sales Engineer. Or call us at
(800) 635 -SONY.
Sony Communications Products Company. 1600 Queen
Anne Road. Teaneck, NJ 07666. 1988 Sony Corporation
of America. Sony is a registered trademark of Son),

BROADCAST PRODUCTS



Get the complete picture
on your picture.

Leader's new 5854 Battery -Powered
Vectorscope is small and light enough to
monitor and phase cameras anywhere...
even places your EFP/ENG van can't go.
It provides all the important capabilities of
half -rack mount vectorscopes. View and
trigger from either of two loop -through
inputs. There's variable gain control.
And it reads Differential Gain ±1%
while Differential Phase is ±

Carry a test system from
your shoulder.

And, you can take along other confi-
dence builders as well. Like Leader's

equally portable and versatile LBO -5864
EFP Waveform Monitor. You can also
get the waveform monitor with Leader's
matching Portable Color Picture/Audio
Monitor. And, as a separate component,
an NTSC Pattern Generator with source
identification. All use any 12 Vdc source.

In the hand or in the van.
Because this is a configurable system,

you can use each unit alone, in selected
2 or 3 -unit combinations, or rack mounted.
A convenient 2 -unit carrying case even
incorporates a single 12 V battery pack.
You get maximum total -studio convenience

111111:10t

The smallest
vectorscope
ever built.

in a minimum of space, whether station-
ary or mobile.

Whatever you need, look at Leader
and see the difference. Backed by a
TWO-YEAR WARRANTY and factory
service depots on both coasts.

Phone now for our catalog, an evalua-
tion unit, and the name of your nearest
"Select" Leader Distributor.

Call toll -free

1 800 645-5104
5 16

In
2N3Y1

State
0 0

Leader Instruments Corporation
380 Oser Avenue, Hauppauge, New York 11788

Regional Offices:
Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, Boston, Atlanta
In Canada call Omnitronix Ltd. 416 828-6221

LEADER
SEE LEADER INSTRUMENTS AT THE NAB SHOW,

BOOTHS 5371-5374

FOR PROFESSIONALS WHO KNOW
THE DIFFERENCE

Circle 106 on Reader Service Card Page 63 for Demonstration
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UPDATE

ABC HDTV Standard Appeal Denied....BME Gets New
Publisher....NOAA Weather Satellite Goes Dead....

Paltex Acquires EECO/Convergence....
FCC, Broadcasters Battle EPA for RF Radiation Standards

ABC HDTV Standard Appeal Denied
he American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) has denied an appeal filed by Capitol
Cities/ABC Television to revoke SMPTE 240M
as an American standard for high definition
video production. SMPTE standard 240M covers
the 1125 line/60 Hz format. The appeal was filed

October 14, 1988 and rejected February 2, 1989. SMPTE
and ANSI standards are voluntary and nonexclusive.

Documentation filed by ABC stated that 240M should
be a SMPTE standard but not an American national
standard. The company
said that 240M did not
meet essential industry
criteria. Its three com-
plaints were that the
standard "did not achieve
industry consensus," that
it "was not suitable for na-
tional use", and that "the
requirements of due pro-
cess were not satisfied in "No stature!"-Cap Cities/ABC
the procedures followed
by SMPTE inpromulgating the standard."

"It's interesting that a broadcast corporation appealed
a standard for high definition production," added one ex-
ecutive who asked to remain anonymous. 240M was de-
clared an ANSI standard in August 1988. Initial work
in SMPTE committee began in 1983. Industry sources
say ABC was eligible to participate in working groups
and meetings but did not do so.

"We don't have any problem with 240M as a SMPTE-
recommended practice," said Tony Uyttendaele, director
of allocations and rf systems for Cap Cities/ABC. "We
just don't think it should have the stature of a U.S. na-
tional standard. In our opinion, it doesn't deserve that."
ABC had "not been very involved" in the standards -
making process, according to the BO&E office.

"ANSI had accepted 240M as an accredited American
production standard. The fact that there was an appeal
at all is out -of -the -ordinary," said Alec Shapiro, coordi-
nator for the Washington, DC -based 1125/60 Group.

"We find this very difficult to understand because
frankly if anything went through due process, this was

I

1125/
GROUP

it," Shapiro said. Two hundred and sixty-seven engi-
neers participated in creating 240M over a five year pe-
riod, he added. The 1125/60 Group is a consortium of
manufacturers whose goals include promoting imple-
mentation of the 1125/60 format as an HDTV video pro-
duction standard worldwide.

SMPTE is the official certifying body for ANSI. The
Society would say only that it approved the format as a
standard and was therefore able to submit it to ANSI.
Appeals of ANSI standardization are relatively common
in some industries-notably the computer industry-but
they are rare in the broadcast, film and video industries.

NOM Weather
Satellite Goes
Dead
The failure on January 21
of the GOES -6 weather
satellite which transmit-
ted pictures of cloud cover
over the Pacific and West-
ern United
States caused a
temporary par-
tial interruption
of service to tele-
vision weather
forecasters. Fail-
ure was due to
the unavoidable
wearing out of
scanning lamps
used in the sat-
ellite to activate
the TV imaging
process.

According to a
statement issued
by the National
Oceanic and At-
mospheric Ad-

ministration (NOAA), the
satellite was launched on
April 28, 1983 with a life
expectancy of five years.
Actual life was extended
nine months beyond expec-
tations by shutting down
the TV imaging process
during periods when no
pictures were needed, thus

The GOES -6 weather information satellite.

BME March 1989 15



Wouldn't it be great if
somebody built a routing
switcher that could handle
ALL of your switching
requirements today with-
out becoming obsolete
tomorrow?

SOMEBODY DOES.
UTAH SCIENTIFIC.

Utah Scientific routing systems perform to the best specs
in the industry. Reliability, ease of operation and long-
term stability have been proven in more than 500 instal-
lations around the world.

Whether you need a simple 10x10 audio/video router, or
a large, multi -level matrix to handle timecode, tally, and
RS -422 control switching, Utah Scientific can provide a
router configuration to meet your needs.

Controlling the router is easy with the industry's broadest
selection of control panels, computer interface equipment,
and automatic control systems, all of which are user repro-
grammable. And, the uniquely flexible design of the Utah
Scientific system ensures that you will have a router which
can be easily expanded as your systems requirements
change.

Call us today for more information.

LITF?/-1
sciEr7TIFIC
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extending the life of the
scanning lamps. NOAA
will launch a replacement
satellite in mid -1990 con-
taining light emitting di-
odes (LEDs) which will be
used to supplement and
extend the life of the stan-
dard scanning lamp ele-
ments on the satellite.

In the meantime, a sur-
viving satellite, GOES -7,
will be moved from its
present position at 79.5
degrees west longitude to
a new position at 108 de-
grees west longitude
where it will cover the en-
tire country plus major
portions of both the Atlan-
tic and Pacific. In the
spring, the remaining sat-
ellite will be moved back
10 degrees to watch for
Atlantic hurricanes and
next fall it will be moved
westward again to watch
for western winter storms.

Major suppliers of satel-
lite weather imaging and

UPDATE

data to the television in-
dustry report only minor
inconveniences, if any, to
their customers. George
Cares, senior meteorolo-
gist for Weather Service
International (WSI) says,
"We have not been af-
fected by the loss of
GOES -6 and if the plan to
reposition GOES -7 pro-
ceeds smoothly, there

should be no interruption
of service."

Jim Menard, manager of
system operations for
Environmental Satellite
Data (ESD) reports, "Serv-
ice to Hawaii was lost al-
together and the Western
States experienced a one-
half -hour delay in service
while our computer
switched over to receiving

data from the GOES -East
(GOES -7) satellite only.
As the GOES -East is
repositioned, storms nor-
mally picked up over Af-
rica will be picked up over
the Atlantic. In order to
compensate, we plan to
supplement GOES -East
coverage with data from
the European Meteosat
and others." 

11111F -- -"1=1111111111111=111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

FCC,
Broadcasters
Bathe EPA for
RF Radiation
Standards
The FCC, NAB and the
Electromagnetic Energy
Policy Alliance (EEPA)
are pulling out all the
stops to induce the Envi-
ronmental Protection
Agency (EPA) to recon-

1.1.101k
BME Gets New Publisher

ct III Publishing (Technical Division) has named
Michael D. Bailenson the new publisher of Mg

ME. Bailenson joins Act III from Intertec,
where he was most recently publisher of Electrical
Construction Technology.

"Michael is a real pro and
his enthusiasm and energy,"
said Kevin Condon, group
publisher for Act III's tech-
nical publishing division.
Condon continues as group
publisher and Pat Moloney
continues as associate pub-
lisher for BME.

Bailenson, once also with
Lebhar-Friedman, is married
and lives in New York City.

we look forward to

sider its decision to drop
work on the establishment
of radiofrequency (rf) radi-
ation guidelines. The EPA
made its decision to stop
work last fall in response
to budgetary consider-
ations and the need to fo-
cus limited resources on
selected issues, according
to an EPA statement.

Ralph Justus, NAB di-
rector of engineering for
regulatory and interna-
tional affairs, explained
the danger by saying, "In
the absence of federal
standards, localities will
adopt a patchwork of local
regulations not based on
scientific fact that ad-
versely affect broadcasters
with no clear offsetting
public benefit.

"Scientific literature is
uncertain of precisely
where and under what
conditions rf radiation con-
stitutes a hazard to
humans, but standards of
safety such as have been
adopted by the American
National Standards Insti-
tute (ANSI) can be estab-
lished on the basis of sci-
entific best guesses."

FCC chairman Dennis
R. Patrick, in a letter last
November to EPA admin-
istrator Lee M. Thomas,

requested that the EPA
review its decision to defer
the rf radiation program
and stated, "In many
cases, the lack of federal
standards has already led
local officials to favor sig-
nificant restrictions on rf
transmitters that are not
supported by scientific evi-
dence and that can delay
and disrupt telecommuni-
cations services."

Patrick also noted that
considerable progress had
already been made in the
research and that re-estab-
lishing the effort at a later
date would be difficult and
time-consuming.

The EEPA, whose board
of directors represents the
NAB and such industrial
giants as GTE, GE, SRI,
Rockwell, NBC, Raytheon,
Motorola and AT&T, is
adding its weight to the
struggle. In his November
letter to the EPA's
Thomas, EEPA president
Jay J. Brandinger wrote,
"Failure to use the com-
paratively few manhours
now needed to complete
the electromagnetic guid-
ance document constitutes
unconscionable waste."

In a January reply to
Patrick, EPA assistant ad-
ministrator Don R. Clay

BME March 1989 17



UNWANTED FRAME
GRABBING STOPS HERE

STATLE

EXTERNAL REFERENCE
HIE 5E10 LOCK. SI ASS

INFO VIDEO

5E10 CAL IMPUI LEV, CUROYACI=

DFS-3000N Digital Frame Synchronizer

If your video synchronizer lets you
down on a noisy feed, you need the

new Leitch DFS-3000N. This digital
frame synchronizer incorporates input
processing circuitry that uses the latest
in digital auto -correlation techniques to
prevent intermittent frame grabbing or
switching to black. Only Leitch offers
this capability.

LEITCH

°WPM' PEASE
;PI DFS-MOON

DIGITAL FRAME
syNctin SNITER

Now you know one of the features of the
Leitch DFS-3000N. But the advantages
don't stop there. Neither should you.
Write or call (toll free) for further
information.

In U.S.A. 1.800-231-9673
In Canada 1-800-387-0233

Leitch Video of America, Inc.
825k Greenbrier Circle
Chesapeake, VA 23320
(804) 424-7920

Leitch Video International Inc.
10 Dyas Road, Don Mills
Ontario, Canada M3B 1V5
(416) 445-9640

Progressive Concepts in Television Technology
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wrote, "At this time I do
not think we will be able
to go forward with the rule -
making procedures." Can-
cer fears were expressed
by Norton Nelson, chair-
man of the Executive Com-
mittee of the Science Advi-
sory Board of the EPA, in
his July letter to adminis-
trator Thomas. Nelson said,
in part, "The agency must
not totally abandon its
work in the area of non -
ionizing radiation. This
recommendation is par-
ticularly relevant in the
light of two studies deal-
ing with non -ionizing radi-
ation reported in the cur-
rent issue of the American
Journal of Epidemiology,
which evidence both the
continuing interest in this
field and the ambiguous na-
ture of most current data."

Last July in Massachu-
setts, the lack of federal
standards led local offi-
cials to put into force their
own non -ionizing radiation

UPDATE

law. Huck Hodgkins, pres-
ident of WBRK-AM in
Pittsfield, MA said, "I
would support the NAB
position in regard to the
need for a federal rf radia-
tion standard. As far as
the present law is con-
cerned, I don't know of
anyone who had trouble
with the inspection, but
you do have to go off the
air to perform any mainte-
nance on the antenna."

Marc Peters, chief engi-
neer of WHRB-FM, Cam-
bridge, MA, said a na-
tional standard is
necessary. "The FCC is
correct, a more compre-
hensive national standard
is best," Peters said. "A
city law, for instance,
would not affect the area
outside the city limits, but
this might be the very
place the station has its
antenna. The EPA or the
FCC should set the stan-
dards which would then be
available to all cities." 

CAUTION
HIGH LEVEL

RADIO FREQUENCY ENERGY AREA

NO TRESPASSING

Paltex Acquires EE CO/Convergence

With the major acquisition of EECO/
Convergence, Paltex International has
gained a leading share of the market in vid-

eotape editors, joining such giants as Ampex, CMX,
Sony and Grass Valley. The sale involves only
EECO's video editing business which EECO acquired
two and a half years ago when it took over Conver-
gence. In a January 20 statement, EECO explained
that divestiture of this and other business units will
permit it to concentrate on its core business of manu-
facturing electro-mechanical switches, computer key-
boards, membrane keyboards and avionics products.

Sale of the video editing business, which has been
unprofitable, will result in a $7.7 million one-time
pre-tax loss. Also on the block are the company's ho-
tel computer property management subsidiary and its
eighteen -acre Santa Ana, CA, headquarters. These
transactions, when completed, will allow EECO to re-
alize substantial cash proceeds. Operating losses are
expected to continue through the fourth quarter.

Industry reaction to the takeover has been
guarded. Ampex public relations manager Dave
Detmers said, "The acquisition is indicative of some
of the changes taking place in the industry." Users of
Convergence products also took a wait and see atti-
tude. Eliot Reed, director of ENG operations at ABC
(which uses several Convergence units) commented,
"Time will tell how Paltex continues the Convergence
line and how they will deal with the network."

Paltex has assured owners of Convergence equip-
ment that the newly reformed Convergence Corp. will
assume all customer service activities, providing full
system and software support, and that Convergence
editing systems will continue to be represented by
the current distributors.

In the scant ten years of its existence, Paltex
claims to have become the largest independent manu-
facturer of video systems in the world. The company
will manufacture all products in Tustin, CA.

In looking to the future, Roger Bailey, chairman
and managing director, stated, "We will certainly not
drop any product and in the long term hope to add
new lines. At the sustaining level, we have already
integrated manufacturing and engineering and we
also intend to integrate R&D. Convergence products
will continue to be marketed under the Convergence
name, including the IVES and EMME editors which
were originally EECO products." 
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Designed for production quality...
With an eye on your budget.

Panasonic presents two very versatile, high-grade
color monitors --the BT-D191OY and the BT-M1310Y. Built
for performance, these BT -Series monitors offer you the
quality and reliability you've come to expect from Pana-
sonic. Not to mention a wide array of features at an af-
fordable price.

Our BT -Series provides you with the controls and
connections necessary for studio applications --while
serving a host of industrial, educational and professional
video needs.

For maximum performance and versatility, both moni-
tors offer complete, direct compatibility with the new
S -VHS format --in addition to conventional signals. And
video reproduction on the BT -Series is superb. As a
matter of fact, the BT-M1310Y boasts a horizontal reso-
lution of more than 560 lines, while the BT-D1910Y offers
you greater than 550 lines.

SVHS
What's more, each monitor provides you with a full set

of front panel controls. Like Line A/B split, S -Video input
connectors, Blue signal -only switch, pulse -cross circuit,
preset picture off/on, comb/trap filter selectable and nor-
mal/underscan switch, just to name a few.

So when you are looking for professional quality, but
still need to keep an eye on your budget, look into the
Panasonic BT -Series high-grade monitors. For more in-
formation, call Panasonic Industrial Company at 1-800-
553-7222. Or contact your local Panasonic Professional/
Industrial Video Dealer.

Panasonic
Professional/Industrial Video
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CROSSTALK
AN ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT JOURNAL

SBE Holds Mid -Winter Forum....Tower
Tumbles....Hi-Def for the Masses?

SBE Holds Mid -Winter Forum

everal issues of interest to the
broadcast community were dis-
cussed at a forum held by the So-

ciety of Broadcast Engineers in Wash-
ington, DC on January 11, 1989.
Panelists were Lex Felker of the
FCC's Mass Media Bureau, Wallace
E. Johnson of the consulting firm
Moffet, Larson and Johnson, and Mi-
chael Rau of NAB's Science and Tech-
nology Division. Bob Van Buhler,
SBE executive VP, chaired the panel.

Felker listed the major items cur-
rently in motion at the FCC, which
included AM interference, the ex-
tended AM band, FM class -of -service
upgrades, movement toward contour
assignment methodology for FM, and
high definition television broadcast
standardization. On HDTV, Felker
said the Commission will rely heavily
on the recently formed Advanced
Television Test Center for its data,
praising the ATTC as a great example
of private sector cooperation. A final
decision on the National Radio Stan-
dards Committee (NRSC) AM recom-
mendations will be made in early
1989, according to Felker.

Wally Johnson, who also serves as
executive director of the Association
for Broadcast Engineering Standards
(ABES), raised concerns about trends
in recent broadcast regulation that he
felt seemed to protect the entrepre-
neurial interests of broadcasters at
the expense of the public good. He
questioned the current validity of the
FCC's traditional notion that inter-
ference should only be dealt with if
sufficient public complaints are
received.

"Those days are long gone," said
Johnson. "With so many choices to-
day, the audience just tunes else-

where if interference is noted. Yet a
service is lost." He exhorted the Com-
mission to avoid making allocations
"with Vaseline and shoehorns," and
urged them to continue updating
their calculation methods.

Mike Rau voiced the NAB's interest
in pending FM directional antenna
(DA) regulation. He expressed sup-
port for proposed FM contour -protec-
tion allocation methods, similar to
those currently in
use for AM. Rau
also announced
that the SBE and
NAB will jointly
sponsor a series of
Uplink Seminars
for broadcast earth
station personnel.
The five-day
events will be held
at various loca-
tions and accept 20
attendees on a
first -come, first -
served basis. Sem-
inar content will
stress safety and
interference man-
agement in all
types of uplink
hardware, C band and Ku, fixed and
portable. One day of hands-on with a
portable uplink will be included. Con-
tact Janet Elliott at the NAB for fur-
ther information at (202) 429-5346.

SBE personnel reported that the
Society's search for an executive di-
rector and the consideration of a pos-
sible HQ move from St. Louis, MO to
Washington, DC are both still under-
way. The SBE's engineer certification
program continues to gain momen-
tum, according to the society. More
classified ads mentioning the certi-
fication as a criterion for employment

are appearing, the SBE notes. In addi-
tion, the Broadcast Education Associ-
ation has approached the SBE to dis-
cuss the possibility of establishing an
operator's -class certification, approxi-
mating the function of the old FCC
Third -Class license. A survey of sta-
tion managers is under development
to determine whether this is a worth-
while undertaking. Meanwhile, the
SBE has established a committee on

Panelists at the SBE's Mid -Winter Forum, from left: Michael
Rau, NAB vice president, science and technology; consulting en-
gineer Wallace E. Johnson, executive director of the Association
for Broadcast Engineering Standards; Bob Van Buhler, execu-
tive vice president, Society of Broadcast Engineers; and Lex
Felker, FCC mass media bureau chief

minority training, inviting Ellis
Terry of WETA-FM, Arlington, VA,
to chair. (See Terry's Guest Editorial
on the subject in the November 1988
BM E. )

Tower Tumbles

E' ngineers at WBRE-TV, Ch. 28 in
Wilkes-Barre, PA, faced one of
, their worst nightmares early in

January when the station's 849 -foot
tower collapsed during an ice storm.

The accident occurred between 6:30
and 6:45 a.m. on the morning of Sun-
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LIGHTNING STRIKES: RATINGS GO UP

"What's the weather gonna be?"

Every day, 80% of the people in your local
market ask that question. Their preference in
programming may change, but not their interest
in the weather especially stormy weather.

LDISTM - Lightning Data and Information
Systems - is a satellite delivered, affordable
data service that helps your station gain a com-
petitive edge by providing the most interesting,
accurate and up-to-the-minute severe weather
information in your market.

LDIS has some very attractive fringe
benefits: opportunities for image building by
providing outstanding public service, backing up
your stories when lightning bolts make news
and providing special services for the traveling
and outdoors public. Your station's technical
staff will like the fact that LDIS keeps them
informed on electrical storms and allows them
to get backup systems on line. LDIS will both
make you money and save you money.

LDIS can help enhance your station's repu-
tation for reliable information and quality
programming, attributes which usually translate
into new sponsors, increased market shares,
more revenues - and the ultimate proof of
good broadcasting: audience loyalty.

"My listeners are often outdoors and very con-
cerned about the weather. With LDIS, I can accu-
rately pinpoint when lightning is striking and tell them
if it is headed in their direction."

Bill Endersen, WCCO Radio/TV Weather Center
Minneapolis/St. Paul

LDIS - a service for tracking, communicating, displaying and archiving
information on lightning - the nation's #1 severe weather killer

For more information about LDIS, call or write:

RSCAN Corporation
MN Supercomputer Center  1200 Washington Ave. S.

Minneapolis, MN 55415-1258  (612) 333-1424
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day, January 8, just minutes before
Ch. 28's scheduled 7:00 a.m. signon.
That's an hour when WBRE normally
operates its transmitter by remote
control, so no one was injured. An-
other piece of luck was that the tower
fell away from the transmitter build-
ing, which minimized the damage.
Three equipment racks were pulled
into the air when transmission lines
to radio relays and ENG equipment
failed to separate, but most of the re-
sulting damage was to connectors.
The only other damage was to the
roof, caused by the tower guys.

According to WBRE's assistant
chief engineer, Barry Erick, the tower
originally was designed to withstand
125 mph winds, but with no spec for
ice. Ice storms are fairly frequent in
the winter on Mt. Penobscot, where
the tower was located, but generally
don't involve high winds. The un-
usual combination of wind and ice
proved too much for the two -decade -
old structure.

Erick and his staff lost no time in
getting the station back on -air. By
1:00 p.m. the same day, a microwave
link had been established to one of the
local cable companies, which in turn
passed the signal to about 70 percent
of the other cables that carry WBRE.
It took about two days to get a tempo-
rary tower into operation with a 30
kW antenna. With the transmitter
sited atop Mt. Penobscot, 2000 feet
above sea level, a 25 -foot antenna got
the signal out locally and to the sta-
tion's two translators, at distances of
60 and 90 miles.

A "permanent" 200 -foot temporary
tower from Stainless and 30 kW
Bogner antenna with 8 dB gain were
installed by SG Communications two
days after that and will serve until
WBRE's engineering staff settles on a
design and supplier for the perma-
nent replacement.

Hi-Def for the Masses?

ell, maybe not exactly for the
masses-not yet, anyway.
But Rebo Research, the new

product development subsidiary arm

CROSSTALK

of New York City's Rebo Studios, has
a few ideas on how to make HDTV
production more flexible and afford-
able for the few companies that are
now using it.

Rebo Research is introducing three
products for the fledgling HDTV pro-
duction market, all promised for NAB
late next month and all designed to
accomplish some basic needs economi-
cally and in a compact package. They
include a bidirectional, full -duplex,
single -wire fiber optic system for
HDTV camera control and signal
routing up to 12 miles; an HDTV
framestore (described as a "poor
man's Graphics Paintbox") built on a
Macintosh II platform and enabling
picture manipulation with off -the -
shelf Mac software; and an HDTV-to-
NTSC downcon-
verter.

While the
HDTV production
market is small at
present, the com-
pany is looking
also to market the
products to other
fields, such as
print graphics and
medical imaging.

Rebo's entry
into product devel-
opment, unusual
(though not un-
heard-of) for a pro-
duction company,
stemmed from the
company's experi-
ences as one of the
first regular users
of 1125/60 HDTV
production
equipment.

According to
Rebo Studios
founder Barry
Rebo, many of the
production tech-
niques standard in
NTSC were diffi-
cult or impossible
in HDTV due to
lack of peripheral
equipment. "We've

been spoiled by a lot of NTSC acces-
sories," he said. Rebo's innovative ap-
proach to field production was an-
other influence; the fiber optic system
was developed in part because of the
signal losses experienced in HDTV
production with runs over 300 feet or
more.

All the products share two charac-
teristics: low cost and small size. Rebo
Research CEO Denis Bieber is still
being cagey about the exact price
ranges, which will be announced,
along with availability, at NAB. But
Barry Minnerly, chief engineer of
Rebo Studios and president of Rebo
Research, predicted, "The guy who's
just spent his last dollar on an HDTV
camera and VTR will still be able to
afford our equipment." 

High winds may pose a danger to some towers.
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As sure as the sun rises, Switchcraft's Q -G is the most reliable audio
connector you can buy!
Few things in life are as reliable as
the morning sunrise. One of those
things is the Q -G audio connector
from Switchcraft. It can be counted
on every time for superior connec-
tions and rugged durability.

The result of years of research and
development, the Q -G is designed
to eliminate the day-to-day problems
faced by audio and broadcast pro-
fessionals. Ideal for use in micro-
phones, PA and sound reinforcement
systems, this remarkable "quick -
ground" connector establishes
grounding before the signal contact
is made, eliminating acoustic noise.
The exclusive captive insert screw
insures a firm and constant electri-
cal connection between ground ter-
minal and housing and also prevents
lost insert screws.

Along with advanced technological
design, the Q -G connector offers
outstanding construction features.
The streamlined body is built of

sturdy, die-cast zinc with your choice
of a satin nickel or "black velvet" fin-
ish and is available in 3-7 pin insert
configurations. A new high -impact,
molded thermosetting plastic insert
provides high dielectric strength and
superior resistance to heat when
soldering. Pin contacts resist tar-
nishing and provide excellent con-
ductivity. Our unique latchlock
system prevents accidental discon-
nect and can withstand the tough-
est abuse. Cable is relieved from
strain by dual pressure plates.

The advanced design of the Q -G
audio connector explains why so
many look -alike connectors are on
the market today. But don't be fooled
-although many have copied our
famous green insert, only one con-
nector bears the name synonymous
with reliability, Switchcraft.

For quality you can depend on-time
after time-specify the Q -G from
Switchcraft.

Switchcraft
A Raytheon Company
5555 N. Elston Ave.
Chicago, IL 60630
(312) 792-2700

For instant response to your questions or for additional information, FAX us at (312) 792-2129, or call (312) 792-2700.
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TECH WATCH

"Digital Paper" Sets New
Storage Standard

It's cheaper than magnetic media,
holds more data in a smaller space,
and promises to be the next big

breakthrough in optical data storage.
What is this newly emerged wonder
material? It's "digital paper."

This recording medium, which is a
dye polymer on a plastic substrate,
has set a new standard for the amount
of data that can be recorded on a
square inch and, at only half a cent
per Mbyte, is easily the cheapest ma-
terial for the purpose. Two companies
are presently working to produce
drives, one tape and the other disk,
designed to use the new material.

The tape drive is being developed
by Creo Products, Inc. of Burnaby,
BC, and is intended for mass storage
of data and document imaging includ-
ing high definition video recording.
Don't expect it to replace conven-
tional magnetic recording techniques,
however. The digital paper tape is a
nonerasable or "write once read
many" (WORM) medium, eliminating
any application that requires reuse of
recorded tape.

Also, the Creo optical tape recorder
is much slower than conventional
VTRs. This disadvantage may some-
day be corrected by improvements in
design. For now, however, the 24
megabit -per -second rate at which the
Creo recorder transfers data com-
pares poorly with the 115 megabit -
per -second rate at which a D-2 VTR
transfers data and even more unfa-
vorably with the 225 megabit -per -sec-
ond data transfer rate of a D-1 VTR.
At present transfer rates, the Creo re-
corder will be able to handle images,
but not regular video programming.

One big edge which digital paper
tape has over magnetic tape, how-
ever, is the sheer amount of data it
can record. The Creo recorder stores
one terabyte (one million Mbytes) on

By James A. Ackerley

an 880m by 35mm digital paper tape
mounted on a 121/2 -inch open reel. If
this information were played back at
the maximum rate of 24 megabits (3
Mbytes) per second, the process would
take four days. Impressive as this
may seem, the relative concentration
is even more noteworthy.

The density at which data may be
stored on digital paper figures out to
168 megabits per square inch, far
greater than the 57 megabits per
square inch data density of magnetic
tape. Despite the huge amount of data
storage, particular data may be ac-
cessed quickly. The
average time to ac-
cess a record is only
28 seconds.

Early attempts to
build an optical tape
recorder ran into
two major difficul-
ties. Gas lasers
proved unreliable
and dust consis-
tently obscured the
bits. In the present
machine, these
problems have been
effectively solved by
the use of solid state
lasers and the appli-
cation of an exten-
sive system of error
correction.

Each of 33 solid
state lasers receives
a logic 1 or 0 from an
encoder and emits either a high or low
level of infrared light. The beams of
light are reflected toward the digital
paper tape by a mirror mounted on a
slide. They then pass through lenses
and impinge the digital paper tape as
points of light in a vertical line or col-
umn. These points of light are each
one IL in diameter and are spaced 1.6

p. apart, center to center. High levels
of light create pits which reflect a re-
duced level of light in the read cycle.

Air bearings guide the slide, which
does not wander or skew more than
one tenth of a micron. A coil drive im-
pels the slide at a constant speed, al-
lowing 20,000 columns of bits to be
laid down in one move across the tape.
The tape then makes an incremental
move forward and the slide reverses
direction and writes the next record
on previously unexposed tape by go-
ing across from the other edge.

A column consists of four bytes with

Digital paper in some of its many forms.

one bit for error correction, and a
record consists of 80,000 bytes, of
which 64,000 are for data and 16,000
are for error correction. Creo will ship
the first of four units to the Canadian
government in May 1989 and will be-
gin shipments to commercial users in
October 1989. Archival life of the digi-
tal paper is estimated to be 15 years.
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Audio -for -video has never
sounded this good.

IJ 1 4

Now you can have Grass Valley Group
control in an Audio Mixer. With the AMX-170S.

If you've been working with
Grass Valley Group production
switchers and editors, you know
what we mean by GVG®quality
and reliability. And, you know
that features like E-MEM® Effects
Memory and Effects Recall give
you the best editor-to-switcher-to-
peripheral communication in the
business.

Now, when it's time to do your
audio mix, you can have that same
GVG control. With the GVG
AMX-170S Audio Mixer.

The AMX-170S is a powerful,
automated audio mixer with
features typical of higher priced
mixing consoles. And, it provides
unparalleled performance in the
video production environment
by integrating fully with your
computerized editor.

So find out more about how
you can get GVG control in the
economical and powerful AMX-
170S Audio Mixer. Contact your
nearest Grass Valley Group
representative today.
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Grass Valley Group

A TEKTRONIX COMPANY

AA_THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP INC.

P.O. Box 1114, Grass Valley, CA 95945 USA
Telephone (916) 478-3000
TRT: 160432

OFFICES: New York (201) 845-7988; District of Columbia
(301) 622-6313; Atlanta (404) 493-1255; Chicago (219) 264-0931;
Minneapolis (612) 483-2594; Dallas/Fort Worth (817) 483-7447;
Los Angeles (818) 999-2303; San Francisco (415) 968-6680;
GVG International Ltd. (U.K.) + 44-962-843939;
Grass Valley Group Asia (HK) + 852-3-7396632



Two obvious areas of application
suggest themselves. One is the inex-
pensive storage of great volumes of
data such as is produced by medical
imaging, geophysical surveys and
meteorological, mapping and defense
imaging from satellites. The other is
the inexpensive archiving of exten-
sive data such as tax and business
records. As Creo's marketing man-
ager, Lou Misshula points out,
"Availability will create new applica-
tions. When the product comes on the
market, potential users will see appli-
cations they don't now contemplate."

Bernoulli Optical Systems Corp. of
Boulder, CO, a subsidiary of Iomega,
is developing an optical data disk
drive (ODDD) that will use digital pa-
per in the form of a flexible 51/4 -inch
disk. This drive, which company
spokesman Andy Goldstein expects
will be ready for market in about a
year, takes advantage of Bernoulli's
effect, a principle of physics, to allow
the disk to come very close to the opti-
cal head without danger of crashing.

Because of Bernoulli's effect, air
flowing between the disk and a plate
located above the disk draws the disk
toward the plate on which the
microhead is mounted and, at the
same time, provides a cushion of air to
maintain a constant distance (on the
order of 1 p.) between the disk and the
head. Any failure or interruption of
the flow of air that maintains the
separation between disk and head
also causes the disk to fly away from
the head-a built-in safety feature.

According to the company, the sys-
tem replaces the usual focusing servo
with a lightweight fixed focus and re-
places the secondary fine positioning
mechanisms with servo -system track-
ing. Capacity of the digital paper
disks is 500 Mbytes per side.

The digital paper itself is made by
Imagedata, a subsidiary of the chemi-
cal company ICI. This material, a 25 p.
thick Melinex polyester -based sub-
strate covered with a layer of dye
polymer, records the digital informa-
tion transmitted by narrow beams of
infrared laser light. According to Da-
vid Owen, developments executive for

TECH WATCH

storage products at Imagedata,
"Chemically bonded dye absorbs en-
ergy in a narrow bandwidth, specifi-
cally the 830nm infrared wavelength
of the laser. This energy, at the point
where a high -intensity laser beam
hits the digital paper, expands the dye
and sets up a stress gradient with the
surrounding material. The resulting
plastic flow forms a physical pit or de-
pression 1 p. in diameter. The thin dye
in the area of the pit does not reflect
light as well as it does elsewhere. For
this reason, the recorded information
can be read by sensing the reflection
of a laser directed to the same area."

Digital paper clearly has a bright
future in the areas of imaging and
documentation. Data from any activ-
ity that can benefit from the mainte-
nance of vast data files, such as satel-
lite and other imaging, need never
again be inaccessible or nonexistent
due to considerations of space or ex-
pense. While the average broadcast
engineer is more likely to be affected
by records kept on digital paper than
he is to find himself loading it into a
VTR, direct studio applications are
certainly possible in the future.

Ackerley is BME's technical editor.
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,ony's new digital recorder

Ork
vleith

Your
'111.9/09

equipment?

You can slip Sony's new
composite digital video re-
corder right into your current
editing suite. With its analog
inputs and outputs, it con-
nects directly to your existing
equipment.

Yet it does what only digi-
tal can do. For example, the
Sony DVR-10 composite DTTR
gives you more than 20 gener-
ations of transparent digital
dubbing. And with its write -

after -read capability, one

machine can operate simulta-
neously as both a source and
recorder.

The DVR-10 is physically
small-half the size of a BVH-
2000 recorder-and its price
is as compact as its size.



Just plug it in.

And the DVR-10 records
four PCM channels of audio,
bringing you the same dra-
matic digital sound you've
been hearing on compact
discs.

With digital techniques,

you get superior dubbing capa-
bility, data error correction, and
built-in editing functions.

SONY,
BROADCAST PRODUCTS

But see the power of digi-
tal for yourself...Contact your
Sony Broadcast Sales Engi-
neer. Or call Sony at (800)
635 -SONY.
Sony Communications Products Company, 1600 Queen
Anne Road, Teaneck, NJ 07666. ©1988 Sony Corporation
of America. Sony is a registered trademark of Sony.
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Despite its reputation for high -quality
production, WGBH hadn't upgraded its routing

facilities since the early 1960s. A new rebuild has
propel red the station into the 1990s and beyond.

his was the lowest steer-
age compartment of the
Titanic. I had seen plenty
of facilities coast to coast,
and this was the worst."
The speaker was Jo?. An-

derion, manager for production ser-
vices at WGBH-TV Channel 2 and
WGBX-TV Channel 44 in Boston and
the occasion was a ribbon -cutting cer-
emony held last December 16 in the
station's newly rebuilt master control
room. If the place had once been a di-

saster, there was no evidence of that
now. Everywhere consoles, panels,
equipment racks, walls, ceilings and
floors looked more like the main deck
of a newly launched QE -2 than the
bilge of some rotting hulk. It was ac-
tually the scene of a great transfor-
mation both in appearance and in
capability for the present and for the
future.

BY JAMES A. ACKERLEY

The heart of this new facility which
has risen phoenix -like from the rav-
ages of age and neglect is a remark-
able routing switcher designed by
BTS with the cooperation of WGBH
engineers and featuring a flat re-
sponse of 0.5 dB over a bandwidth of
30 MHz. The new facility includes, in
addition to the new master control
room, two completely reconstructed
and modernized studios and three edit
suites.

The WGBH Educational Founda-
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ion in Boston is one of two main PBS
roduction centers-the other is at
NET in New York-and as such is

the source of about one-third of all
PBS national programming. PBS pro-
ductions have earned a well -deserved
reputation for quality, but this has of-
ten reflected the dedication of the en-
gineers rather than the environment
in which they work.

Anderson recalls his first visit to
WGBH some 14 years ago, "This was
the worst place I had ever come to, it
was a hellhole. I was working on a
PBS series that required captioning.
There were two one -hour programs
needing 400 to 500 captions each and
it couldn't be done in Hollywood with-
ut doing it piecemeal and going down

a generation. This was the only place
in the country that could do it. Every-
thing in the WGBH engineering area
looked like it had been set up for some
kind of emergency, but the attitude of
the engineers was great." Later, as
the newly appointed head of produc-
tion services at WGBH, Anderson set
about improving the working envi-
ronment of the place.

The planning phase for a complete
renovation began in March of 1985
with the first money for design allo-
cated in September of the same year.
Except for layout drawings to satisfy
the building code and the require-
ments for the necessary permits, all
electrical and construction design was
done in-house. Personnel resources
were considerable. The WGBH Edu-
cational Foundation employs about
700 people of whom 115, including 60
engineers, work in production ser-
vices-the largest single department
and the technical center for WGBH.

The problem was not the number of
engineers and others available for the
project, but the fact that everyone in-
volved in the renovation effort had to
continue his regular duties and that
all broadcast and other facilities had
to remain functional amid the din and
confusion of reconstruction. It is a
great tribute to the overall control of
the director of engineering, David
MacCarn, and to the day-to-day direc-
tion of the engineering head of design
and transmission, Dave St. Onge,
that the work progressed smoothly
and that a total of only 20 seconds of
air time were lost during the entire

`As soon as high
definition television
(HDTV) technology
progresses to the

marketplace, WGBH
will be in a position to

broadcast high
definition and digital
television."-St. Onge,

WGBH-TV

project.
According to MacCarn, "[The

project] started when I got here in
March of 1985. [It's a] plan that's go-
ing to extend and extend and extend.
We took all of the routing and master
control in the plant [which] went back
to 1963 and completely redid it. The
old system had been added onto many
times and an update was overdue."

Planning began when it did be-
cause money and people were then
available. The old technology re-
quired heavy maintenance, also the
second TV channel (WGBX-TVA had
no dedicated master control switcher.
Planners expanded both TV channels,
making many more sources available
than with the old equipment. One im-
mediate benefit of this expansion is
that WGBX-TV is now one of the few
UHF stations in the country to broad-
cast stereo.

In regard to the design of the rout-
ing switcher which made everything
else possible, the station took its
specifications to several vendors.
They finally selected Bosch (BTS) as
being best able to meet their require-
ments and ended up making many
trips to Salt Lake City in order to
work closely with them on the design
and testing of components. As a result
of this close collaboration, the station
requirements have become the BTS
specifications for high -end routing.

The newly developed switcher is
100 x 100 in a 200 x 200 frame with
100,000 cross points. It has been
added to the BTS product line as
model 2001. BTS and WGBH entered
into agreement to design the switcher
in the fall of 1986. The video portion

was delivered in March 1988 with the
audio portion having been delivered
earlier Frequency response is 0.5 dB,
or virtually flat, over a bandwidth of
30 MHz and only 3 dB over a band-
width of 60 MHz. In effect, the only
thing that limits the bandwidth is the
cable itself.

Because all departments of WGBH
must stay competitive with the mar-
ket at large, the engineering depart-
ment took the opportunity of the re-
build to accommodate future techno-
logical requirements. A full 30 MHz
bandwidth HDTV distribution system
on three channels is in now in place;
when this is coupled with the BTS
switcher, the station is now able to
produce high -definition video signals
and distribute them anywhere around
the WGBH plant. Material which is
produced in high definition for other
clients must currently be bicycled to
them. St. Onge observes that, "As
soon as high definition television
(HDTV) technology progresses to :he
marketplace, WGBH will be in a posi-
tion to broadcast high definition and
digital television. We are the only sta-
tion nationwide that has a routing
system that can handle an HDTV pro-
duction signal. The technology is ap-
proaching at a rapid speed and we're
ready."

Actual work began in the fall of
1986. Everything was done in-house
using WGBH personnel except the
carpentry work on the floors and
walls which was contracted out. The
new master control has 40 times more
capacity for video signal distribution
and over 80 times more audio capacity
than the station's old system. There
are 132,800 different combinations
for connections of equipment through-
out the station including redundant
emergency connections. Concealed
beneath the floors is over 23 miles of
new video cable plus over 11 miles of
audio cable.

The master control area consists in
part of the routing switcher and two
identical master control rooms, one
for channel 2 and the other for chan-
nel 44. Everything in the master con-
trol rooms is brand new. In addition to
items such as the microwave switcher
which was designed and built in-
house, each room contains a BTS
model 2000 master control switcher,
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two Tektronix model 1750 video
waveform monitors, three Ikegami
14 -inch color monitors, 12 Panasonic
three-inch color monitors, six
Ikegami nine -inch black -and -white
monitors and the equipment arsenal
is filled out with two Sony model BVU
800 3/4 -inch VTRs.

Other new equipment for the mas-
ter control area includes a Sony model
3000 CCD camera for use as a film
chain and two Betacart videocassette
playback systems. The intention is to
convert to full Betacam (SP) as far as
local promotions and productions are
concerned.

Not only has the WGBH Educa-
tional Foundation caught up with the
rest of the industry, the entire facility
is now in a position to move ahead of
the industry in the rapidly developing
areas of HDTV and digital processing.
According to MacCarn, "We are look-
ing at various projects and will proba-
bly buy some HDTV equipment
within the next few months to a year.
We will also look at composite digital
for the next upgrade of our post -pro-
duction environment."

As a nonprofit organization, WGBH
is strictly accountable for the funds it
expends. It chooses, in turn, to make
each of its departments show a return
on investment independent of the
organization as a whole. The effect is
that each department operates as
though it were an independent com-

The cost of renovating
studio B was justified

by the increase in
revenues resulting from
the simple expedient of
making the studio B
control room into a
combination control
room and edit suite.

pany. Everything is on a strict cash
basis and each department rates all
users of its services even if the user
happens to be WGBH or a division of
WGBH.

Revenue for new equipment or ren-
ovation must be generated by the de-
partment requesting the expenditure.
The new master control system had
been badly needed for a long time, but
it could never have come into exls-
tence if department revenues had not
been sufficient to cover the expense.
In the final analysis, it was Ander-
son's ability to manage money that
made it possible.

Of the various edit suites and stu-
dios, all of which were in a sad state of
aging and neglect, the studio B con-
trol room was the very worst. The lay-
out was poor, there was little space in
which to move around or do work, a

Opening page: Engineer Ken Corcoran in the channel 44 master control room with his
hand on the microwave switcher. Like much of the new equipment, the switcher is an in-
house product. Above: BTS model 2000 master control switcher located in the channel 2
master control room.

number of exposed cables gave the ap-
pearance of clutter and imperma-
nence with much of the equipment
dating back to the early 1960s. Studio
B was clearly the area of greatest
need and, as it happened, was also the
area where the greatest improvement
was possible and the greatest expen-
ditures could be justified. As a result,
the studio B control room has become,
outside of the new master control
room, the site of the WGBH facili-
ties most dramatic broadcast chain
improvement.

The entire WGBH Educational
Foundation occupies some seven
buildings, but because of the space re-
quirements of the other departments,
there was no way for support services
to expand its space allotment. There
was, however, a way to enlarge the
floor area of the studio B control room.
This was done by sealing off a stair-
way that was no longer needed. There
was also a way to give both studio A
and studio B access to a larger num-
ber of cameras. Camera control equip-
ment previously shared by the two
control rooms was brought from the
master control room up to the second
floor and divided between studio A
and studio B. This made it possible to
share cameras between the two
studios.

The cost of renovating studio B, the
expense of purchasing new equipment
to replace existing equipment and the
purchase of equipment not previously
owned was all justified by the in-
crease in revenues resulting from the
simple expedient of making the studio
B control room into a combination
control room and edit suite. The in-
crease in revenues simply resulted
from post -production work being
more profitable than production work
and, consequently, the payback on in-
vestments in post -production equip-
ment being greater than the payback
on similar investments in production
equipment.

Since much of the equipment is
used for both functions and since the
facility is rarely used as a control
room except at night, adding the
editing function was an excellent way
to bring in the money to pay for both
the renovation and the new equip-
ment. At night, as a control room, the
facility serves the nightly news and
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other local productions. In the day-
time, as an edit suite, it serves the
needs of post -production.

In addition to the actual increase in
space for studio B, the greatly im-
proved layouts, redesigned consoles
and new under -the -floor cabling pro-
vide all areas with a great deal more
functional space than existed under
the old system. The feeling, totally
unknown before the renovation, is not
merely one of adequate space but of
roominess and freedom.

New equipment replacing existing
equipment in the studio B control
room/edit suite includes the Grass
Valley model 300 digital production
switcher, the Grass Valley editor,
model 51, the Rupert Neve model
5114,24 x 4 x 2 stereo console, and the
Harris VWS stillstore. New first time
equipment includes the Chyron model
4100 EXB character generator and
the NEC System 10 digital video ef-
fects (DVE) system.

Edit suite no. 1 also has a new
Chyron model 4100 EXB character
generator and a new NEC System 10
DVE in addition to an existing Neve
model 5114 audio production 24 x 4 x
2 mixing console, a Grass Valley
model 51 editing system with 256 kB
of memory and a Grass Valley model
300-2A 24 -input video production
switcher.

Edit suite no. 2 shares a Chyron
with edit suite no. 3 and has, in addi-

The new master
control system had been

badly needed for a
long time, but it could

never have
come into existence if
department revenues

had not been
sufficient to cover

the expense.

tion, a new NEC System 10 DVE, an
existing Central Dynamics model 9
16 -input video production switcher, a
Grass Valley model 51EM editing
system with 2 MB of memory and a
Tweed model 12/4 audio mixing
console.

In addition to a new NEC System
10 DVE, edit suite no. 3 has a Grass
Valley model 100 video production
switcher, a CMX model 340XP edit
system with 28 kB of memory and a
Neve model Kelso 10 x 2 audio mixing
console.

Studio A shares six cameras with
studio B: five Ikegami model HK312
and one Ikegami model 79D. Addi-
tional studio A equipment includes a
Quantel DPE 5000 DVE, a Central

These BTS power supplies provide the power to activate the BTS routing switcher.
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Dynamics model CDL 480 production
switcher and a Neve model 5315 24 x
4 x 2 audio console.

Other equipment distributed
among the three edit suites includes
seven model 528, two model 1750 and
two model 1480 Tektronix video
waveform monitors, five model 1420
Tektronix video vectorscope monitors
and one model 1740 Tektronix video
waveform/vectorscope monitor. Also
in this category are 15 Sony VCRs in-
cluding five model BVH-2000 Type C
VCRs, one model BVH-2500 Type C
VCR, three model BVH-1100A VCRs,
one model BVH-1000A VCR, four
model BVU-800 Umatic VCRs, one
model BVU-200 Umatic VCR and
four Beta machines.

The transformation of WGBH from
one of the most backward to one of the
most modern facilities in the nation is
yet another example of what to expect
when engineering excellence is sup-
ported by progressive management.

The WGBH rebuild is remarkable
for several reasons. For one thing, it's
a public station. While known for
quality programming, public stations
often don't have the budget to produce
it. Although WGBH has maintained a
reputation for very high -quality pro-
duction, its facilities have been in
poor physical condition for a long
time. This upgrade has made its tech-
nical facility one of the best in the
country.

The WGBH rebuild is remarkable
because in all the confusion and noise
of rebuilding, normal station opera-
tions continued and, over a two-year
period, the station lost a total of only
20 seconds of air time and even that
was lost in several small bits rather
than all at once. This is better than
some stations are able to do without
distractions and illustrates the care-
ful planning that went into the
project.

The WGBH rebuild is remarkable
because it solved the problem of inad-
equate space not by adding space, but
by cleverly reallocating the space it
had. And finally, the WGBH rebuild
is remarkable because it was not sub-
sidized by the government, or by a
grant, or even by another division or
department within the same orga-
nization, but was paid for by the prof-
its from the investment. 
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CAVEAT: WHITE
PAPER II

RECOMMENDATIONS ON AUDIO FOR

THE VISUAL MEDIBI
At the onset of this decade, things were simpler. When a
burgeoning audio technique caused confusion among video
producers in Chicago, 10 people got together and discussed
the problems over a two -month period. The result was a
four -page White Paper on audio for video. But things
would never be that simple again.

Back in 1982, "audio sweetening" was already a part of
most producers' vocabularies. The practice was technologi-
cally mature, but procedures and equipment varied from
place to place. And since terminology was nonstandard
and too often misleading, producers sometimes had diffi-
culty coordinating a project when multiple post facilities
were involved. In reponse to these concerns, the Chicago
Coalition, an organization of producers and services char-
tered to strengthen the local production environment, in-
vited interested parties to get together to write a paper
that would recommend exchange practices between video
and audio facilities. After five evening meetings, represen-
tatives of the Coalition, along with four audio and three
video companies, had compiled a four -page document
specifying preferred exchange formats, speeds and header
tones and stressing the need to communicate with other
services when problems occur.

The motives of the Chicago Coalition were not totally
altruistic: if these rules of order could streamline work and
reduce stress in Chicago, work would remain here. Free
from disputes among facilities, producers could confi-
dently use different facilities for differing operations.

Over time, the proliferation of audio and video formats,
not to mention stereo television, begat situations the origi-
nal White Paper had not addressed. In late 1986, an inde-
pendent committee of engineers, which would eventually
be called C.A.V.E.A.T., proposed an update. The commit-
tee started with well -attended "town hall" meetings, then
progressed to subcommittee field study and actual writing.
The working paper was excerpted in the 1987 handbook of
the International Teleproduction Society.

White Paper II on Audio for Video dramatically eclipses

The C.A.V.E.A.T. committee. Seated (L to R1: Rebecca Albrecht,
recording secretary, Optimus, Inc.; Ric Coken, executive chairman,
Zenith/db Studios. Standing (L to RI: George Slominski, video co-
chairman, Optimus, Inc.; Patrick Garvey, recording secretary,
Genesis Creative Group; Donald T. Adydan, video chairman,
Optimus, Inc.; Tom Miller, midi.° chairman, Universal Recording
Co. Not pictured: Mike Moats, audio co-chairman, Zenith/db
Studios.

its predecessor in size and scope, much as the new technol-
ogy has the old. Broadcasters, editors, mixers, technical
managers and engineers, as well as facility owners, con-
tributed their talents for the two-year effort.

In White Paper II, C.A.V.E.A.T. has produced an excep-
tional document under exceptional circumstances: com-
petitive services in a single locality, freely giving of in-
formation and time. C.A.V.E.A.T. will continue to
champion what has been honored since the first White
Paper-open communication, quality in our work and
pride in our industry. 

Circle 115 on Reader Service Card Page 63
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INTRODUCTION
The information that is contained in this document is rep-
resentative of more than a year's effort on the part of a
group of audio and video production and post -production
professionals. This "white paper" is evidence of a continu-
ing emphasis by professionals to provide clients with the
best possible product available.

The technological and operational advances that have
occurred in the production community, by both equipment
manufacturers and users, have been extreme and continu-
ous. With that in mind, the following is a sincere attempt
on the part of the authors to establish a set of recom-
mended standards and procedures in the use and exchange
of audio materials for use with picture. The key word here
is recommended.

From the outset it was acknowledged that guidelines
could not be formulated that would require significant op-
erational restructuring of any given facility. Instead, the
focus of the group was to limit its recommendations to a)
current technology that is in place and is used as part of
the daily operations of a facility, and, b) professional
audio for film or video that would be used as an exchange
medium between facilities or as a finished release
product.

For these reasons, as you read through the Recommen-
dations on Audio for the Visual Medium, you will notice
that there are only mentions of such emerging technol-

ogies as S -VHS, D1, D2, etc. These new technologies repre-
sent the newest innovations in audio and video but are not
yet widespread enough in the marketplace to be consid-
ered commonplace "exchange" technologies. The authors
are aware that, with rare exception, the current use of the
latest hardware is probably limited to the internal opera-
tions of a facility.

The combined list of committeemen, forum attendees
and supporters in kind is too lengthy to appear here, but
does appear in the appendices. The committeemen would
also like to extend a general word of thanks to all who gave
their input and support to this effort and to you, the user,
for taking the time to refer to these writings. Comments,
criticisms and suggestions are encouraged and welcomed.
Please send your correspondence to: CAVEAT c/o 770 N.
LaSalle Street, Chicago, IL 60610.

Section I: LABELING & STORAGE
Among the items of highest concern with the committee is
the ability to recover information pertaining to the condi-
tions under which a recording was made. Concise labeling
and proper storage techniques are essential steps in the
maintenance and exchange of quality recorded material.

In an effort to standardize label content, it is recom-
mended that several items regularly be included on labels
for both audio and visual materials. This information, ex-
emplified in Figures 1 and 2, can be categorized into two
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major areas: general and technical.

Part A: GENERAL LABELING

 Company name, address and phone number (including
area code).
 Client name.
 Product code and description. Additional space can be
provided by affixing a label or attaching a reference sheet
to the interior of the reel box.
 Client reference number.
 Date of the recording.
 Editor, recording engineer, or company contact.
 Reel number and the total number of reels in the job or
session.
 Tape recorder and/or studio used for the recording.
 Tape operator, if applicable.

Part B: TECHNICAL LABELING

 Qualification of the recording. The generation of record-
ing should be clearly indicated. When the term "Master" is
used, it should be qualified with a modifier as indicated in
the Glossary of Terms.
 Format and/or tape size.
 Tape stock manufacturer and tape type.
 Type of audio recording and/or number of channels. Mon-
aural, stereo, N -Channel element (N = number of chan-
nels) and N -Channel master are examples of types of re-
cording; as indicated in the Glossary of Terms.
 Placement of audio signals on tracks.
 Reference or time code signals recorded and their place-
ment, when applicable.
 Type of noise reduction used, if applicable. The appropri-
ate reference tones should be recorded in the header when
noise reduction is used.
 Use of time compression, if applicable. The correspond-
ing original duration and re-recorded duration should be
indicated on the label.
 Reference level (nWb/m) used for 0 VU. Especially appli-
cable to audio formats.
 Type and placement of reference tone sequences. A refer-
ence tone sequence, such as the CAVEAT standard
header, is used for determining operational level and fre-
quency response characteristics of program material.

To further clarify characteristics that are unique to indi-
vidual audio and video formats, the following information
is recommended to be in the respective labeling categories.

Part C: FORMAT SPECIFICS

Audio Format
 Speed of the recording.
 Equalization of the recording.
 Type of digital recording, if applicable.
 Type of automation used in the mixing process, if
applicable.

Video Format
 Presence of closed captioning material and placement of
the encoding in the vertical interval.
 Indication if the product has Visual Time Code, some-
times called Window Time Code or Burn -In Time Code.

Figure 1

COMPANY NAME
COMPANY ADDRESS ALSO AREA CODE AND PRONE NUMBER

CLIENT

PRODUCT.

REEL OF

CLIENTS I 0
FILE /

DATE

ENGINEER

ASSISTANT

STUDIO

 MONO  STEREO
MASTER  COPY

LEVEL nI16/1.1 .4 0 1.41

TONES  READ  TAA.
TONE 470410.10'

CAVEAT STANDARD 
OTHER STANDARD 
SPECIFY

0IANNEL DESCRIPTION

CH2- 013- 044-CHI-

Face label

SIZE 0 1/4' 0 1/2" 1' 0 r
TRACK FORMAT  FULL  2  4  8  18

 24  32  2880/4 *
SPEED 0 7.5 0 15 0 30

EC/  NAB  AES  IEC
PULSE  NECPLT  FM  60 HA CH
SAM  3031  3014 DROP  2431

 COM 7K.  04
TAPE TYPE

 NOISE REDUCTION TYPE

 OME COMPRESSION

(DURATION ORG./DURATTON NEW)

 DIGITAL TYPE
 AUTOMATION TYPE

 SEE INSIDE

TAKE 0 TIME TITLE COMMENT

Figure 2a Face label

COMPANY NAME
COMPANY ADDRESS ALSO AREA CODE AND PHONE NUMBER

(OPTIONAL TITLE SPACE)

DATE: JOB NUMBER.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

EDITED MASTER REEL OF

SAFETY CH.1

DUB CH.2
DUBBING MASTER 

SUBMASTER

ORIG. FILM TRANSFER 
ORIG. FIELD RECORDING 

SUE CODE OF/NDF
LTC

CH.

VITC

UNES
VISUAL T.C.

CLOSED CAPTION
UNES

RECORDING VTR
REC. VTR OPT. FOR:

TAPE MEM
TAPE FORMAT

BUNKING H-V-
OPER NIT

AUDIO

0
DUAL INDEPENDENT 
(MIX FOR DUBBING) 

2-CH. MONO 
STEREO 

LEFT ON CH.
RIGHT ON CH
NOISE REDUCTION 

TYPE:
TIME COMPRESSION 

(DURATION ORG./DURATION NEW)
TONE SECCIFNCK
CAVEAT STANDARD 
OTHER STANDARD 

SPECIFY

LEVEL nIMD/M

Figure 2b Edge label

Ev

(TITLE SPACE)

g 5
U

 Horizontal (ii.sec.) and vertical (lines) blanking measure-
ments recorded at 4 IRE to meet RS -170 standards or 20
IRE to meet RS -170A standards.

Part D: STORAGE
 Audiotapes should be stored "tails out" to help prevent
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Figure 3

VIDEO

AUDIO
CH -1

(LEFT)

AUDIO
CH -2

(RIGHT)

TIME CODE

SEE NOTE 9

SEE NOTE I

MANDATORY -r BEEP, 1 FRAME LONG

SEE NOTE

SEE NOTE 2

SEE NOTE 3 -

BLACK 10 sec. SMPTE NTSC COLOR BARS 50 sec. 1 SLATE
5 sec. E

a
N
0T
E
4

PROGRAM VIDEO MINIMUM OF
10 sec. BLACK

1 kHz
0 dB

10 sec.

1 kHz
-5 dB
5 sec.

63 Hz
-5 dB
5 sec.

5 kHz
-5 dB
5 sec.

10 kHz
-5 dB
5 see.

12.5kHz
-5 dB
5 sec.

PINK NOISE
-10 dB
10 sec.

1 kHz
0 dB

5 sec.

SILENCE.
5 sec.

°P11°NALSLAM

PROGRAM AUDIO

''>
MINIMUM OF

10 sec. SILENCE

1 sec.
DELAY

IkHz
0 dB

IkHz
-5 dB

63 Hz
-5 dB

5 kHz
-5 dB

10 kHz
-5 dB

12.5kHz
-5 dB

PINK NOISE
-10 dB

1 kHz
0 dB

SILENCE'
5 sec.

C911°NAL
SLATE

 GG.

PROGRAM AUDIO MINIMUM OF
10 sec. SILENCE9 sec. 5 sec. 5 sec. 5 sec. 5 sec. 5 sec 10 sec. 5 sec.

CONTINUOUS ASCENDING NON-DROP FRAME SMPTE LONGITUDINAL TIME CODE ON HIGHEST NUMB:RED TRACK

NOTE 1: THE FIRST 1 KHz TONE IS FOR LEVEL
SETTING. THE NEXT 5 TONES AND PINK
NOISE ARE FOR CHECKING FREQUENCY
RESPONSE AND PHASE. THE LAST 1 KHz
TONE AT 0 DB HAS THE POSITIVE PEAK
CUPPED AT APPROXIMATELY 20% FOR
POLARITY CHECK.

NOTE 2: TIME CODE AT FIRST FRAME OF PROGRAM
VIDEO (FADE-UP) SHOULD BE AT
XX: XX: 00: 00 (NON-DROP FRAME).

VIDEO HAS BLACK FOR 1 SECOND. 29 FRAMES
AND AUDIO CHANNELS ARE SILENT FOR SAME.

NOTE 3: THE 10 SECONDS AT THE HEADS & TAILS
IS WITH MACHINE THREADED.

NOTE 4. THE VIDEO COUNTDOWN SHOULD BE 3 SECONDS
LONG, STARTING AT 5 AND ENDING WITH
ONE FRAME OF THE 2. AUDIO WITH THE
COUNTDOWN CAN BE SILENT WITH A ONE
FRAME BEEP AT THE 2, OR BEEP AT EACH
SECOND UNTIL THE 2.

print -through, 70 percent of which occurs during the first
24 -hours of storage.
 Videotape, especially cassettes, should be stored "heads
out" to avoid hub impressions.

Subscribing to the use of these recommendations will
certainly aid in the best possible recovery of a recorded
product. In any application however, the underlying idea
should be to provide the next professionals with the in-
formation they need to do their jobs.

Section II: HEADER GEOGRAPHY
The CAVEAT Header serves several purposes. It is pri-
marily a quality control test signal, but also serves to
identify program content and how it was recorded. This
header, as shown in Figure 3, contains synchronizing in-
formation between picture and sound, and is designed to
be used with all audio materials intended for visual appli-
cations. By using the header, operators will be able to
reassure themselves and their clients of not only good au-
dio, but that this audio is preserved from one generation to
the next.

Since the header test signal has been designed to have
the same duration as the currently used SMPTE color bar
test signal, the additional operating cost is nominal. The
audio header consists of eight (8) test signals, a place for a
slate, and a synchronizing beep. Video tapes would also
include color bars, visual slate, countdown, and a syn-
chronizing mark. The header should be recorded on all
audio for use with picture.

In order to show the cumulative effect of each genera-
tion, the header should be copied each time the program is
duplicated. It is important that the header be kept with its
associated program material. This practice is especially
important with stereo programming, due to the sensitivity
of its mono compatibility.

If the header is removed or damaged, the next user can-
not guarantee that the quality of the material will be
maintained.

The main intent of the header is to flag the operator if
something has gone wrong in the post -production process.
Operators are not expected to align equipment to match

each roll of tape that they receive. If, however, the header
indicates that a tape is questionable, the operator should
contact the source of the tape. The cooperative effort of the
two companies should lead to the solution of the problem
and help prevent its recurrence.

Table 1
CAVEAT Header Geography

AUDIO LEVEL PLACEMENT DURATION FUNCTION
(in VU) (Channel) (in seconds)

Noise optional
Reduction 15 NR type ID

Tones

1.0 kHz 0 1 / 2' 10 Level set
("NOTE: Right Ch. starts 1 sec. after left or Ch. identifier
Voice Ch. ID for 1 sec.)

1.0 kHz -5 1 & 2 5 Equalization

Check

63.0 Hz

5.0 kHz

10.0 kHz

12.5 kHz

Pink Noise

-5

-5

-5

-5

-10

5

5

5

5

10

1.0 kHz 0 1 & 2 5

(**NOTE: Both Ch. positive sine wave top
clipped approx. 20°0 from 0 axis)

Slate

Countdown

1 kHz 0

Silence

Program Material

Silence

Azimuth Check

Level,

Polarity Check

5 optional audio

3 (minimum) optional audio

1 & 2 1 FRAME SYNC

1 & 2 2 sec minus Pullup 1 FRAME

1 & 2 10 Runout

Part A: RECORDING THE HEADER

1) The header should be recorded on all audio materials for
visual use. Its use on check copies (client approval) is
optional.
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2) The tones should be recorded simultaneously on all au-
dio channels except the time code channel(s) and where
noted.
3) New tones (and/or color bars) should be created when
new program material is created, or when program mate-
rial is altered (except time compression work).
4) The header should be copied when material is copied
(including time compression work).
5) When segments are edited together, a header that is
considered to be representative of the various parts should
be used.
6) Multichannel film masters should include: header re-
corded simultaneously on all tracks, then 5 -sec. segments
of 1.0 kHz recorded sequentially on each channel.
7) Digital recordings should have the full header since it
will be needed to check analog copies.
8) If there is no time, or tone generating equipment is
limited, at the very least, tones near 1.0 kHz and 10.0 kHz
should be recorded.
9) For in -the -field recordings, when no oscillator is avail-
able, the traditional tone at -8 on the quasi peak meter will
at least provide a level reference. This tone can be treated
as 0 on a VU meter. Any additional tones would be very
helpful to ensure that adequate transfers can be made.

Part B: PLAYING THE HEADER
1) Set playback level using the first reference 1 kHz tone.
2) Observe the tones that follow: frequency response
should be better than +/-2 dB at all frequencies relative to
the -5 VU 1 kHz tone, and azimuth should be better than
+/-30 degrees at 10 kHz. Tapes should meet these speci-
fications when delivered to the final presenter. These
specs represent an error budget that has to be shared by
everyone that works with that program. Azimuth should
be maintained within +/-15 degrees per generation.
3) If the tones are questionable, check the playback ma-
chine with a test tape.

If the playback machine appears to be aligned properly,
then contact the facility that supplied the recorded mate-
rial. A decision can then be made as to whether a fresh
copy can be made available. Notifying the source of the
problem tape also allows them to correct their equipment
to prevent further problems.

Part C: EXPLANATION

The committee decided that since the Header Geography
information supplied above may be quite different from
what your facility has been accustomed to using, an in-
depth explanation of how the tone series was derived
would be helpful.

Noise Reduction Identification Signal:
Several types of noise reduction devices have an identify-
ing signal. If noise reduction encoding is being used, this
signal will identify which type it is, and what the reference
level is. Since not all units generate such a tone, its use is
optional. Therefore, it is important to refer to the labeling
information to determine if noise reduction has been used.
Since this tone is first in the header, it is easily omitted
when a decoded copy is made; leaving this tone on a de-
coded copy would cause much confusion.

Level Set Tone: 1 kHz at 0 VU:
This tone represents average program level. This should
match the test tape 0 VU level set tone. This is the only
tone in the header that needs to be used to adjust a ma-
chine on a tape -by -tape basis. This signal will also give a
clear indication of polarity match between channels.

Channel Identifier:
The level set tone on the right channel starts 1 sec. after
the left channel. The channels can be identified by listen-
ing or by watching the meters. An alternate identifier is to
replace the first 1 sec. of the level set -tone with individual
voice announcements on the appropriate channels. The
total duration of the announcements should not exceed 1
sec. Another alternative to voice announcements is one
beep on the left channel followed by two beeps on the right
channel. The total duration of this set of beeps should not
exceed 1 second.

Equalization Check: 1 kHz, 63 Hz, 5 kHz, 10 kHz, 12.5 kHz
all at -5 VU:
The first tone in the series is for the operator to pick a
reference point on his meters. The next four tones will be
compared to this first tone. The EQ tones are at a reduced
level to assure compatibility with all tape formats. Fre-
quencies were chosen to display typical problems such as
head wear and alignment, electrical alignment, and choice
of equalization standard. The high frequency is also com-
patible with the Altair wow and flutter analyzer.

Azimuth Check: Pink Noise at -10 VU:
This provides a quick visual and audible check of head
azimuth. Errors can be seen on an oscilloscope as a fuzzy
ball. If a mono sum is listened to, errors will be heard as a
high frequency loss or swishing sounds. This signal may
also be used for frequency response checks if a V3 octave
analyzer is used. However, low frequency readings may
not settle on many analyzers within the 10 -sec. duration of
this signal.

Level and Polarity Check: 1 kHz at 0 VU:
This tone is intended mainly as a level reminder following
the reduced level signals. In addition, the positive portion
of the waveform is clipped approximately 20 percent. This
serves to identify whether or not a signal is inverted. In-
version errors are subtle if channels are matched in polar-
ity. Recording formats are not standardized with respect to
absolute polarity. Therefore, inversion errors where both
channels match can be left to the final exhibitor.

Slate:
Visual and optional audio identification of program. This
should be a non -ambiguous description. If material is time
compressed or non -synchronous, it should be stated. A low
frequency tone at a low level may be included to help
identify this point on the tape when shuttling. The visual
slate should be separate from the countdown. The slate can
then be revised without destroying the countdown.

Countdown:
An accurate visual indication of time before program
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start; optional beeps each second. When the visual count-
down is taken from film, and the film frame rate is 30
frames/sec., a 24 frame/sec. SMPTE Leader should not be
used. This would lead to incorrect placement of the "2"
frame leading to incorrect audio sync.

Synchronization: 1 kHz at 0 VU for 1 video frame:
This signal is used to synchronize the audio and the visual
portions of the program material. It allows the two por-
tions to be processed independently and joined together
again. It should be included on any audio elements with a
known relationship to the picture. It should also be in-
cluded on all work videocassettes. The visual mark can be
anything recognizable, but has traditionally been the nu-
meral "2".

Pullup and Runout:
This should be silent with a video black picture, thus fos-
tering a smooth presentation. The pullup can also be used
to judge noise build up.

Allowable Program Length for Commercials:
Automated spot players have a possible error of up to 1/4 -
second when starting and stopping. Therefore, to avoid
having a portion of the program cut off, the total program
length should be 1/2 -second less than the allotted on -air
time; i.e. 14.5 sec, 29.5 sec, 59.5 sec. The countdown and 2
beep in the header allow audio to begin while picture is
still black. However, in manually controlled systems, op-
erators usually wait until picture is visible before a pro-
gram is switched to air. This method could lead to a loss of
the opening audio unless it starts after the picture is
visible.

Part D: RATIONALE

The primary goal in designing the header was to create
something that could be copied through all the production
steps. This meant that time was limited due to duplication
costs. It is now standard practice to provide 45 sec. of color
bars in video duplication. If the audio header were much
longer than this, duplication costs would increase. The
CAVEAT header has 50 sec. of test tones. The allowable
high frequency energy was limited by the abilities of 3/4 -
inch videotape and 16mm films, due to their low velocities
across the heads.

Levels were set as low as can be reliably read on ma-
chine meters. Frequencies were chosen to match those
used on test tapes and in equipment alignment manuals.
The tone durations were chosen so that overall levels could
be adjusted, and other parameters could be observed. It
was desired to have the pink noise last long enough to do a
full frequency response check. However, due to the ran-
dom nature of noise, to get a statistical average in the low
frequency bands would require too much time. Therefore,
priority was given to pure tones. They can be read quickly
with standard equipment. Time constraints also led to the
choice of a high frequency for wow and flutter tests.

The tone sequence is rather complicated, and will be
difficult to generate manually. There is at least one com-
mercially available tone generator (RTS) that can produce
this sequence.

CAVEAT is also working on developing a Compact Disc
with the header sequence. This format should be quite cost
effective, considering the number of players already in
place.

As of this writing, the SMPTE SMART committee is in
the process of developing a leader. It will probably share
the use of 1 kHz and 10 kHz tones, an NR alignment tone,
and the pullup and runout pads. The SMPTE leader will
not be of the same complexity and subsequently will not
have the power of the CAVEAT header.

Section III: FORMATS & TRACK
ASSIGNMENTS
In the interest of expediting the exchange of creative ma-
terials between facilities, the committee has developed a
list of recommended exchange formats and track
assignments.
Part A: EXCHANGE

As shown in Table 2, one video and four audio recording
formats are recommended for the exchange of audio ele-
ments between facilities. Digital formats may also be
used, but it is necessary to contact the receiving facility to
choose from the variety of formats available.

Table 2
Track Assignments

FORMAT CH.1

1"C video Stereo Left
or Mono

35mm mag. Mono
film/Mono (or Stripe Film)

35mm mag. Stereo Left Stereo Right
3-Trk. film/Stereo

1/2 4-Trk.

15 / 30 ips
2-Trk.

15 / 30 ips

Stereo Left
or Mono

Stereo Left

or Mono

CH.2

Stereo Right
or Mono

Stereo Right
or Mono

Stereo Right
or Mono

CH.3

SMPTE TC

(0 VU)

V Drive

(optional)

CENTER

TRK. SMPTE TC

(250 nWb/m RMS)

CH.4

SMPTE TC

(-7 VU)

Part B: DUBBING

Channel identity should be maintained when dubbing ste-
reo material. When reproducing mono material, the left
channel of the source should be copied to both channels of
the recorder. The right channel of the source can be substi-
tuted if the left channel is flawed. The two mono signals
should not be summed.

When mono and stereo versions of the same product are
to be used, it is recommended that separate mono and
stereo masters be produced. In dealing with the product in
this manner, several advantages are gained over a mono
master created from the summing of two stereo channels.
A separate mono mix can be made to avoid level and cen-
ter -channel build up. Additionally, high frequency can-
cellations may occur when stereo channels are summed.
Since the mono master would be created in the same envi-
ronment as the stereo version, proper attention can be
given to special effects by the mixer and the client.
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Video That Sounds as Good as it Looks.

The video industry demands the same uncompro-
mising audio quality the recording industry expects.
Dolby SR signal processing and Dolby A -type noise
reduction are now available on one processing board
for the Sony BVH-3000/3100 VTR. Contact your Sony

Photographed at On Tape Productions, San Francisco, CA.

representative and inquire about the BKH-3080.
Find out why recording and film studios around
the world rely on
Dolby for cleaner. DO Dolby SR
quieter audio. spectral recording

Sony Communications Products Co. Phone 201-833-5200, Dolby Laboratories Inc., 100 Potrero Avenue, San Francisco,CA 94103-4813, Phone 4'5-58-0200, Telex 34409, Facsimile 415-863-1371 346 Clapham Road, London SW9 9AP

Phone 01-720-1111. Telex 919109, Facsimile 01-720-4118 Dolby and the Double -0 symbol, are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporatian..4.: Dolby Laboratories Inc.1988. S88/8321/8339
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How Good is Our 3rd Generation?

,  ,,eet
TBC-200 Time Base Corrector

"pi...eV--;41-1104-4-ip-'

UTP-1 Signal Transcoder

NI' o 6-ix so to 11.:;.7,27:2

AG -7500A Editing VCR

CCD Cameras

IFP-44 Editing Inte ace

7 di

AG -7400 Portable VCR

.- \ .--
..... le,......;..--. ..........-- lip.`"'" --- qiet......

\---

AG-A750 Editing Controller

SVHS Video Cassettes



Take a Look at Our 5th!

Horizontal
Resolution
(Color Mode)

S/N Ratio (dB)

Luminance
(Color Mode)

Chrominance
(AM)

Chrominance
(PM)

PERFORMANCE DATA
(AG -7500A)

1st
Generation

57.2

51.8

44.3

3rd
Generation

w/o TBC w/TBC-200

51.7

47.5

40.1

360

52.0

51.4

43.8

5th
Generation
w/TBC-200

Data represents measurements by independert engineering evaluation. VCRs taken at random frominventory.

 Signal Source:
Luminance:
Chroma:
Resolution:

Shibasoku TG -7/1  Noise Meter:
50 IRE flat field w/burst Y-S/N:
50 IRE w/100 IRE p -p
Monoscope Shibasoku 58../1 C-S/N:

Cnom the first to the third, even to
Uthe 5th generation Panasonic
SVHS Pro Series specifications
speak for themselves. And they
say "outstanding:' Here are some
of the reasons:

The AG -7500A editing VCR
with its new laminated amorphous
heads produces superb quality
generation after generation.

The AG -A750 editing
controller has everything you
need for highly accurate single
event editing.

And the AG -7400 portable
2 -hour VCR is a natural
performer in the field.

Our TBC-200 time base
corrector has a 16 -line

Rohde & Schwarz LPSF2/UPSF2E2
200 kHz HPF, subcarrier trapon
1.2 MHz, LPF weighted
" 00 Hz HPF
500 kHz LPF unweighted

correction window, chroma plus/
enhancement, chroma noise
reduction and no -roll circuitry. To
make multi -generation recordings
even better.

The UTP-1 signal transcoder
is more than ready to transcode
virtually any component signal
into any other component signal.
Saving you an extra generation.

The IFP-44 editing interface
controls Pro Series decks on both
the source and edit side. To easily
integrate into selected 3/4"
systems.

Our CCD Cameras are
equally spectacular. And with
the Panasonic SVHS Pro Series
you not only get outstanding

350

49.0

44.5

35.2

performance, you also get the
added economy of 2 -hour
operation in the field and in
the studio.

The Panasonic SVHS Pro Series.
In a word it's outstanding.

For more information on the
Panasonic Pro Series, call
Panasonic Industrial Company
at 1-800-553-7222, or your local
Panasonic Professional/Industrial
Video dealer.

=VI -151

Panasonic
Professional/Industrial Video
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Part C: FORMAT COMPARISON

Many factors affect a recording channel's ability to repro-
duce audio. Audio resolution may be influenced by
attributes such as track width, linear tape speed, tape
oxides and equalization. Table 3 is representative of some
of the recognized professional analog formats available.

Table 3

Recognized Professional Analog Formats

TAPE WIDTH

(inches) RECORDER TYPE
AUDIO TRACK

WIDTH (inches)
LINEAR

SPEED lips)

Audio Production
1/4" FuII-Trk. Mono .234 30/15/1.5
1/4" 2-Trk. Stereo .080 30/15/*7.5
1/2" 2-Trk. Stereo .200 30/15
1/2" 4-Trk. .070 30/15
1" 8-Trk. .070 30/15
1" 16-T11c .035 30/15
2" 16-Trk. .070 30/15
2" 24-Trk. .037 30/15
.125 *Stereo audio cars. .023 1.875
*(Used for check copies only)

Film Production
16mm Mono/edge trk. .200 7.2 @ 24 fps.
(NOTE: at 30 fps. 16mm runs (a 9.0 ips.)

35mm Mono/stripe .200 18 @ 24 fps.
35mm 3-Trk./full coat .200 18 @ 24 fps.
35mm 4-Trk./full coat .150 18 @ 24 fps.
35mm 6-Trk./full coat .100 18 @24 fps.
(NOTE: at 30 fps. 35mm runs (a

Video Production

22.50 ips.)

2" Quad. .070 15
1" C format .0315 9.606
1" B format .0315 9.646
3/4"

U-matic .0315 3.75
1/2,, Betacam .023 4.67
1/2" MII .0236 2.67

Section IV: OPERATIONAL LEVELS
The purpose of setting operational levels is to ensure that
recorded audio material can be exchanged without appre-
ciable noise or distortion.
Level Metering:
a) Average Level should be near the 0 VU value estab-
lished by the CAVEAT header tone reference level. b)
Peak Level should not exceed 12.0 dB above 100 nWb/m
reference 0 VU level. Recorded program levels should re-
flect the level of the header tones recorded preceding the
program. The average levels reflect perceived loudness
and will not fully show program peaks. Peak levels are of
particular importance due to the direct relationship of
level and distortion. It is recommended that the peak level
recorded not exceed the 3 percent distortion point of the
tape format for more than 10 milliseconds at a time. For
the 1 -inch Type C format, a peak level of + 12 dB above
100 nWb/m (0 VU reference level) will meet these criteria.

Metering of such parameters may be done in a variety of
ways. The best recommendation for metering is to use a
device in which both average and peak levels can be

metered.
If the preferred metering is not obtainable, a VU meter

with a peak LED indicator calibrated to 12 dB above 0 VU
can be used. Peak flashing circuits (such as the one shown
in Figure 4, p. 54) can generally be made easily if the
meters are not so equipped.

There are in -the -field recordings and other circum-
stances that may prohibit either of the previously men-
tioned metering methods from being used. In this case, a
true "VU" meter may be read using the following "meter
hit" guidelines: Needle Hits (a Level

1 +3 VU 3 + 2 VU qi,) +1 vu

(NOTE: These numbers are not to be exceeded in any
given 30 sec. time span.) In all cases, the aforementioned
recommendations are designed to minimize level distor-
tions, noise, and should maintain the highest quality in
the recording process.

Section V: FIELD RECORDING
To get the best audio from field recordings, it is recom-

mended that a double system be employed, with a separate
sound and picture crew. Extra care taken in field recording
will save much time and expense in post -production, as the
field recording may be the primary audio in the finished
production. Recommendations:

Part A: FORMAT

The preferred format for dialog recording is 1/4 -inch mono-
phonic, full -track, at 15 ips, with Neopilot compatible
pulse. Recording should be made using a low print -
through tape. When two -channel recording is warranted,
arrangements should be made with the post -production
facilities to coordinate synchronizing signals, channel us-
age, and labeling.

Recording at 15 ips is strongly recommended over the
use of 7.5 ips. Although tape consumption at 15 ips is
greater, a 7 -inch reel of tape will last as long as a 1000 -foot
roll of 35mm film, and quality levels will be maintained to
the highest possible level. Having a higher writing speed,
15 ips recordings experience one half the wow and flutter
errors and one third the high frequency losses encountered
at 7.5 ips. Further advantages are shown by increased
headroom (10 dB over 7.5 ips) and the ability to mask tape
defects.

When shooting double system with video, the sync refer-
ence frequency should be 59.94 Hz, and labeled as such.
There will then be one cycle of pulse on the audio for each
field of picture. Sixty Hz can also be made to work, but
recordings should be labeled "60 Hz audio ref. / 59.94 Hz
picture (video) ref." and special care must be taken in post -

production. In either case, the label should reflect both
camera and audio references.

Part B: TONES

All tapes should have tones on them. Tones should be
recorded at -8 as read on the quasi -peak meter on most
portable recorders. This should correspond with 0 on a VU
meter (as might be found on a mixer).

Usually the oscillator in the portable recorder is used to
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record a single tone-not enough to ensure correct play-
back. Inexpensive ($60) battery -powered multifrequency
oscillators are available. Also, the CAVEAT compact disc
(when available) can be used with a portable player to
provide the same header used in studios. The use of tones
is especially important when 7.5 ips must be used.

Part C: LEVEL
Peak levels, as read on the quasi -peak meter, should not
exceed zero. This is in accordance with a SMPTE guideline
and provides a good signal-to-noise ratio, while preventing
print -through and distortion. The "-8" (peak meter) refer-
ence tone should be set to 0 VU when transferring field
recordings, unless the program level is especially high or
low compared to the tones.

Part D: SLATES
Scene and take numbers should be announced at the be-
ginning of each take, and two short beeps should be re-
corded to signal the end of a take. This is very useful when
transfers are being made.

Section VI: BETACAM & MII
Half -inch component video recording allows for a substan-
tial reduction in tape consumption while maintaining pic-
ture quality. Unfortunately, conventional longitudinal
audio recording was implemented in these recorders; the
linear speeds, slow by professional audio measure, require
extra care in the handling of audio. There is, however,
movement towards the use of AFM and digital audio
tracks in these formats which will greatly improve the
audio quality.
1) Since these audio channels have a less forgiving nature
than professional audio recorders, it is important to mini-
mize generations.
2) Since Dolby C noise reduction is available on Betacam
and MII, some precautions are in order: a) The expanded
dynamic range provided by noise reduction allows record-
ing at a conservative level which helps to prevent tape
saturation. Since the effects of tape distortion may be mag-
nified by NR systems, favoring headroom seems in order.
b) Some recorders have switchable NR, so every cassette
must be labeled as to whether or not NR has been used.
3) If mechanical or NR mistracking is encountered, an
attempt should be made to play back the recording in ques-
tion on the original equipment.
4) Automatic level recording (AGC) is not recommended
due to the generally poor subjective quality to the sound
and difficulties experienced in editing. Proper gain setting
by a dedicated audio operator and double system recording
are recommended.

Section VII: TIME CODE
This section is concerned with Longitudinal, Vertical In-
terval and windowed SMPTE Time Code; its placement
and levels on recording media, relative to program mate-
rial as well as recommended handling in the production
process is addressed.

Recommendations:
1) The first frame of program should start on any exact

minute, zero seconds and zero frames, except 00:00:00:00.
2) There will be a minimum of 30 sec. of continuous as-
cending non -drop frame time code preceding the first
frame of program and 10 sec. of time code continuing be-
yond the last frame of program.
3) Do not pass through 00:00:00:00 time code.
4) Longitudinal SMPTE TC Placement and Levels
5) Vertical Interval Time Code (VITC)-VITC video levels
should be between 80 and 90 IRE and are to be located on
lines 16 & 18 (line 18 blanked before or during the inser-
tion of dual mode closed captioning), or lines 12 & 14 (1 -
inch Type C VTR with sync head). Make sure that there
are no negative excursions in the blanking portion of the
video signal (0 IRE).

Table 4

FORMAT PLACEMENT LEVEL

2" Quad Cue Trk. 3 VU

1" Videotape Ch. 3 0 YU

3/4" Videotape Address Trk. (preferred) Saturation

Ch. 2 (sacond choice) -3 to 0 VU

Betacam & MII Address Trk. Saturation

Audio tape Highest lumbered trk. -7 VU

(except Center Trk. TC machines) 250 nWb m

(NOTE: Do not frequency modulEte time code.) RMS

6) Windowed Time Code-Windowed Time Code should
always match the longitudinal TC and/or VITC time code
and should always be specified in the labeling.
7) Editing and Synchronizing-Non-drop frame synchro-
nous time code is recommended for editing and syn-
chronizing. Each frame of code should start with the cor-
responding frame of picture. (NOTE: Optimally, Field 1,
Line 5 should coincide with Bit 0 of the time code. Most
professional editing devices will accept + 1/4 field error.)
8) Dubbing-When dubbing longitudinal time code, it is
best to reshape the time code to ensure proper reading of
the code. Do not regenerate the time code unless there are
bad "spots" in the code which will not copy correctly. If
regeneration is necessary, take care to ensure identical
regeneration. VITC can be copied directly without re-
processing. All copies should have identical time code with
reference to the original program.
9) Non -Time Code Synchronous Recordings-Pulsed tapes
should have a minimum 10 sec. of pulsed pre -roll.

Section VIII: NOISE REDUCTION
The major problems encountered with noise reduction are
knowing when it has been used and what kind was used.
Some types of NR have an identifying signal. Recording
this signal on a tape clearly shows that NR has been used.
However, when an ID signal is not available, the box label
is the only way to inform people that NR has been used.
There has been a problem with Betacam tapes: possibly
due to poor labeling of camera controls, there have been
many tapes made without any labeling information re-
garding the use of NR.
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NR -encoded header tones would be confusing to inter-
pret and should be avoided. Similarly, encoding a time
code signal will only serve to degrade it.

When making dubs from one tape to another, the signal
should be decoded and then encoded again. This process
minimizes the error build up with generations; otherwise,
slight level and frequency response errors in each tape
machine will accumulate and cause noticeable
mistracking in the decoder. This method also prevents
level errors in the building's routing system from causing
mistracking of the NR system.

Recommendations:
1) Calibration- NR reference level (and ID signal) should
match the 0 VU header tones.
2) Application-a) NR should only be used on program
material. b) NR should not be used on header tones or time
code. c) Only decoded audio should be passed between
equipment.
3) Labeling-a) The tape box must show what type of NR
is used. b) The NR identification signal should be recorded
before the beginning of the CAVEAT header. c) No NR ID
tone should be on decoded copies.
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Section IX: TIME COMPRESSION
Time compression techniques were originally devised as a
means of correcting the running length of finished pro-
gram materials. However, their use is steadily increasing
and therefore is becoming more common in the exchange
of elements between facilities.

Recommendations:
1) The header tones and the "2 Beep" are to be compressed
along with the program material.
2) The original running length, modified running length
and the ratio should be indicated on both the slate and the
labeling.
3) Since the original time code is of no value due to the
speed change, new time code should be laid down starting
with the first frame of program material on the exact
minute, zero seconds and zero frames, when possible.

It is necessary to compress the "2 Beep" with the pro-
gram audio because, though the beep will no longer be 2
sec. from the program start, it will still provide a common
marker between audio and picture elements.

Section X: STEREO & MTS
This section recommends methods of recording, reproduc-
ing, and distributing stereo material for use in Multichan-
nel Television Sound (MTS) and other stereo channel sys-
tems.

Part A: FORMAT OF CHANNELS
a) Channel 1-Left b) Channel 2-Right c) Discrete chan-
nels only d) Matrix Signals (L + R, L - R) are discouraged.

Use of discrete channels is recommended throughout
facilities in order to reduce the complication of mixing and
processing the audio signals. Audio channels can be easily
gain compensated and combined with other material such
as mono signals. Matrixed signals (L + R, L - R), although
useful in RF transmission, tend to be complicated and
cumbersome to distribute and record. Slight errors in
phasing and/or amplitude will greatly reduce stereo sepa-
ration and thus reduce the effectiveness of the stereo pro-
gram. Monitoring and editing of the matrixed signal can
further require costly combining networks to return the
signal to its original discrete left/right formats before any
accurate changes can be made.

Part B: PHASING
a) Phase errors between channels should not exceed 15
degrees per generation at 10 kHz. b) Maximum phase er-
ror on the release product should not exceed 30 degrees.

Through testing in a control room environment, pink
noise and various frequencies were monitored in both dis-
crete and mixed mono formats. In varying phase relation-
ships between the channels from 0 degrees to 90 degrees, a
perceptible loss in level was detected at 45 degrees for 10
kHz. From Table 5 (next page), this loss can be found to be
.68 dB. In the interest of not creating a detectable problem,
a maximum out -of -phase relationship of 30 degrees for 10
kHz was agreed upon. This phase relationship, using the
formula in Table 5, produces approximately .29 dB loss in
the combination of channels. Since most program material
generally passes through a number of generations before
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release, a 15 -degree maximum channel out -of -phase rela-
tionship is recommended per generation. The additional
15 -degree margin in the standard accounts for errors that
may be encountered during final transmission.

Part C: MONITORING

All stereo material should be monitored aurally as well as
visually for mono compatibility and stereo imaging char-
acteristics. The use of phase scopes or application of the
graticule, shown in Figure 5a, on a standard oscilloscope
(X -Y feature) will quickly indicate the material's in -phase
and out -of -phase channel characteristics. Figure 5b illus-
trates a 15 -degree phase error between audio channels.

Section XI: TEST TAPES
The objective of the committee was to establish a set of
recommended alignment films and tapes for the profes-
sional formats used in the exchange of recorded materials.

Recommendations:
1) Audio Film Standards-35mm SMPTE (MF-35) 16mm
SMPTE (MF-16) (NOTE: The 5 mil test films recorded at
185 nWb/m were preferred over the 3 mil test films to aid
in the detection and correction of head wrap problems and
overall tape path alignment.)
*If not available, use Standard Tape Labs 35mm Test
Film.
2) Audio Tape Standards-MRL Alignment tapes for ALL
formats. A reference level of 250 nWb/m is recommended.
NAB equalization should be used for 15 ips and AES
equalization should be used for 30 ips. The exception to
this is 16 channel 1 -inch recording, where only IEC equal-
ization will work on all machines.
3) Videotape Standards (NTSC)-2-inch Quadruplex =
Ampex and RCA Alignment Tapes (110 nWb/m)

Both manufacturers were chosen due to their inter-
changeable nature. Although 2 -inch usage is diminishing,
it is still a viable duplication and distribution format.

One -inch C Helical Reference Level = Ampex Full Trk.
Audio Alignment Tape 100 nWb/m (part #1498600-03)
Track Phasing, Head Height Frequency Response = Sony
Alignment Tape (part #BR5-2 NTSC)

One -inch Type C helical recording is the predominant
format for editing and element exchange; however, some
discrepancies were found between manufacturer's align-
ment tapes. Therefore, different tapes have been recom-
mended for testing specific functions.

The Ampex Full -Track Audio Test Tape was chosen for
reference level as it is the only test tape that specifies flux
density (100 nWb/m). This is the specified audio record
level for the 1 -inch Type C format.

Frequency response measurements were found to be
most consistent between samples of the Sony Alignment
Tape. Use of the Ampex Full -Track Alignment Tape re-
quired use of level correction factors for different frequen-
cies. Although these were applicable to Ampex machines,
the factors were found to be inaccurate on machines of
other manufacturers. Frequency response is to be adjusted
with the Sony Alignment Tape (part #BR5-2 NTSC).

Audio track phasing and head height adjustments are
also recommended to be done with the Sony Alignment

Table 5

Loss (db) at Sample Frequencies
For A Given Phase Error at 10 kHz

15° 30° 45°

FREQUENCY (HZ) LOSS (dB)

1000 0.00 0.00 -.01
2000 D.30 0.00 -.02
5000 -.31 -.06 -.16
10000 -.36 -.29 -.68
12500 -.11 -.46 -1.08
16000 -.18 -.28 -1.83

db loss 20 log['/ sin OZ + (cos; 0 + 1)2]

0=2nft

Tape (part #BR5-2 NTSC) due to the consistencies of the
samples.

Three -quarter -inch U-matic = 3/4-inch Sony Alignment
Tape (part #RR5-4SB) 100 nWb/m

Sony and JVC alignment tapes were tested. For phasing
tests, the Sony samples were consistent within 5 degrees.
The JVC tapes showed sizeable errors. Sony produces the
only 3/4-inch test tape that specifies a reference level at
10 kHz.

MII & Betacam = Equipment manufacturer's test tapes
The respective manufacturer's alignment tapes are rec-

ommended for their specific format.
Summary
Although these findings are not definitive with regard to
testing and alignment tapes, they will provide a basis for
good technical testing. Adherence to these recommenda-
tions can reasonably insure a good interchange of tape and
film media.

Section XII: MONITORING AND
ACOUSTICS
Monitoring systems are intended to accommodate accu-
rate and consistent judgment when auditioning audio ma-
terials. If the requirements for a good monitoring environ-
ment are optimized, the user can be confident that what is
heard is what is recorded. When certain requirements can-
not be met, the user should be aware that those weak-
nesses will limit the type of judgments that can be made.
Recommendations:
1) Signal to Noise-a) Room noise should be under NC 25.
b) Maximum output should reach at least 110 dB SPL
without clipping.
2) Acoustics-a) Speakers and listeners should be away
from reflective surfaces. b) Speakers should be flush
mounted (if designed that way). c) Listener should be at
least 5 feet from back wall.
3) Electrical-a) Use short -run heavy gauge wire to con-
nect amps to speakers. b) Use equalization cautiously. Try
to treat problems acoustically. c) If using SMPTE curve,
make it switch-defeatable. SMPTE curve falls at 1.5
dB/octave above 2 kHz and rolls off 6 dB/octave below
100 Hz.
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Gold Standard.
In finance, the gold standard
means unquestioned security
and reliability. In broadcast -
quality satellite receivers,
it means the Agile Omni
Professional. From Standard
Communications.

Based on intelligent micro-
processors, the Omni Pro
does most of the thinking for
you. You choose the desired
satellite signal, and the Omni
Pro automatically sets the
correct format of C or Ku
band antenna inputs, full or
half -transponder operation,
center frequency, channel
spacing, audio subcarrier
frequencies and more. In
essence, two knobs let you
select audio/video perfor-

mance without confusing
conversion or reference
tables, without complicated
switches and controls, with-
out hassle. But that's just the
beginning.

Order the optional RS -232
computer remote control
and you can change every-
thing from the transponder
bandwidth to the subcarrier
frequency, for a whole net-
work or any individual unit,
either by phone modem or
Earth station uplink.

For broadcast applications,
Standard offers the Omni Pro
with the Broadcast Perfor-
mance Package, which in-
cludes proof of performance,
EPROMs pre-programmed

for all domestic satellite for-
mats and channels, multiple
IF bandwidths, additional
audio subcarrier demod-
ulators, and more.

To get the full story, call or
write Standard's SATCOM
Division.

And find out how little
gold it takes to get on the
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Standard
Communications
SATCOM Division

P.O. Box 92151
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2151
Telephone: (800) 243-1357
In California (800) 824-7766
(213) 532-5300 Telex: 67-7173
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Introducing the smallest,
lightest broadcast Betacam®
camcorder in the world.

The BVW-200 weighs only
15 pounds, including lens, cas-
sette, viewfinder, and lightweight

battery. So you can hold any
shot better and longer. Plus, it
records for an entire hour on a
single NP -1A battery.

But state-of-the-art features
are what make the BVW-200

extraordinary by any standard.
Betacam SP® format. Advanced
CCD technology for higher sen-
sitivity, resolution of 550 lines,
and a superior S/N ratio. There's
even viewfinder playback.



RAISES TV JOURNALISM TO NEW HEIGHTS.

And all of this fits into a 15 -
inch length. And a low profile for
unobstructed peripheral view.
The BVW-200. More compact
and maneuverable than any oth-
er camcorder before it.

Suddenly, the impossible
shot is yours. To find out how the

SONY
BVW-200 can help your work
reach new heights, see your Sony
Broadcast Sales Engineer. Or
call: (800) 635 -SONY.
Sony Communications Products Company, 1600 Queen Anne
Road, Teaneck, NJ 07666. © 1989 Sony Corporation of America.
Sony, Betacam and Betacam SP are trademarks of Sony.
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4) Stereo-a) Speakers should be maximum of 60 degrees
apart. b) Room should be symmetrical.
5) Monitoring Practices-a) Check mixes on big and small
speakers at loud and soft levels. b) Check stereo material
in mono and stereo over two speakers. c) Check mono ma-
terial over one speaker.

Part A: SIGNAL TO NOISE
The signal-to-noise ratio of a listening room needs to ex-
ceed that of the recording medium used. The power amps
should also provide more signal than will ever be required
during a session.

A noise level of NC 25 is a practical level. This can be
measured on meters made by Ivie, GenRad, Bruel & Kjaer
and others. As a quick noise level test, if you cannot hear
your fingers rubbing together while your arm is at your
side, the noise level in the room is at least 10 dB too high.

At NC 25, with 0 VU set to be approximately 85 dB SPL,
noises recorded at -60 VU will be audible. To achieve this
environment, noisy equipment (with spinning heads or
fans) should be removed from the listening environment.
Audio monitoring in a machine room should be restricted
to confirmation of program content, not audio quality.

A sound system should be able to achieve at least 110 dB
SPL without clipping or other unwanted sounds, thus al-
lowing material to be played reasonably loud without
transients being clipped off. This measurement should be
made with C weighting and the meter set to "fast" speed.
The meters mentioned above, or an inexpensive SPL me-
ter (such as can be obtained from Radio Shack), will pro-
vide this measurement. The clipping point can be deter-
mined by observing indicators on the power amp (if
available), closely watching for flat tops or bottoms of the
power amp output waveform on an oscilloscope, or by lis-
tening for harshness in the sound that is level dependent.

Part B: FREQUENCY RESPONSE

Several factors determine the frequency response of a
room. Unfortunately, there is no real agreed -upon way to
measure this response. There are three primary groups of
interacting sounds that must be measured: direct sound
from the loudspeaker(s), a few early reflections and the
general diffuse or reverberant sound. Equipment that sep-
arates these sounds is relatively expensive and complex to
interpret. Due to the complexity of the response and its
measurement, the committee did not make specific recom-
mendations on what room responses are appropriate.
There are, however, several ways to control frequency re-
sponse: speaker selection, room treatment and electrical
treatment.

Part C: LOUDSPEAKER SELECTION

Loudspeakers should have reasonably flat on -axis fre-
quency response and be free of resonances. They should
also have adequate power handling and reliability. Sev-
eral popular monitors are listed in Table 6.

There are also two categories of speakers listed: main
monitors and near field monitors. Near field monitors are
useful because they remove most of the effects of the room
acoustics. Near field monitors also serve as an alternative
reference. Due to their often limited bass response and

power handling, however, they should not be counted on to
completely replace the main monitors.

Some Popular Professional Loudspeakers Main Monitors

COMPANY

B&W

JBL

Tannoy

UREI

Auratone

Electro-Voice

MDM

Yamaha

MODEL NUMBER COMMENTS

808 Not appropriate for
all applications.

4400 4300 series no longer
series recommended.

S.G.M. series New, not thoroughly
tested.

800 series In many music rooms.

Near Field Monitors
SC Standard limited

fidelity reference.

EV100EL Self -powered version.

TA2, TA3

NS10 Popular in music

studios.

Part D: ACOUSTIC TREATMENT

The position of the loudspeaker strongly affects its sound.
Most large monitors are designed to be flush -mounted in
the wall. Failure to do this can cause two problems: 1) the
lack of acoustic loading from the wall will cause roughly a
3 dB drop in the bass response, and 2) there will also be a
series of dips in the frequency response due to the sound
reflecting off the wall behind the speaker. These notches
will be at 282.5/(D N) in Hz, where D = distance to wall
(feet) and N = 1, 3, 5...

Large objects close to the speaker will also cause reflec-
tions that will interfere with the frequency response.
These reflections will cause a series of dips in the fre-
quency response (known as comb filtering) just as reflec-
tions in a video cable do. Controlling these reflections can
be an economical way of improving the sound of a room.

The following test will locate interfering surfaces. While
playing pink noise over a speaker, have an assistant cover
up possible troublesome surfaces with Sonex or equivalent
sound absorbing material. If the sound at the listening
position changes, the speaker or surface should be moved.
Otherwise, the surface should be treated with sound ab-
sorbing material (preferably not carpeting). Owens-Cor-
ning 703 insulation is an effective absorber, but it is not as
effective as Sonex at grazing angles of sound incidence. To
aim the speakers, point the tweeter towards the listening
position. This will provide maximum high frequency re-
sponse.

The listening position should not be too close to objects
that will reflect sound back to the listener. Troublesome
surfaces can be treated as described above. The listening
position should be at least five feet from the back wall.
This will prevent sound reflecting from the wall from caus-
ing serious notches in the bass response.

If the listening position is less than five feet away from
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the wall, the wall should be made as sound absorbent as
possible. This is difficult since most acoustic materials ab-
sorb poorly in the bass region. If Reflection Free Zone
monitoring is desired, the listener should be closer to the
speaker than any untreated reflective surfaces.

In general, the larger a room and the more diffusing
surfaces, the smoother the frequency response of the de-
caying reverberant sound, especially in the bass region.
The room should also be tested for flutter echoes. This can
be done by walking around the room, clapping one's hands,
and listening for a buzzy type of echo. These echoes not
only color the sound, but will also affect speech intelligibil-
ity.

Since a comprehensive overall room treatment is beyond
the scope of this paper, an acoustic specialist should be
consulted if serious changes are being made to a room.

Part E: ELECTRICAL TREATMENT

There are two aspects to electrical treatment; preserving
the signal and intentionally altering it. Make sure that all
speakers are wired with the correct polarity. Failure to do
this will result in reduced bass and lack of any phantom
center in the stereo image.

The wiring between the amplifier and the speaker
should be kept short and of the heaviest gauge practical. If
the wire is undersized, the damping factor of the power
amplifier is defeated. This results in flabby bass and in-
creased overshoot in the speaker cones. Good speaker wire
is an inexpensive way to improve the performance of a
sound system.

Wire with a large number of strands is more flexible and
makes better contact with connectors. To connect heavy
gauge wire to equipment, it is suggested that spade lugs be
soldered to the cable. This provides a reliable low resis-
tance connection that fits all amplifiers and most speak-
ers. Below is a table that shows the different lengths of
cable that have the same resistance.

Gauge and Length Equivalents

CABLE LENGTH IFT) WIRE GAUGE

20.0 10

14.5 12

8.5 14

5.5 16

Length and guage combinations which preserve an amplifier damping fac-
tor of 100 with 4 Ohm speakers.

After speakers are mounted and the room treated, elec-
trical equalization may be desired. The abilities of equaliz-
ers have been widely oversold. Equalization does not fix:
comb filters, deep notches in frequency response, poor
sound diffusion, room reverb time, stereo imaging, sharp
resonances in the room or speaker, and many other prob-
lems. EQ does control the total energy put into the room by
a speaker and can be used to adjust the frequency response
in one area of the room, with the risk of misadjusting the
response in another area.

If an omnidirectional microphone is used in conjunction
with a 1/2 -octave analyzer, the loudspeaker response
should not be adjusted to measure flat. Some roll -off

should be expected at high frequencies. The microphone is
responding to indirect sounds, as well as the direct sound.
These sounds will have a high frequency rolloff dependent
on the wall construction.

SMPTE has a standard for monitor system electro-
acoustic response in television control rooms (SMPTE
222M). It consists of a 1.5 dB/octave rolloff starting at 2
kHz. There is also a bass rolloff of 6 dB/octave below 100
Hz. There is an overall tolerance of roughly +/- 3 dB. It
was the opinion of some members of the committee that
this curve included too large a rolloff. The -3 dB points of
63 Hz and 8 kHz do not reflect the response of high -quality
consumer listening rooms. If such a curve is used to equal-
ize a room, it is recommended that the equalizer be
defeatable by the use of a switch.

Part F: STEREO IMAGING
The maximum recommended angle for speaker separation
is 60 degrees. Angles much smaller than this will make it
difficult to judge the stability of the phantom center im-
age. Angles any larger than this may destroy the center
image in the monitoring room. The 60 degree angle means
that the listener and the speakers are equally spaced from
each other. The speaker placement should be chosen so
that the room will be acoustically symmetrical from left to
right. This will ensure that the sound will not change as it
is panned from one speaker to the other.

Part G: MONITORING PRACTICES
All mono material should be listened to using just one
speaker at a time. An additional speaker only detracts
from the sound quality. All stereo material should be
checked in mono (L + R) mode. Since 90 percent of the
audience is listening in mono, it is imperative that mate-
rial be checked for mono compatibility. Problems such as
cancellations due to polarity or phase errors, or center
channel build up can be detected using this technique.
When switching back and forth between mono and stereo
mode, it is less distracting if two speakers are used in both
modes. If a center speaker is used for mono compatibility
checks, it should be the same model as the stereo speakers.
All mixes should be checked on the main monitors and on
a limited fidelity speaker such as the Auratone. Mixes
should also be checked at a variety of listening levels. This
procedure will better assure compatibility with a variety
of home listening systems.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
ALIGNMENT TAPE: A tape recorded with calibrated sig-
nals made under laboratory conditions, and checked
against a standard for the purpose of maintaining equip-
ment.
ASYNCHRONOUS: Not having the exact same rate as
other units; "Wild".
AZIMUTH: The rotation of the tape or film head which
adjusts the head gap to be perpendicular to the direction of
the tape/film travel. This gives the best high frequency
response, as well as the correct timing and phase relation-
ships between the channels in the head (see HEAD
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Canon Answers the Needs of the
Broadcast Industry Once Again.

Introducing the Canon J50X9.5BIE.
Canon answers the demanding requirements of

electronic field production with the sensational new
J50X9.5BIE. The perfect lens for outdoor events like
the Super Bowl and the Calgary Olympics where the
J50X was put into action. Featuring a 50X zoom ratio,
f1.4 maximum aperture, and an effective focal length
of 9.5 to 950mm, thanks to its built-in 1.5X and 2X
extenders. Any way you look at it, the J50X9.5 gives
you incredible reach. Yet, it's great indoors too, with a
minimum object distance of 7.2 feet and macrofocus-
ing to 20 inches. Plus the usual high M.T.F., minimized
distortion and chromatic aberration you've come to
expect from Canon broadcast lenses.

An optional rotary shutter provides a choice of

1/1,000th, 1/500th and 1/250th sec. high shutter speeds
and will interface with most major manufacturer's
cameras.

The J50X9.5BIE is designed for outstanding per-
formance on both 2/3" tube and CCD cameras. And
with a weight of just 36 lbs., these credentials are even
more impressive. Simply stated, the J50X represents
the most advanced design in optical technology avail-
able to the broadcast industry today. There is no better
lens to meet the tough professional standards of elec-
tronic field production. So the next time you need a
broadcast lens with the reach of a 50X zoom and unsur-
passed optical quality, choose Canon. Because no
other lens measures up.

Ca -nom
Canon USA, Inc., New York Office: One Jericho Plaza, Jericho, NY 11753 (516) 933-6300. Dallas Office: 3200 Regent Blvd., Irving, TX 75063 (214) 8349600

Chicago Office: 100 Park Blvd., Itasca, IL 60143 (312) 250-6200. West Coast Office: 123 Paularino Avenue East, Costa Mesa, CA 92626 (714) 979-6000
Canon Canada. Inc., 6390 Dixie Road, Mississauga, Ontario L5T1P7, Canada (416) 678-2730
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WRAP).
BLANKING LEVEL: The zero signal level in a composite
video signal. Below this is sync information, above this is
visible picture.
CAVEAT: Concerned Audio and Video Engineers and
Technicians: A Chicago -based group of professionals work-
ing to provide recommended procedures and engineering
guidelines to improve the quality of audio for the visual
medium (c/o 770 N. LaSalle, Chicago, IL 60610).
COUNTDOWN: A special leader, where the time remain-
ing to program start is displayed. This has been standard
practice with film, and is recommended for video as well.
The film "Academy Leader" has an 8 sec. countdown, but 5
sec. is appropriate for video.
DIGITAL (AUDIO): A signal where the audio waveform is
encoded into binary numbers for processing or storage.
This is a robust signal that can be copied repeatedly with-
out degradation.
DISTORTION: An unwanted change in signal. It can be
classified as frequency, phase or non-linear, although usu-
ally non-linear is meant. Non-linear distortion is usually
measured as harmonic or intermodulation. Non-linear dis-
tortion has an "edgy" or "grungy" sound.
DOUBLE SYSTEM RECORDING: A production method
where the picture and the sound are recorded on separate
machinery by separate people on separate media. This al-
lows a higher quality recording of the sound, at higher
expense. Great care must be taken to see that sound and
picture remain synchronous.
DROP FRAME: (see TIME CODE)
DROPOUT: A momentary reduction or loss of signal. Usu-
ally used in reference to tape or film.
DUAL CHANNEL MONO: (see MONO)
DUBBING: 1) Making an identical copy of a recording. 2)
Lip -syncing.
DYNAMIC RANGE: 1) The difference (in dB) between the
loudest and softest portions of the program. 2) The differ-
ence (in dB) between the maximum permissible level and
the noise floor of a piece of equipment (see HEADROOM
and SIGNAL-TO-NOISE).
ELEMENT: A recording that is only one piece contribut-
ing to a finished product.
ELEMENT, N -CHANNEL: An unmixed multi -channel
recording, or a submaster.
EQ-EQUALIZATION: The action of modifying a signal
by amplifying with a different gain or loss at different
frequencies. Equalization is also used in tape machines to
overcome losses in the recording processes.
FIELD (VIDEO): One half (every other line) of a single
NTSC television frame.
FLUX DENSITY: The strength of a magnetic field. In
tape recording, the standard units are expressed in
nanoWebers per meter (nWb/m). The standard units, how-
ever, are defined slightly differently by the ANSI and the
IEC. The ANSI definition yields level readings that are .8
dB lower than the IEC definition for a given recording.
The ANSI units are used by CAVEAT and SMPTE.
FRINGING: A magnetic phenomenon where the multi-
channel audio head picks up signal beyond the track edges
at low frequencies. Test tapes are usually made with a
signal spanning the entire width of the tape, including the

area between tracks. When these tapes are played back on
a multi -channel head, the low frequency tones will appear
to be louder than they actually are.
FULL COAT/STRIPE: Film magnetic recording stock
comes in two types. Full coat stock has oxide coated across
the entire width of the film. Stripe stock has oxide just in
the area where the monophonic recording takes place, and
a narrower stripe called the balance stripe towards the
opposite edge of the film. The balance stripe provides uni-
form thickness, and should not be used for recording; the
rest of the film is transparent.
HEADER: The leader at the beginning of a recording,
before the program starts.
HEADROOM: The difference in dB, between the maxi-
mum permissible level and the reference level. In tape
recording, the difference between 0 VU and the 3 percent
harmonic distortion point. Headroom is roughly 8 dB with
1 -inch videotape, and 12 dB with audio tape at 15 or 30 ips
or 35mm film.
HEAD HEIGHT: An adjustment of a magnetic head to
center a channel of the head on a track of a tape. Improper
height will lead to level loss and incomplete erasure when
exchanging materials on other machines.
HEAD WRAP: A rotation of a magnetic head to ensure
intimate contact of the head gap with the tape recording.
Improper wrap will cause a higher incidence of dropouts,
and high frequency loss. When wrap is set correctly, the
head wear pattern will be symmetrical on both sides of the
head gap.
HEADS OUT: The tape is positioned on the reel so that
the program plays without rewinding; recommended for
videotape storage.
HUB IMPRESSIONS: 1) Tape damage caused by irregu-
larities in the tape reels. 2) A physical impression made in
tape which will cause recording and/or playability prob-
lems due to the irregular tape to head contact.
IRE: Institute of Radio Engineers; also, a unit of video
signal amplitude. One hundred IRE equals approximately
.714 V.
ITS: International Teleproduction Society headquarters
are at 900 Avenue of the Americas, Suite 21E, New York,
NY 10018
LEVELS (AVERAGE): A number numerically or physi-
cally arrived at by summing a number of level readings
together and then dividing by the number of readings.
Averaging meters will not reflect the true level of short
peaks, but will respond higher than a VU meter. Averag-
ing to sort -of -peak responding meters are often found in
the audio section of VTRs, while true VU meters are often
found in audio consoles and professional audio recorders.
LEVELS (PEAK): The maximum instantaneous level (see
PEAK).
LINE, HORIZONTAL (VIDEO): 1/525 of a video frame;
approximately 63.5 pisec.
MASTER: An original recording. Almost meaningless un-
less used with a descriptive qualifying term. One person's
master is often the next person's element.
MASTER, DUPLICATION OR DUBBING: Can be the
Edit Master or a copy of the Edit Master made specifically
for the duplication process.
MASTER, EDITED: The first generation of a fully edited
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videotape.
MASTER, FILM -TO -TAPE: The first generation tape re-
cording from a film.
MASTER, MULTI -TRACK: 1) Unmixed original multi-
channel recording. 2) (see MASTER, N -TRACK/
CHANNEL).
MASTER, MUSIC: The mixdown of multi -track music re-
cording or an edited version, such that it becomes a master
in its own right.
MASTER, N-TRACK/CHANNEL (2-Trk, 3-Trk, etc.): A
multi -channel recording made such that, if all N channels
are summed, each with unity gain, the final mix will be
obtained.
MASTER, ORIGINAL: A first generation recording.
MASTER, PRODUCTION: The finished recording, ready
for duplication.
MASTER, PROTECTION: Preferably called a Safety. A
copy of a master to be used if the working master is dam-
aged.
MASTER, SUB: (see SUBMASTER).
MASTER, SYNC OR PULSED: The first generation of an
audio tape to receive pulse or time code, which should be
used for any future sync transfers.
MONO, DUAL CHANNEL: A recording where a redun-
dant copy of a monophonic signal is placed on another
channel. The primary purpose of the second channel is as a
backup copy. The two tracks should not be summed to-
gether, since phase differences normally occurring be-
tween the channels might lead to high frequency signal
losses.
MONO, FULL TRACK: A monophonic recording made on
a monophonic 1/4 -inch tape recorder across the full width of
the tape.
MONO, HALF TRACK: A monophonic recording made on
one channel of a 2 -channel 1/4 -inch recorder. Pulse or time
code is usually placed on the other channel.
MTS-Multi-channel Television Sound: A system of stereo
audio, compatible with the monophonic NTSC system. It
consists of a pair of 15 kHz bandwidth channels for stereo
(L + R, L -R), an 8 kHz bandwidth separate audio program
channel (SAP), and a narrow bandwidth professional us-
age channel. A dbx-licensed noise reduction system is used
to improve perceived signal to noise ratio.
NC-Noise Contour: A set of criteria used to assess the
quietness of a room. Measurements of acoustic noise are
made using octave -wide filters. These are then compared
with the NC curves to an NC rating for the room. For a
given NC rating, higher levels of noise are allowed at
lower frequencies. This is to match the lower sensitivity of
the ear at low frequencies, especially for audio at low loud-
ness.
NEOPILOT: Trademark of Kudelski (see PULSED
TAPE).
NEAR FIELD MONITORS: A speaker developed to be
used in close proximity to the user so that room acoustics
have little effect on the sound.
NON -DROP FRAME: (see TIME CODE).
NR-Noise Reduction: A system where the noise is re-
duced, usually through a complementary encoding and de-
coding process. The signal is encoded through the use of
varying gain boost and equalization, in order to put the

maximum allowable energy onto tape. The decoder then
attempts to return the signal to its original form, thereby
hiding the noise. Available types of NR include Dolby A,
B, C and SR; dbx Types I and II; Telecom C4 and others.
nWb/m-NanoWebers per Meter: (see FLUX DENSITY)
OCTAVE: A musical interval spanning eight full tones.
This is a 2:1 span of frequencies. Human hearing spans ten
octaves. One-third octave is a ratio of 1.26:1.
OMNIDIRECTIONAL MICROPHONE: A microphone
that is equally sensitive to sounds coming from all direc-
tions. A test microphone should have a maximum diame-
ter of 1/2 -inch to be truly omnidirectional.
PEAK METER: A meter that is of the instant recording
type. An ideal meter would have an instantaneous rise
time, with a much slower fall time, in order to give the eye
time to read the peaks.
PEAK PROGRAM METER: A meter as defined by the
IEC that has a peak response designed to match human
hearing. Its response is 1 dB down with a 10 millisecond
burst compared to that with a steady state tone. The re-
sponse is lower with shorter peaks. This is designed to
match the time it takes the ear to detect distortion.
PHASE: Used to indicate a time delay of one signal rela-
tive to another. Pure time delay will cause a phase shift
that is linearly increasing with frequency. Phase shifts
that are not linear are called phase distortion. Summing a
delayed signal with the original one will result in a fil-
tered version, referred to as phasing or flanging. The term
phase reversal is often improperly used to mean polarity
reversal (see POLARITY).
PHASE SCOPE: Form of oscilloscope having the ability to
show phase relationships between the audio signals.
PINK NOISE: A random signal with equal energy in each
octave. The energy distribution makes it a very useful
audio test signal for checking frequency and phase re-
sponse. Its random nature also makes it representative of
actual program conditions. Pink noise is often generated
by filtering white noise with a filter that has a slope fall-
ing at 3 dB/Octave (see WHITE NOISE).
POLARITY: The property of a signal describing whether
its waveform is upright, or inverted (flipped) about its
axis. Correct polarity is defined such that positive air pres-
sure towards the microphone will create a positive voltage
on pin 2 of the 3 pin XLR connector or the tip of a 1/4 -inch
phone plug. This will in turn be amplified and become a
positive signal to the speaker which will cause the cone to
move towards the listener. There is also a new SMPTE
recommended practice (RP 134) describing polarity on
magnetic recordings.
POLARITY, RELATIVE: Polarity of one channel with
respect to the other. An inverted relative polarity will
destroy stereo imaging and perceived bass response.
PRE -ROLL: The time or tape allowed before the start of
program for equipment to come up to play speed or to
synchronize.
PRINT -THROUGH: The inadvertent magnetization of
adjacent tape layers causing pre -echo in tapes stored
heads out, and post -echo in tapes stored tails out.
PULSED TAPE: An audio tape with a speed reference
signal consisting of a reference tone. A pulsed mono 1/4 -
inch tape has a 60 Hz tone recorded on two narrow tracks
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of opposite polarity such that the pulse is inaudible when
played on a Full -Track mono audio head. A 60 Hz tone can
be recorded on an audio channel on multi -channel ma-
chines. The speed reference signal can be used to dub or
transfer the tape onto sprocketed film or time coded tape
for editing.
RMS-ROOT MEAN SQUARE: A method of measuring
level where the true power of a signal is calculated. It is
usually used to specify noise signals. Short spikes or peaks
in the signal have only a small effect on long-term read-
ings. The signal is squared, the average taken, and the
square root is taken (see LEVELS).
RUN -UPIRUN -OUT: The blank tape or film used for
threading at the beginning and end, respectively, of a re-
cording. No test signals or program should be recorded on
it.
SAFETY (ALSO PROTECTION MASTER): A copy of an
original recording. Since the quality is usually inferior to
the original recording, this is not the recording that should
be used in the process of finishing a project.
SATURATION (AUDIO): The recording level on analog
tape where the third harmonic distortion reaches 3 per-
cent. At high frequencies, the third harmonic would be
outside the bandwidth of the recorder, so it is the level
where the sensitivity of the recorder drops 1/2 dB (the level
compression effect).
SIGNAL TO NOISE-SIN: 1) (preferred) The difference,
in dB, between the maximum permissible signal level and
the noise that is present while the maximum signal is
present. 2) The difference, in dB, between the maximum
permissible signal level and the residual noise. 3) The
difference, in dB, between a given signal level and the
residual noise.
SMPTE: Society of Motion Picture and Television Engi-
neers, 595 West Hartsdale Avenue, White Plains, NY
10607-1824
SMPTE TIME CODE: (see TIME CODE).
SPL-Sound Pressure Level: A measure of the loudness of
an acoustic sound, expressed in dB. 0 dB SPL is near the
threshold of hearing. 65-80 dB is normal conversation
level, 120 dB peaks are reached in live music, and 130 dB
is the threshold of pain.
SPLIT TRACK(S): (see N-TRACK/CHANNEL MAS-
TER).
STEREO IMAGING: The ability to create stable and be-
lievable illusionary sound sources using a stereo audio
system.
SUBMASTER: A partially mixed or edited recording used
to create a master.
SUMMING (OF CHANNELS): A simple electrical addi-
tion of channels, usually a unity gain, with no further
processing; differs from a mix in that no gain adjustments
are made during the summing process.
TAILS OUT: The tape is positioned on the reel so that
rewinding is necessary prior to playing; often recom-
mended for audio tape storage.
TAKE NUMBER: A sequential numbering of the at-
tempts to record a given scene or segment; not necessarily
the same as a track number on a specific tape reel.
TIME CODE, ASCENDING: A code where the numbering
increases with time, and no numbers are repeated within a

reel of tape or film.
TIME CODE, CONTINUOUS: A time code that has not
been edited. The frame numbering counts in simple fash-
ion with no jumps in numbering (except those allowed by
Drop Frame) and no pauses, repeats or interruptions.
TIME CODE, ROP FRAME: A SMPTE Time Code
which drops frames ":00" and ":01" each minute, except
every tenth minute, to allow a 29.97 frame/sec (NTSC)
frame rate code to keep a count matching real clock time.
TIME CODE, LONGITUDINAL: A code that is recorded
on an audio channel; although difficult to read at slow
speeds, it can be read at very high wind speeds. It can also
be recorded at any time, since it is independent of the
picture and audio channels. Its disadvantage is that it ties
up one of the audio channels and is prone to dropouts at
low tape speeds; it must be processed before it is copied to
another tape.
TIME CODE, NON -DROP FRAME: A SMPTE Time Code
where the frame numbering is sequential, with no dropped
frames.
TIME CODE (VITC), VERTICAL INTERVAL: A SMPTE
Time Code that is recorded in the non -display portion of
the video picture. This code has the advantages of being
readable at still frames and very low speeds, and is read-
able as long as the picture quality is good. It has the disad-
vantage that it cannot be added after the picture is re-
corded.
TIME CODE, WINDOW: A recording where frame num-
bering is visible in the television picture. This is not ma-
chine-readable code, and cannot be used by an electronic
editor or synchronizer; also called Visible Time Code.
TIME COMPRESSION: A technique where the play
speed of a recording is increased above the recorded speed
to shorten the duration of a recording. Normally, a pitch
changing device is used to lower the resultant pitch back
to normal, in order to prevent a "chipmunk" effect on
voices.
TWO BEEP/2 BEEP: A one frame long tone burst, using a
tone of 1 kHz. It should occur 2 sec. before program start; is
used to mark synchronization between audio and visual
portions of a program.
V DRIVE: Vertical Drive: A pure tone with a frequency
equal to the field rate. It is 59.94 Hz with the NTSC signal.
VITC: Vertical Interval Time Code (see TIME CODE).
VU METER-(VOLUME UNIT): A metering system that
is intended to indicate the perceived loudness of a signal.
The meter should reach 99 percent of the steady tone read-
ing when a 300 millisecond tone burst is applied. An over-
shoot of 1.5 percent is allowed. There are many meters
marked in VU units that do not meet the above criteria;
they are often too fast and too bouncy. When in doubt, ask
the manufacturer.
WOW AND FLUTTER: The speed variation of a recorder
or reproducer expressed in percent. Slow changes of speed,
such as an off -center record, are called wow. Faster
changes are called flutter. Quad videotape -based cartridge
players are notorious for having quite audible flutter if not
maintained properly.
WHITE NOISE: A random signal with equal energy per
unit bandwidth. This form of noise occurs naturally in
transistors and resistors. 
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RDS Radio Comes On -Stream in
Europe

Aconsortium of European radio broadcasters
mounted a major demonstration of RDS (Ra-
dio Data System) capabilities at the interna-
tional MIDEM Radio Conference held in
January in Cannes, France. First generation
RDS radios are now becoming available

throughout Europe, according to the EBU RDS Program
Experts Group, which made the presentation.

RDS is the result of a 15 -year European research and
development program to formulate a standardized sys-
tem to add data to VHF/FM radio transmissions. The
system was initially devised as a method for displaying
the name of stations being received in order to make it
easier to locate them on Europe's increasingly crowded
FM waveband.

Current applications for RDS include station identifi-
cation and transmission signal locking, format coding
and an automatic travel information alert which also in-
terrupts in -car cassette listening. RDS can also provide
supplemental text to radio listeners via a home
computer.

The standardized RDS system was developed by a
group of broadcasters appointed by the European Broad-
casters Union. Participants were the British Broadcast-
ing Corp., IRT (Germany) and Swedish Telecom Radio.

MIT Professor
Slams FM
Stereo, FMX
The results of a joint re-
search project between the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and the Bose
Corp. call into serious
question the quality of FM
stereo, FMX and SCA
broadcast signals in the
presence of multipath dis-
tortion.

Based on a mathemati-
cal model and a field test
at MIT college radio sta-
tion WMBR-MIT, the re-
sults are contained in a
paper called "A Theoreti-

cal and Experimental
Study of Noise and Distor-
tion in the Reception of
FM Signals." It was re-
leased at a "semi-public
gathering" January 25 at
MIT's Media Lab in Bos-
ton, MA.

The study analyzed the
effects of multipath on any
analog modulation of an
FM carrier. Based on a
study of both FM stereo
and FMX, a method of FM
stereo broadcasting de-
signed to minimize the
stereo noise penalty in
fringe areas, it concludes
that broadcast station area
coverage is decreased by

the FMX system. It fur-
ther concludes that FMX
transmission degrades re-
ception on existing FM
stereo receivers. The study
also states that FMX re-
ceivers are inferior to ex-
isting FM stereo receivers
for receiving FMX trans-
missions.

"The FMX system was
originally designed to im-
prove a second order prob-
lem of the existing FM
stereo system," said Dr.
Amar Bose, who is a pro-
fessor at MIT. Bose is also
chairman of the privately
held Bose Corp., a manu-
facturer of consumer high-
fidelity products. The Bose
Corp. is also an OEM
joint -venture partner with
car stereo manufacturer
Delco Electronics. The
partnership supplies car
stereo systems to General
Motors Inc., and to Nissan,
Audi and Honda. The
FMX system was not "sin-
gled out" for special
examination but offered
merely as "an example,"
Bose said.

"Nothing in their math-
ematics reflects the FMX
equation," said Emil
Torick, president of Broad-
cast Technology Partners,
Greenwich, Co. "Lord Kel-
vin had a mathematical
model that proved heavier-
than-air machines couldn't
fly." BTP was formed to li-
cense and develop the
FMX system when the
CBS Technology Center,
which originally developed
it, was closed in 1986. Ex-
ecutives of BTP were
granted special permission
from the Office of the
President of MIT to attend
the presentation and par-

ticipated in a bitter Q&A
session. "This is an imped-
iment and a distraction to
our efforts," Torick said,
"but there is so much
merit in FMX that we be-
lieve it will succeed re-
gardless of what Dr. Bose
says."

Over 100 commercial
and educational FM sta-
tions are currently com-
mitted to broadcasting in
FMX. Both JVC and car
stereo maker Alpine
launched FMX products at
the Winter Consumer
Electronics Show early in
January; FMX ICs are
made by Sprague and
Sanyo. Motorola recently
announced manufacturing
plans.

The timing and content
of the presentation has
aroused industry specula-
tion that new receiver
products incompatible
with the FMX system may
be in development. "If
FMX doesn't work, it will
die on its own," said one
industry analyst. "It's SCA
that needs to be throt-
tled-why didn't they ex-
amine that?"

BTP says it is develop-
ing its own data and will
rebut the Bose/MIT study
shortly. 
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IMPROVED R-ENG USING
rve

changes to the broadcast in-
dustry brought about by the di-
estiture of AT&T caught many

by surprise. Immediate program cir-
cuit rate increases of 300 percent or
more were common. Installation
charges soared as much as 1000 per-
cent. Subsequent hikes made matters
even worse.

It didn't take long for the effects of
this cost -spiral to reach the airwaves.
Fewer remotes (or "outside broad-
casts" [OB]) and more dial -up audio
were its symptoms at most stations.
More RPUs were put into use by
broadcasters able to license and afford
such an investment, primarily in lo-
cations where terrain wouldn't pre-
clude their use. In many markets,
however, RPU frequencies are
shared. This reduces their flexibility,
especially at breaking news events.

Compromise resulted in greater re-
liance on the dial -up system for audio
feeds. Service area was almost uni-
versal, no lead time was required in
most cases and costs were minimal.
But audio quality suffered terribly
due to reduced bandwidths, higher
distortion and greatly increased
noise.

The recent development of the cel-
lular telephone and bandwidth exten-
sion systems reduce the various com-
promises broadcasters must make in
the R-ENG/OB matrix. But these
have also increased choices which
must be made. (Table I)

Bandwidth extension systems are
an interesting and elegant method of
squeezing the most audio quality out
of the dial -up network. Three manu-
facturers currently make up the mar-
ketplace, which is an area that is still
developing. All three share relatively
similar techniques in accomplishing
their objective, to wit, wider fre-
quency response and in some cases
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DIAL-UP LINES
The economics of R-ENG and other radio remotes
has changed dramatically since the AT&T
divestiture. Using frequency shifters to improve
the fidelity of dial -up lines can save time, money
and audio quality.

lower noise levels than dial -up trans-
mission. Add to this quality improve-
ment AT&T's recent decision to cut
back inter -city terrestrial service
drastically and these devices become
even more valuable.

Bandwidth extension systems uti-
lize an encode/decode approach, shift-
ing frequency bands on the transmit
side and unshifting them on receive,
via a single-sideband suppressed -car-
rier heterodyning process. This is set
up so that the actual frequencies that
pass through dial -up phone lines can
extend beyond their typical one de-
cade (300 to 3000 Hz) response. Of
course, the lines' response isn't really
changed. Rather, their cutoff frequen-
cies are, in effect, moved, thereby wid-
ening frequency response subjectively
when perceived by the human ear. A
typical single -line system will upshift
audio by 250 Hz on transmit and
downshift by the same amount on re-
ceive, so that the effective bandpass of
the line is 50 to 2750 Hz. Note that
although the bandpass is still 2700 Hz
wide, the low frequency cutoff has

BY SKIP PIZZI

been extended by nearly three oc-
taves, at the expense of a one -sixth
octave loss on the high end.

For applications that don't require
real-time feeding or live airing, a sin-
gle -line frequency shifter can be of
even more value when used with
"half -speed transmission." Here, a re-
cording is made in the field, then
played back through a frequency
shifter at half its original recording
speed. At the receive end, this half -
speed audio is shift -decoded and re-
corded, then played back at double -
speed. This provides a single octave
tradeoff in the bandpass of the line,
gaining an octave on the high end
while losing one on the low end. Try-
ing this without a frequency shifter
on a dial -up line provides unaccept-
able results, due to the low -frequency
cutoff of 600 Hz. With the additional
octaves on the low end that frequency
shifting provides, however, there is
more than enough energy to spare an
octave there in order to gain one at
the high end.

Remember that the more subjec-
tively important high end is not ex-
tended by a single -line frequency
shifter. With half -speed transmission,



the 50 -to -2750 Hz bandwidth of the
frequency -shifted line translates to
100 to 5500 Hz. Note that this ap-
proximates the response of a 5 kHz
program circuit and provides a much
better tonal "balance" to voice trans-
missions than does the real-time fre-
quency -shifted approach. Since add-
ing low end to a dial -up line without
proportional high end increase may in
fact do more harm than good, some
users will only use single -line shifters
when half -speed transmission is also
possible. (An old guideline from the
early days of telco is the "Rule of
400,000," which states that in
bandlimited conditions, to maintain
the proper tonal balance required for
optimum intelligibility, any two cut-
off frequencies selected should pro-
vide a constant product of approxi-
mately 400,000, just as the 20 -to -
20,000 Hz bandpass of human
hearing does.)

Of course, feeding at half -speed re-
quires twice the call -time, which will
increase costs for time -sensitive long-
distance feeds. Technical personnel
time is also increased, both by the
longer length of the call, and by the
additional listening/audio processing
required as a separate second step,
when the tape is played back at nor-
mal (i.e. double) speed. A useful tip for
half -speed transmissions is to do a
quick trial recording and double -
speed playback of the first few seconds
of the feed to determine what the au-
dio quality will really be like before
spending the entire half -speed feed
time potentially for naught. Also ad-
visable is some low-pass filtering of
the final product before airing, since
phone -line noise (the only thing re-
corded at "real-time" in these feeds)
always sounds worse when played
back an octave higher. Since such
noise is not Gaussian ("white") in dis-
tribution but rather exhibits a para-
bolically rising function, it can be of
serious consequence to these feeds. It
must therefore be carefully monitored
and filtered as necessary on playback.

Hardware Usage

Cost Availability
Service Audio

Quality Comments

Dial -Up

Cellular

RPU

Telco Ckt.

Freq. Ext.

Dial -Up

Satellite

minimal

moderate

high

minimal

moderate

very high

low

moderate

moderate

high

high

very high

very high

moderate

poor

poor

high

high

1

2

3

4

low high mod./high 1,5

high low high 6

Comments:
11 Remote site must be on dial -up network.
2) Remote site must be within cellular operator's service area.
31 Remote site must be in line -of -sight from receive antenna. Usage cost typically includes
technical-staff and may include venicle maintenance and operating expenses.
4) Usage costs vary widely with class of service and installation fees; advance notice required.
5) Multiple dial -up line access must be available at remote site for high- quality real-time
transmissions.
6) Remote site must be connected to earth station or a portable uplink. U/L must be capable
of illuminating proper satellite, using proper xmsn. format.

Table 1: R-ENG/OB transmission methods: a comparison.

Gentner EFT -3000, a recently released three -line frequency shifter, with autodialer and
autosetup features. Provides 7.5 kHz bandwidth with noise reduction when connected to
another EFT -3000 by three dial -up phone lines.

Steeply bandlimiting (18 dB/oct.)
the incoming feed at 300 to 3000 Hz
ahead of the decoder can provide a
major improvement as well.

Record and playback equalization
anomalies on tape recorders are en-
countered when recording at one
speed and playing back at another,
but with telephone audio and at these
bandwidths, it is a fairly negligible
problem.

More recently, dual -line frequency

shifters have been developed. These
devices use two phone lines, one op-
erating as in the single -line system,
with the second used to downshift
higher frequency audio on the trans-
mit end, upshifting it on receive. In
this case the "upper line's" 2700 Hz of
bandwidth are used to pass audio ex-
tending above the lower line's cutoff,
typically by downshifting it by 2000
Hz. This means that the upper line
will effectively pass 2300 to 5000 Hz.
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Mitsubishi,
Comrex cellular

phone REND

CELLULAR R-ENG

The cellular telephone provides another powerful tool for R-ENG. Re-
cently interfaces have been developed specifically for feeding audio via
cellular phones. They are essentially breakout boxes or adapters that
allow audio inputs from external devices for transmission; they also pro-
vide an audio output from the receive side of the cellular phone. Since the
cellular system is "four -wire" end to end, hybrids are not necessary in
these interfaces. These units are typically installed between the handset
and the transceiver of a transportable cellular phone, where a modular
connection is commonly used. Phones without modular connectors here
may also be adapted. The typical interface also mutes the handset micro-
phone, so that its output is not mixed with the audio feed during
transmission.

There are a few caveats regarding cellular R-ENG. First, audio quality
may not be as high as on the dial -up network, especially near cell edges.
Although noise may be a problem, dropouts are the more common offend-
ers. Level and noise variations may also occur. These level changes can
occur whenever a cell changes, and for this reason cellular phones are
unsuited for the very level -critical multi -line bandwidth extension sys-
tems. Cell changes can occur even from a stationary source due to reflec-
tions caused by large moving objects nearby, such as trucks, buses, trains
and aircraft. Single -line frequency shifting, both with and without half -
speed transmission is quite feasible, but noise and dropouts may still
occasionally interfere; in the half -speed case, such problems may not be
evident until after the fact, when the receive -end recording is played
back at full speed.

In this way, dual -line systems can
provide bandwidth equivalent to a
5kHz line on two dial -ups in real time.

Careful design and steep filtering is
required to insure that little or no
common energy is carried on both
lines, since significant phase differ-
ences between lines is routine in the
dial -up network.

Typical time differences between
dial -up lines are 50 ms or less, as long
as they are both either terrestrial or
satellite -delivered calls. Such differ-
ences are of no great audible conse-
quence in a timing sense but they
could cause phase cancellation among
commonly carried frequencies. Thus
the nature of the crossover network
here is critical. In the case of dialing
two lines and coming up with one sat-
ellite delivery and one land -line
(an increasingly rare occurrence),
redialing will eventually provide an
appropriate pairing.

Use of the 10XXX alternate long-
distance carrier code before dialing
can help in this case. Every long dis-
tance service (LDS) has been assigned
a three -digit code [XXX]; using it en-
ables the caller to replace the default
LDS on a phone line with his choice of
service for that call only. Dialing
10XXX-1-[AC]-###-#### routes
the call via the LDS selected, and bill-
ing is automatic regardless of
whether the calling location has an
account with the carrier. Although it
may take some time, a station will
eventually receive a bill, either in-
cluded with the local phone bill or di-
rectly from the LDS. Common LDS

111P9 VIP

For More Information

For cellular interfacing equipment,
contact:
Neal Davis, Broadcast Services Co.
Four Oaks, NC (919) 934-6869
Lynn Distler, Comrex Corp.
Acton, MA (800) 237-1776
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codes are AT&T = 288, MCI = 222,
US Sprint = 777.

Level matching between lines is
important in two-line systems. Each
manufacturer has devised a set-up to
deal with level matching. Popular
methods usually involve test tones
generated by the transmit unit aug-
mented by trim pots and metering for
alignments on the receiver. Because
of the wider bandwidths involved in
two-line systems, line noise becomes
even more of a problem. For this rea-
son, these systems typically employ
some form of multiband companding
for noise reduction. The level setup
mentioned above is also used to align
the compander system. Dual -line sys-
tems may also be used at half -speed,
again gaining an octave on the high
end at the expense of one at the bot-
tom, thus providing a 100 -to -10,000
Hz response. On very noisy lines,
however, and especially with program
audio that has low ambient noise lev-
els, half -speed transmission can re-
veal companding artifacts (noise
pumping) that would typically be
masked at real time. Caution must be
excercised in these cases. And at these
bandwidths, the record/playback
equalization differences of the two dif-
ferent tape speeds can become more

audible, as well. Again, bandlimiting
both lines to 300 to 3000 Hz ahead of
the decoder is highly recommended.

A new generation of three -line fre-
quency shifters is also becoming
available. These operate in a similar
manner to the two-line units but offer
bandwidths of 7.5 to 10 kHz according
to their various manufacturers.
Again, multiband companding is used
to reduce line noise. The complexity of
dealing with three lines has given rise
to the need for some automation.

For live -to -air remotes, a communi-
cations circuit, "backfeed" or IFB
(interruptable foldback) is usually re-
quired. Generally, this just involves
the use of a dial -up line at the remote
location, which is not too much of a
problem when using traditional
methods for feeding audio to the sta-
tion. But when two or even three dial -
ups are used for the audio feed, incom-
ing phone circuits and hardware at
the remote site can quickly become
scarce. Some bandwidth extension
hardware solves this problem by al-
lowing the use of one line
bidirectionally through the use of hy-
brids on both ends. But even in these
cases a separate backfeed line is still
more convenient if the remote site
equipment can accommodate it. 

For More Information

Contact the following people for
details on bandwidth extension:

John Cheney
Comrex Corp.
Acton, MA
(800) 237-1776/(617) 263-1800

Gary Crowder
Gentner Electronics
Salt Lake City, UT
(801) 975-7200

Marty Jackson
Rood Megatronics, B.V.
c/o Marcom, Inc.
Scotts Valley, CA
(408)438-4273

For more information on wideband
linear frequency shifters, see: "A
Five -Band Companded Technique
for Converting Telephone -Quality
to Broadcast -Quality Using Two
Voice -Grade Phone Lines," by
Daniel B. Talbot and John F. Che-
ney, Journal of the Audio Engi-
neering Society, Vol. 34, No. 10, Oc-
tober 1986.

Program

Encoder Decoder

Filter 3 -Band Upshifl
300 Hz to
2650 Hz Downshift

50 Hz to
2400 Hz 3 -Band

50 Hz to Compressor Modulator Demodulator Expander
TELEPHONE2400 Hz + 250 Hz -250 Hz

LINE 01

Filter 2 -Band Downshift
500 Hz to
3000 Hz Upshift

2500 Hz to
5000 Hz 2 -Band

2500 Hz to Compressor Modulator Demodulator Expander
TELEPHONE5000 Hz - 2000 Hz + 2000 Hz

LINE 02

TELEPHONE LINE 03
(For Communications)

Combiner

Program
Output

-1'50 Hz to
5000 Hz

Typical two-line bandwidth extension system block diagram (courtesy Comrex Corp.).
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Sachtler. The new dimension
in lighting. For news gathering

and productions.
Brighter, more equal distribution; lighter, more durable.

We will prove it to you at
NAB '89.
Open face technology with a focussing
range up to 1:6.
Tungsten -halogen and flickerfree

daylight (HMI).

From 100 Watts up to 1.2 kw.
For battery- and 110 AC -operation.

Switch on to Sachtler at
NAB '89
April 29th - May 2nd,
or write for more information.

sachtler
corporation of america

55 North Main Street
Freeport, N.Y. 11520

Phone (516) 8 67-49 00

Telex 140107 sac frpt
Fax (516) 6 23-68 44

California office:
3316 West Victory Blvd.

Burbank, CA 91505
Phone (818) 8 45-44 46
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Overall AC to RF efficiency of a
high -power medium -wave
broadcast transmitter contrib-

utes significantly to-or detracts
from-a radio station's profitability.
Depending on a station's electricity
rate and the power level of its trans-
mitter, an efficiency increase of even
a few percentage points can easily
trim thousands of dollars a year from
a station's power bill.

Since 1967, pulse duration modula-
tion (PDM) has become the standard
technology in virtually all medium -
wave transmitters. Typically a PDM
tube -type transmitter has offered top
overall efficiency of about 65 percent.
A PDM solid-state transmitter will
generate about 73 per cent.

When combined with other design
considerations, a new digital modula-
tion technique developed by Harris
Corporation can result in typical
overall AC to RF efficiency of 86 per
cent. Called Digital (Quantized) Am-
plitude Modulation, the proprietary
technology renders the transmission
system nearly transparent to input
audio. The new transmitter designs
also greatly improve frequency re-
sponse, harmonic and intermodula-
tion distortion, squarewave response
as well as IQM.

The technology has been employed
in the Harris DX series of 10, 25 and
50 kW medium -wave transmitters.

Why do digital modulation and
other design considerations so signifi-
cantly increase overall efficiency? We
will address this question by compar-
ing a typical 50 kW PDM solid-state
transmitter with a 50 kW digitally
modulated model.

First, a number of factors deter-
mine the efficiency of any device,
which is defined as the output power
divided by the input power: N =
Po/Pin. The input power is equal to

DESIGNING EFFICIENT
MEDIUM -WAVE

TRANSMITTERS
RF efficiency is an important component of cost-

cffective station operation. Digital
modulation techniques can improve operating

efficiency by one-third.

the output power plus losses in the
device: [N = Po/(Po + Pd)] where Po
= power out, Pd = power dissipated
in the device, and N = efficiency.

In a transmitter where power flows
through many devices in series, net
efficiency is the product of each de-
vice's efficiency, i.e.: N net = N1 x N2
x N3...Nr. Devices normally found in
an AM transmitter include:
a. High -voltage power transformer
b. Rectifiers
c. Filter choke
d. Wiring to the modulator and RF
amplifiers
e. Modulator, including modulation
transformer, or PDM filter compo-
nents, PDM damper diodes, etc.
f. RF power amplifiers
g. Combiner (losses may be repeated
several times in some transmitters)
h. Output filter/matching network.

Still other efficiency losses in a

BY NICHOLAS G. RICHARDS
AND HILMER I. SWANSON

transmitter occur in the control cir-
cuits, drivers and cooling system. For
example, the efficiency of motors in
the cooling system can vary between
60 percent and 90 percent depending
on whether they are a shaded pole sin-
gle phase or high -efficiency three
phase design.

In the case of a typical solid-state
PDM transmitter (Figure 1), overall
efficiency-the product of each de-
vice's efficiency-is: (transformer N)
(rectifier N) (filter choke N) (modula-
tor N) (PA N) (first combiner N) (sec-
ond combiner N) (output N) = N, or:
(.95) (.98) (.99) (.94) (.92) (.98) (.98)
(.98) = 75 per cent.

Additional power loss in the control
circuits, drivers, cooling, etc. can be
expected to reduce overall efficiency
by about two percent, resulting in a
net overall efficiency of approxi-
mately 73 percent.

A modulator typically exhibits 94
percent efficiency in 50 kW PDM
transmitters; a digital transmitter in-
creases efficiency by eliminating the
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TYPICAL SOLID-STATE PDM TRANSMITTER EFFICIENCIES

HV
XFMR

RECT FILTER
CHOKE

MODU-
LATOR

95% 98% 99% 94%

Figure 1: Typical solid-state PDM
transmitter efficiencies
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modulator (see Figure 2).
In brief, digital amplitude modula-

tion design replaces the modulator
with a high-speed 12 -bit analog -to -
digital (A/D) converter, a digital
modulation encoder and a powerful
digital -to -analog converter. This pro-
duces an amplitude -modulated car-
rier with a quantized envelope.

As used in radio broadcasting, an
AM signal is a constant frequency rf
signal whose amplitude varies with
the audio input signal. The digital
modulation process for this signal
takes place in four steps. First, the
modulating audio signal is processed
to provide an output signal that deter-
mines both the carrier power level
and the modulation level of the trans-
mitter. Second, the audio signal is
converted into a digital data stream
sampling the audio at the carrier or
submultiple of the rf carrier fre-
quency. Third, the digital data from
the converter is encoded to provide
digital control signals to 42 of the 48

rf power amplifier modules needed,
for example, for a 10 kW transmitter.
Finally, the digital output of the
modulation encoder switches individ-
ual rf power amplifiers on and off.

Amplitude modulation is produced
by switching on only the number of rf
power amplifiers needed to provide
the transmitter rf power required at
any instant. In a digitally modulated
transmitter, the rf level at the trans-
mitter output is changed by switching
on either a larger or smaller number
of rf power amplifiers, which are com-
bined to produce total output. A fer-
rite power splitter provides equal am-
plitude, equal phase drive to the
power amplifiers.

In detail, the rf power amplifier sec-
tion consists of 48 rf amplifier stages
for a 10 kW transmitter. Since 48
equal steps are not enough to repro-
duce the modulation envelope accu-
rately, binary weighted steps are used
to obtain the required resolution. The
42 amplifiers controlled by the modu-

lation encoder are called "big steps"
and each contributes an equal voltage
to the combined output. The "binary
steps" (bits 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12) are con-
trolled directly by the A/D converter
and contribute 112, 1/4, 1/16, 1/32 and
1/64 of the "big steps" respectively.
The rf amplifiers are essentially con-
stant voltage sources whose outputs
combine in a multiturn primary, sin-
gle secondary ferrite combiner to form
an amplitude modulated carrier with
a quantized envelope. This quantized
AM waveform is then filtered by a
bandpass network to remove un-
wanted spectral components.

Note that the power output from
each amplifier stage is not constant,
but depends on the total number of
amplifiers or "steps" that are turned
on at any given time. The maximum
power output (for a given number of rf
amplifiers) is limited by the current
rating of the rf transistors.

Each of the identical and inter-
changeable RF power amplifier
stages in the digitally modulated 50
kW transmitter is a Class D switching
amplifier with four power MOSFETs
in a bridge configuration (Figure 3).

Transistors Q1 and Q4 are driven
180 -degrees out of phase to transis-
tors Q2 and Q3. The amplifier output
is coupled to the output combiner via
transformer T3. During one-half of
the RF cycle, transistors Q1 and Q4
are driven into saturation (on) while
Q3 and Q4 are in cutoff (off), and dur-

OSCILLATOR

DX SERIES SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAM

AUDIO INPUT

PRE
DRIVER

ANALOG
INPUT

DRIVER

A/D
CONVERTER

DRIVE
SPLITTER

MODULATION
ENCODER

POWER
D/A CCNV

POWER
COMBINER

OUTPUT
NETWORK

Figure 2: Digitally modulated DX series simplified block diagram
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ing the second half of the cycle, tran-
sistors Q2 and Q3 are driven to satu-
ration while Q1 and Q4 are in cutoff.
The result is a squarewave peak -to -
peak voltage of twice the bridge (DC
supply) voltage across the output
primary.

In a Class D amplifier, there are
two main components to loss of power:
conduction loss and commutation
loss. Conduction loss is equal to
I(Square)Rds (Rds = drain to source
resistance or MOSFET). It can be
minimized by making the total Rds
(on) as small as possible. This can be
accomplished by using a large num-
ber of large transistors.

For a given power output, the trans-
mitter with the largest amount of sili-
con in the PA will have the lowest
conduction loss. Total PA silicon area
can be obtained by multiplying the
silicon area in one PA transistor by
the total number of PA transistors,
assuming similar Class D amplifiers,
similar transistor construction and
the use of MOSFET transistors with
ratings between 100 and 500 volts.

Commutation (switching) losses in

most Class D amplifiers operating in
the broadcast band are usually about
equal to conduction losses. Typically
commutation loss is ordinarily about
three watts per transistor. The Harris
DX design uses an output network
circuit which reduces commutation
loss to about one watt per transistor.

Transistor efficiency in digitally
modulated designs measures about 96
percent. As a result of efficient cooling
and very little dissipation, the tran-
sistor temperatures are close to ambi-
ent, which results in little thermal cy-
cling of the transistor. Combiner loss,
outwork network loss and losses in
the "off' power amplifiers reduce
overall PA efficiency to 92 percent,
however.

High voltage transformer and recti-
fier designs also improve efficiency in
a digital solid-state transmitter.

Rectifier efficiency is a function of
the DC out and rectifier drop: N =
(DC -2Vfm/DC) where Vfm is the di-
ode voltage drop while it is conduct-
ing. Efficiency will be very high if the
DC voltage for the diode is high and
the voltage drop is low. A 50 kW digi-

tally modulated transmitter uses a
230 VDC supply; oversized diodes are
employed to keep the diode voltage
drop low. Therefore efficiency of the
rectifiers in a 50 kW digitally modu-
lated transmitter is approximately
99 percent, where N = (230-2.2)/230.
In a typical 50 kW PDM transmit-
ter, rectifier efficiency is about 98
percent.

Overall efficiency in a digitally
modulated 50 kW transmitter is:
(transformer N) (rectifier N) (PA N) =
N or: (.975) (.99) (.92) = 88.8 percent.

Power consumed by other circuits
including cooling, control and driver
cause typical overall efficiency to be
about 86 percent. 

Richards is project manager for the Harris
Corporation, Broadcast Division engineer-
ing team which developed the DX digitally
modulated transmitter series. Swanson is
senior scientist for Harris Corporation,
Broadcast Division. He holds U.S. patents
for the development of pulse duration
modulation, polyphase pulse duration
modulation and digital (quantized) ampli-
tude modulation technologies.
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COMPUTE

Monitoring Point Vector
Analysis for Directional Antennas

By Ronald F. Balonis

n the world of the broadcast engineer the
applications and the uses for a PC can
range from the eclectic to the mundane.
With programs stored in a computer,
there's no need to memorize complex proce-
dures and equations; these things a PC does

with ease.
About half of the AM radio stations use direc-

tional antennas to either provide interference
protection to other stations or to provide the best
possible coverage for themselves. This, of course,
means that the ability to maintain a directional
antenna can be a required skill in a broadcast
engineer's toolkit.

But the theory behind the design and the opera-
tion of directional antennas is mathematically
complex and quite abstract. And the knowledge
problem they pose is compounded because direc-
tional antennas are custom designed for each par-
ticular station ... no two are truly alike in all
ways, they come in all shapes and sizes.

While the initial design and adjustment is
properly the domain of expert consultant engi-
neers, the maintenance and day-to-day operation
of them seldom is. The day-to-day operation and
maintenance is the domain of the broadcast
engineer.

This month's Compute application program is

called MPVECTOR.BAS. It
performs vector analysis on
the monitor points of a di-
rectional antenna. Vector
analysis is the calculation
of the resultant vector
fields produced by each
tower at monitoring points.
The purpose of the analysis
is to determine the effect that changing tower
parameters has on the monitoring point fields. It
makes for intelligent and systematic, rather than
trial and error, adjustment of directional broad-
cast antennas.

Modeling the directional antenna with
MPVECTOR.BAS lets you twist and tweak the
controls to determine what control does what and
by how much. This program's designed to en-
hance your ability to maintain a directional ar-
ray: to debug minor operational problems, to keep
it adjusted to its licensed parameters, and to rec-
ognize when it needs, and you need, the services
of an "expert" consultant engineer to implement
the changes properly.

MPVECTOR.BAS is an interactive application
program. First you input the data, the directional
antenna's parameters. Then you adjust tower
phases and field ratios until a sequence of adjust-

ment is found, assuming there are no
component failures or system defects,
that gives "in tolerance" parameter val-
ues: loop currents, phases, and monitor-
ing points.

The first part is for inputting data, ex-
tends from line 100 to 625, and consists
of seven modules: The Number of Towers
and the Field Ratio, Phase, Azimuth
from true north, and the Spacing from
the reference center of the array (a tower
or a point) for each tower. Then the
Number of Monitoring Points and their
Azimuths from true north for vector
analysis. Each data input module is
coded alike: Data input as a string vari-
able and converted to a numeric value
then tested for a valid value ... an error
causes a top of the program restart and
reentry of all the data.

+ Incremental DA Monitoring Point Vectors +

NUMBER
TOWER

OF TOWERS (2
# +> ++ 1 ++

to 6): ? 4

++ 2 ++ ++ 3 ++ ++ 4
FIELD : 1.000 2.090 1.770 1.160
PHASE : 0.0 -175.0 41.0 -109.0
AZMTH 295.0 295.0 115.0 115.0
SPACE 172.5 57.5 57.5 172.5

NUMBER OF MP (1 to 10): 7 5
MP# +> + 1 + + 2 + + 3 + + 4 + + 5 +
MP AZ: 36.8 193.2 265.7 295.0 324.33

VCTR%: +0.0 +0.0 +0.0 +0.0 +0.0 <REF
VCTR%: +13.3 +13.3 +1.4 -0.2 +1.4 <FLD
VCTR%: +0.0 +0.0 +0.0 +0.0 +0.0 <FLD
VCTR%: +4.9 +4.9 +2.4 +1.6 +2.4 <PH
VCTR%: +0.0 +0.0 +0.0 +0.0 +0.0 <PH
VCTR%: -29.1 -29.1 +6.1 +3.5 +6.1 <FLD
VCTR8: +0.0 +0.0 +0.0 +0.0 +0.0 <FLD

INCREMENT TOWER <1 to 4 > ?

Demo screen for MPVECTOR.BAS

++

FLD PH>
1 +2% >

1 -2% >

1 +ldeg>
1 -ldeg>
2 +2% >

2 -2% >
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The second part does the actual vector
analysis, it extends from lines 600 to 1030: Lines
600 to 625 compute the reference vectors for the
input data fields and phases. The interactive part
loops through lines 640 and 840: Lines 640 to 680
display each MP vector as a percent change for
each monitoring point. Lines 700 to 840 prompt
for the Tower, then Field or Phase to change and
increment: Field up or down by 2 percent and
Phase up or down by 1 degree (Set in line 25,
DF = .02 and DP =1.0). At the bottom of the pro-
gram, lines 1000 to 1030 make up the subroutine
that calculates the directional antenna fields. For
hardcopy of a vector analysis sequence, use the
PC's Print Screen key. You can do 10 calculations
before the results roll off the screen.

That's probably the easy part. Just follow the
example screen and sequentially enter the data
for the directional antenna to analyze. The hard
part is to effectively interpret and then to apply
the analysis to the real -world directional an-
tenna. To succeed at that, you've got to: 1) Docu-
ment the system and it's components. 2) Thor-
oughly checkout the antenna system. Be as sure
as you can be that there are no faults or defects in
the system causing it not to behave as it once did.
3) Make sure that the Monitoring Points are the
real ones and are "good" ones. 4) Be meticulous in
recording and logging the readings and the ad-
justments that you make. 5) Make changes one at
a time, to some extent they all interact with each
other. Finally, 6) know when you need, or it
needs, the services of an "expert consultant
engineer."

For the theory and practice of directional an-
tenna design, adjustment, and maintenance,
BME has provided the forum for many of the
experts:

In the June 1978 issue, George W. Ing describes
the formulas for directional antennas in "The
Pocket Calculator and the DA, Part 3," p. 86.

In the March 1980 issue, Ty H. Stites tells how
to do "Vector Analysis of Directional Arrays," p.
122. His method is to calculate them by hand;
then plot the vector results on a sort of graphical
map for each monitoring point. Somewhat like
MPVECTOR.BAS does, except that
MPVECTOR.BAS builds an on -screen tabulation
of the vectors as percent change.

In the September 1983 issue, John H. Battison
provides in "Facilities Design and Engineering
Part 10: Selecting and Installing an AM an-
tenna," p. 75, an overview and guide on AM
antennas.

And finally, in the January 1984 issue,
Battison provides a one -page troubleshooting

checklist in the Great Idea Notebook: "Trouble-
shooting Directional Antennas," p. 99. It's a very
useful guide for debugging and adjusting any di-
rectional antenna system. 

Balonis is the chief engineer at WILK-AM, Wilkes Barre,
PA.

495 '++ ENTER TRUE N. MP AZIMUTHS 0 to 360

500 PRINT 'MP AZ:":
505 FOR I=1 TO MP:MP$="
510 INPUT MPS:MP(I)=VAL(MP$)

515 IF MP(I)<0 OR MP(I)>360 THEN RUN 0

520 LOCATE 12,1+I*6:PRINT USING' #44.4';MP(I):

525 NEXT I:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
595 '

600 FOR I=1 TO TWR:'+4+++ REF FIELDS & PHASES

605 DF(I)=1I:DP(I)=01
610 NEXT I:'+++++ COMPUTE REF MP FIELDS
615 FOR II=1 TO MP
620 GOSUB 1000:E(II)=E
625 NEXT II:FPWREF.:T$="FLD':D$="PH'
635 '

640 '+++ DISPLAY THE it CHANGE IN MP VECTORS
650 LOCATE CSRLIN-2,1:PRINT 'VCTRit:";
655 FOR II=1 TO MP
665 GOSUB 1000:E=100*(E-E(II))/E(II)
670 IF E>99.9 THEN PRINT ' 100+ ';:GOTO 680

675 PRINT USING' +44.4";E;
680 NEXT II:PRINT  0;FP$;* ";T$;" ';D$;DD$.>"
690 '

695 '+++ INCREMENT A TOWER'S FIELD OR PHASE

700 PRINT SPACE$(79):PRINT:T$="
705 LOCATE CSRLIN-1,1
710 PRINT 'INCREMENT TOWER <1 to';TWR;'> : ';

715 INPUT T$:T=VAL(T$):IF T$=" THEN RUN 0
720 IF T<1 OR T>TWR THEN 705
725 FP$=":DD$=":0$="
730 '

740 LOCATE CSRLIN-1,1:'++ BACKUP AND OVERWRITE PROMPT

750 PRINT 'TOWER .:T$:" <F>ield or <P>hase: ';

755 INPUT FP$
760 IF FP$<>'F' AND FP$<>"P' THEN 740:++ NOT F OR P

765 IF FP$="F' THEN FP$='FLD':DDS='2%

770 IF FP$='P' THEN FP$=PH ':DD$="ldeg'

775 '

800 LOCATE CSRLIN-1,1.PRINT 'TOWER ";T$;' ';:p$="

805 PRINT FP$;' + UP or - DOWN: :

810 INPUT D$

815 IF D$<>'+' AND D$<>'-' THEN 770:++ NOT + OR -

820 IF D$='+' AND FP$=FLD' THEN DF(T)=DF(T)+DF

825 IF DS='-' AND FPWFLD' THEN DF(T)=DF(T)-DF

830 IF D$='+' AND FP$='PH ' THEN DP(T)=DP(T)+DP

835 IF D$='-' AND FP$='PH THEN DP(T)=DP(T)-DP

840 GOTO 650:+++ AND DISPLAY it CHANGE IN VECTORS

845 '

1000 '++++++ COMPUTE THE MP FIELD VECTOR

1005 E=0:X=0:Y=0:A0=MP(II)
1010 FOR I=1 TO TWR

1015 SP=(PH(I)+DP(I))+SP(I)*COSHAZ(I)-A0)/RD)

1020 X=X+(FLD(I)*DF(I))*COS(SP/RD)

1025 Y=Y+(FLD(I)*DF(I))*SIN(SP/RD)

1030 NEXT I:E=SOR(X*X+Y*Y):RETURN:' PROGRAM END.

MPVECTOR.BAS, a vector calculation program.
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Now our most technologically
advanced cart machine is also one
of the most versatile. Presenting
the Panasonic WI cart machine.
 From 10 -second spots back to back,
continuously, to two months of 24 -hour
automatic program airing.
 Uses 10-, 20-, 30-, 60- or 90 -minute
cassettes in any desired mix.
 Capable of record and playback of
single or multiple events on the same
cassette.
 Uses up to 5 standard MU studio
VTR's plus 3 optional outside sources.
 Modular design-various configu-
rations to sut user's needs and budget.
 Expandable-from 120 cassettes up
to 3 rotary libraries that can hold over
1,150 cassettes.
 User-friendly software and hardware
tailored to customer needs.
 Cost-effective operation and ease of
maintenance and access.
 Backed by Panasonic MU 24 -hour
service support system.

Panasonic
Broadcast Systems Company

Call our field offices now: Northeast: One Panasonic Way,
Secaucus, NJ 07094; (201) 348-7671.
Washington, D.C.; (703) 759-6900.
Southeast: 1854 Shackleford Court,
Suite 250, Norcross, GA 30093;
(404) 925-6772.
Midwest: 425 E. Algonquin Road,
Arlington Heights, IL 60005;
(312) 981-7325/(317) 852-3715.
Southwest 4500 Amon Carter Blvd.,
Fort Worth. TX 76155; (817) 685-1132.
Western: 6550 Katella Avenue,
Cypress, CA 90630; (714) 895-7209.
Northwest: (408) 866-7974.
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SPECTRUM
THE REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT

How to Go Dark
By Harry Cole

t one time or another just about
every licensee needs to turn its
station off-to "go dark," in the
language of the industry, for
technical or occasionally finan-
cial reasons. Since such in-
stances are the exception rather
than the rule, many broadcast-
rs may not be completely famil-

iar with their obligations as far as the FCC is
concerned.

The Commission understands that we live in an
imperfect world where notwithstanding our best
efforts, things sometimes go awry. As a result, the
rule on going dark (Section 73.1740) anticipates
stations needing to cease operation for a short
period. In order not to add unnecessarily to the
burden of such situations, the FCC permits a sta-
tion to go off the air, or otherwise "limit" its oper-
ation (presumably by operating with reduced
power, for instance), for up to thirty days without
prior authorization from the FCC. That means
you can just turn the station off if you feel like it
for up to 30 days. More realistically, if a tornado
blows your tower over, or if your transmitters ex-
plodes, or if your studio burns down, yobOon't
have to worry about getting any kind of appAival
from the Commission if you are forced off -the air
for awhile.

There are two things you must keep in mind,
however. First, you will be required to adher
to the tower lighting requirements specified
in your license at all times. The Commission
views tower lighting as an extremely impor-
tant safety consideration, and it expects all
licensees to take all necessary steps to
maintain compliance with those
requirements.

Second, you must notify the Commis-
sion that you have discontinued opera-
tion within ten days of the discontinua-
tion. This does not constitute a need to
obtain approval-all you need to do is
drop the FCC a line to identify the
station and its community of license
and advise the Commission that
the station has discontinued

operation. You may include some details about
the underlying circumstances, if you wish, and
add when you expect to go back on the air.

The fact that you don't even have to notify the
FCC until the tenth day is important because it
can be construed as permitting any station to
cease operation for up to ten days without even
notifying the Commission. Thus if you blow a
tube which keeps your station dark for a day
while a replacement is flown in, technically you
would not be required to advise the Commission.

If the station is going to be off the air for more
than 30 days, you will need to file an informal
request for authority to
keep it off the air no later
than the thirtieth day.
Such an informal request
would normally include a
description of the circum-
stances forcing the discon-
tinuation of service, and
at least some projected
date for the recommence -

men of operations. We
st ngly recommend that

u,nsult with your
conic counsel in preparing such a re-
quesi.ekswith anything that gets filed with the

ission, it is absolutely essential that your
equ t be completely accurate and candid. By
orking with counsel, ideally you will be able
o craft a request which says what needs to be
said and which does not in and of itself create
any additional risks for you.

The Commission will normally respond to
a request for authority to discontinue opera-
tion by sending the licensee a telegram in
which such authority is granted through a

certain date (usually in the range of 90 to
180 days from the date of the request).

Cole is partner in
Bechtel, Borsari, Cole
& Paxson, a Washing-
ton, DC -based law firm.

The telegram will also remind the li-
censee that it will still have to comply
with tower lighting requirements.

When you receive this authoriz-
ing telegram, immediately enter the
date the authority to stay dark ex-

pires on your calendar. If
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SPECTRUM

you're still not ready to go back on the air by that
date, the note will remind you to file a request for
extension of the authority to remain silent. Such
a request is also an informal matter which nor-
mally provides the Commission with a progress
report and with an estimate of when the station
might be expected to return to service. The FCC
will normally respond to an extension request
with another telegram which
provides a new date by which
the station should resume
operation.

When the station does re-
sume operation, the licensee
is required to notify the Com-
mission. This notification re-
quirement applies with re-
spect to any discontinuation
of operation of which the
Commission has been ad-
vised, whether or not the dis-
continuation lasted more than 30 days. In other
words, if you have told the FCC that you're off the
air, you have to tell them when you go back on the
air. Your notification should specify the date you
actually resumed operation. If you decide you are
definitely not going to return the station to the
air, you should also notify the Commission. Nor-
mally you would send the FCC your instrument of
authorization plus a letter indicating that you no
longer wish to operate the station and the license
should be cancelled.

What is the risk if you don't comply with the
rules? Theoretically, the willful and repeated vi-
olation of any Commission rule can result in a
fine or forfeiture of up to $20,000. In real -life
terms, the actual fine may be less than that. Two
Commission actions at the end of last year indi-
cate the Commission's attention to such matters
isn't the most vigilant.

In the first case, the Commission ordered an
AM licensee in Oregon in December 1988 to show
cause why his license should not be revoked. The
Commission had learned in September 1986-
more than two years before the show -cause or-
der-that the station had been off the air since
March 1986. Commission personnel inspected the
station site in November 1986 and found that the
station was indeed off the air, and further, the
station had been abandoned. Apparently not con-
vinced that the licensee would not suddenly reap-
pear, the FCC waited until July 1987 (by which
time the station had been off the air for more than
15 months) to send a letter to the station "seeking
information as to the status of the station." The
letter was returned to the FCC stamped "Re -
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As with
anything filed with the

Commission, it is
essential your request
is completely accurate

and candid.

turned to Sender-Box Closed".
Apparently the Commission still didn't believe

the station might really be dark for good. In
March 1988-two years after it apparently first
went dark and 16 months after an on -site inspec-
tion revealed it abandoned-the Commission sent
field operation personnel back to the site to look
around again. They found the station was still off

the air and so, nine months
later, the Commission issued
a show -cause order in an ap-
parent effort finally to cancel
the license.

Ironically, the Commis-
sion revoked the license of a
Washington state AM li-
cense the same week it
adopted the show -cause or-
der. The Washington station
had been off the air since
January 1985. It first re-

quested authority to go dark for 90 days in Febru-
ary 1985. Extensions of that authority were re-
quested and granted through mid -August 1986.
Apparently the licensee gave up sometime
around then, for no further extension requests
were forthcoming and a March 1987 inspection of
the station site found it to be vacant. Still, in
April 1987 the Commission directed the licensee
to provide specific plans for the station's return to
operation. In response the licensee indicated that
it was looking for a buyer for the station. Eleven
months later, with no assignment application on
file, the Commission ordered the licensee to show
cause why its license should not be revoked. The
licensee opted not to oppose revocation and fi-
nally, in December 1988, the license was revoked.

From these two cases it is apparent that the
Commission does not have a hair-trigger when it
comes to revoking licenses for failure to operate.
Indeed, these two stations were off the air for
years before the Commission took any meaning-
ful steps aimed at forcing the licensee itself to
take steps. The FCC's willingness to let things
slide in this area is probably attributable to a
variety of factors, including the infrequency of
this type of situation and a desire by the agency
not to be too hard-nosed when it comes to a li-
censee who is having problems.

Nevertheless, you would probably be well-ad-
vised to comply with the rules even if you don't
think the Commission will penalize you if you
don't. As noted above, any decision you make
about going dark, staying dark, or notifying the
Commission etc., should be made only after con-
sultation with your communications counsel. 
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AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

VIDEO
DVEs, Small Production Switchers, Monitors, etc.

AUDIO
Audio Consoles, Stereo Equipment, Recorders, Mics, etc.

RF
Microwave, 2 -way Radios, Wireless Mics, etc.

TEST
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TERMINAL
Frame Syncs, DAs, Clocks, etc.

For information contact
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Neumann New Mic Series....Desktop
Audio with Sonic Solutions....ICI

Digital Paper....Sony Infrared
Camera....And More New Products

Neumann Intros New
Microphone Series

Microphones of the Neumann
KM 100 series are modular
condenser mics with a small

diameter capsule. The active capsule
which is only 1.5 inches long connects
to the output stage either directly or
via a thin cable up to 150 feet long.
Hybrid, transforfnerless electronics
provide 4 dB less self -noise, a 3 dB
higher output level, and a 12 dB wider
dynamic range than the KM 83/84/85
series. Dynamic range is 124 dB and
RFI rejection is 30 to 40 dB. The
KM 140 cardioid is priced
at $600 and the KM 150 hyper-
percardioid is $725.
Reader Service
#200

cordings with the help of a personal
computer and applications software.
The system provides all -digital
editing, mixing, EQ, dynamics and
project management functions for
professional mastering. It allows the
operator to complete all the editing,
equalizing, mixing, and CD prep func-
tions with one system and engenders
more accurate editing, lessens the
hassles of tape shuttling, and creates
a finished master more quickly.

Reader Service
#201

11

ICI Launches
Digital Paper

Digital paper from ICI
Electronics is a com-
pletely new form of

Sonic Solutions Debuts
New Desktop Audio System

Using the Sonic System, record-
ing engineers are able to pre-
pare professional master re -

optical data storage medium. Highly
flexible, durable and low in cost, it of-
fers the data density of optical disks
and is readable by digital devices. The
new medium can be slit into lengths
as tape, stamped into disks, inserted
into cassettes or cut into strips or

tags. Two drives, tape and disk, using
digital paper as a medium have been
announced and several more drive
manufacturers are working on imple-
mentations of the new optical data
storage medium. A tape designed for a
tape drive being developed by Creo
Products of Vancouver will have a ca-
pacity of one terabyte (one million
megabytes).
Reader Service #202

New Sony Camera Works
In Infrared Light

Model DXC-3000IR uses CCD
technology to capture high
quality images in both infra-

red and normal light settings. Appli-
cations range from investigatory
work to ENG. The remote controller,
which includes both a control unit box
and filter drive unit, activates the fil-
ter wheel, allowing the user to choose
between the various light spectrum
modes from a distance of up to 100
meters. A five -meter cable is standard
equipment. When the third filter is
selected, green and blue signals are
automatically turned off and only the
red channel is operational. The elec-
tric charges generated in the red chip
are processed by the circuits for green,
including the image enhancer. This
contributes to the picture quality in
this mode.
Reader Service #203

Lyon Lamb Presents Video
Animation System

Lyon Lamb Video Animation Sys-
tems has introduced the HR-
VASystem, a new system de-

signed specifically for high -resolution
84 BME March 1989



computer graphics animation and
conversion to all video formats. The
system is comprised of the Lyon Lamb
HRC high resolution converter, the
MiniVAS animation controller, and
all cabling and software for immedi-
ate interface with high resolution
computer graphics workstations. The
HRC converts up to 1280 x 1024 60 Hz
non -interlace RGB video to NTSC
video or low resolution 525 -line RGB
with no loss of graphic information.
Users of high resolution display de-
vices are able to directly record or dis-
play their images in standard video
format. The HRC performs complex
compression operations and inter-
faces with a wide range of high res-
olution formats. The MiniVAS is
designed to perform precise single -
frame recording and frame grabbing
from computer graphics systems to a
wide range of videotape recorders.
The price is $17,500.
Reader Service #204

N. Marshall Has GaAs FET
I.L.A. Retrofit Amplifiers

N. Marshall and Associates intro-
duces another member of their
microwave amplifier family.

The VR5964-2 and VR6471-2 amplifi-
ers are a drop -in replacement for the
Gunn diode injection locked amplifier
(I.L.A. , in video broadcast equipment
operating at 5.9 to 7.1 GHz. Other
configurations are available includ-
ing an amplifier with 40 dB gain at 2
watts. Predicted power train M.T.B.F.
is in excess of 25 years.
Reader Service #205

Centro Unveils Two ENG
Vehicles

Centro Corporation has two new
ENG's. One is built around the
Ford E-350 Econoline Super

oitS BROADCAST SW1TCHER FOR $2995.
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 SERIAL AND PARALLEL CONTROL
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CONTROL

 RGB CHROMA KEYER/COLOR BAR
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Van and the other around the GMC
Suburban. The Ford features a 7.5 li-
ter V8 engine, 347 cubic feet of cargo
volume, a three -bay equipment rack,
a 6.5 kW Onan generator, a 30- or 40 -
foot Will -Burt mast, pan and tilt head
with remote control, work lights,
HVAC, a DC to AC converter and roll
around seating. The GMC features a
5.7 liter V8 engine, power steering
and brakes, two -bay equipment rack,
work lights, 4.45 kW Onan generator,
AC/DC distribution and monitoring,
and 30- or 40 -foot Will -Burt mast.
Reader Service #206

WSI Announces New Radar
Service

NOWrad From WSI Corp. fea-
tures improved image quality
and advanced compositing. The

new system suppresses ground clutter
from buildings and vegetation which
can appear on the screen as precipita-
tion, but does it in a new way that
does not suppress true weather sig-
nals. Advanced compositing means
that composite national and regional
radar images are composited simulta-
neously. The system works with any
WSI-compatible graphics machine
and can also be accessed at home on a
PC. NOWrad users can specify more
than 800 regional images.
Reader Service #207

ISS Engineering Offers
Satellite Receiver

ISS Engineering has announced
that it will soon release a new C -
KU band IRD satellite receiver,

model GL5020, for the TV cable and
broadcast industries. The new re-
ceiver will feature a videocypher mod-
ule that can be removed from the
front panel by quick release latches.
Tuning will be accomplished by either
channel or frequency. Audio outputs
will be balanced. Provision will be
made for remote control.
Reader Service #208

ACE Produces New Routing
Switcher

,del VX164 is a 16x4 broad-
cast quality video router in
one rack unit featuring a local

control panel with flexible remote
control options. The new unit, avail-
able in composite or component ver-
sions, provides disturbance -free field
or frame rate switching and DC res-
toration. Multiple audio levels, joy-
stick override and software config-
ured serial panels are optional.
Reader Service #209

ACE Markets Color
Encoders

ACE color encoders, models 204N
and 205N, convert RGB outputs
from such sources as character

generators or paint systems into com-
posite NTSC. The 204N features six
composite outputs, RGB or Y, R -Y, B-
Y inputs and a test pattern generator,
providing 32 test signals including
full field and SMPTE color bars, red
field and pluge. The 205N has all the
features of the 204N plus Y, R -Y, B -Y
outputs, enabling simultaneous feeds
to component analog VTRs from



character generators. A TTL input op-
tion is available for use with PC gen-
erated pictures.
Reader Service #210

MCI Intros UHF 'Hot'
Switch

Micro Communications Inc. has
designed a small size "hot"
switch and switchless com-

biner. The switchless combiner re-
places the standard hybrid combiner
or switching combiner in dual trans-
mitter systems. The hot switch allows
the broadcaster to switch between ei-
ther of two transmitter systems, simi-
lar to a four -port transfer switch.
Should one transmitter fail, the re-
maining transmitter can be hot
switched to the output with no loss of
air time, says the manufacturer. The
unit operates with a push-button mo-
mentary contact and can be remotely
operated.
Reader Service #211

Nady VHF Wireless System
Designed for ENG

The
Nady 501 VR wireless system

is designed to provide studio
quality sound anywhere, with a

compact size and light weight that
work well in electronic news -
gathering and electronic field produc-
tion. The 501 VR operates on VHF
high -band frequencies, with five
channels between 170 and 216 MHz
offered standard, and other frequen-
cies optional. Patented companding
circuitry gives the 501 VR a dynamic
range of 120 dB and full frequency re-
sponse of 25-20,000 Hz. The receiver
is internally powered by a 9V battery,
or externally powered from any 12V
to 35V power source. A headset out-
put with volume control is designed to
make monitoring easy. Other fea-
tures include a "rubber duck" an-
tenna and removable belt clip. Trans-
mitters are available in a choice of
miniature lavalier in a field -proven
bodypack or hand-held model.
Reader Service #212

GLOBAL SUPPORT
dill FOR GLOBAL

COMMUNICATIONS

Ku -Band Special Application
TVVT Amplifier
Systems

:

c.

Ito

Tested, tried and prover. by communications experts worldwide, MCLs Ku -Band
Special Application T1Ar Amplifier Systems meet-and exceed-industry
requirements for reliable perormance under all conditions. Advanced technical
des gn and superior mechanical layout allow MC_ equipment to operate effectively
even in the most extreme cases: inerference (EMI-radiation/RFI-susceptibility),
electrical (power source), mechanical stress, environmental (temperature/
humidity), general maintenance ano transportable applications.
MCL offers a wide range of Ku -Band Spedal Application TWT Amplifier Systems
designed specifically fix the transportable sate'lite communications (video, voice
aric data) market. For tnose who require hub -mounting or portable equipment,
MCL has deliverable switch -mode Dower suppiies and a new range of special
configuration 1:1 redundant and VFC TVIT Amplifiers utilizing these power
supplies. Output powers range up 'o 500 Watts for a phase combined unit.

MCL is the leading manuacturer high -quality, competitively priced amplifiers,
all of which are noted and proven for unsurpassed performance.

For '..echnical specifications and
detailed information about MCLs

,<u-Baid Special Application TWT
Amplifier Systems, call or write

'141CL, and request your FREE copy
of MCLs New Brochure #6010.

MCL, INC.
501 S. Woodcreek Road
3olingbrook, IL 60439
312-759-9500 TWX 910-683-1899

Manufacturers of TWT and Kystron Amplifiers for Satellite Communications.
24 -Hour Sales and Technical Support for Immediate Service Worldwide.
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Sony Adds Field -Portable
U-Matic SP Recorder

Sony has introduced the VO-8800
field -portable recorder with time
code capability. The new model

incorporates many of the features of

EQUIPMENT

its predecessor, the VO-6800, as well
as 330 lines of resolution and a signal-
to-noise ratio of 46 dB. Additional fea-
tures include Y/C interface capability
through the 14 -pin camera cable,
built-in rf modulator, lighted VU me-
ter and C Type Dolby noise reduction
for audio signal-to-noise ratio of bet -

For AM, FM, SCA
and TV modulation monitors.

WHEN ACCURACY COUNTS... COUNT ON...
Call (215) 687-5550 or write for more
information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo, BELARSCA and TV monitors. -le CTRONIC LANCIPATORV, INC.
Circle 128 on Reader Service Card Page 63 ASTER AVE AT DORSET DEVON, PA 19333

Small wonder we're used
by the giants.

ABC, NBC, KCOP, WPIX use our prime music cuts every day.
Promos, spots, bumpers, PSA's, news, sports and weather-
whatever you need, we've got it on one complete CD library.

With new releases added quarterly.
Now you can sound like a giant with APM's Broadcast One!

Associated Production Music
6255 Sunset Blvd., Suite 820  Hollywood, CA 90028
(800) 543-4276 . (213) 461-3211 . FAX: (213) 461-9102
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ter than 72 dB. The VO-8800 also in-
corporates SMPTE longitudinal track
time code. The optional BKU-706
time code generator plugs in to the
unit and offers selectable free-
run/record-run capability, regenera-
tion to external time code and user
bits entry.
Reader Service #213

DSC Premieres Collage D-2
Digital Compositor

Digital Services Corp.'s Collage
D-2 digital compositor is de-
signed for multi -channel corn -

positing of multi -layered effects and
sophisticated program segments. It
features a 12 -bit video path and can
composite directly to D-2 tape ma-
chines or disk recorders. The system
accepts five video sources and three
key signals as external inputs. It com-
posites three foregrounds over the
background while controlling the pri-
orities of two of the videos. Internal
sources can be provided from optional
matte generators, frame memories or
DSC's DiSC digital disk system. Input
sources can be composited in a single
pass with manual or automatic dis-
solves, fades, keys and cuts. Auto-
matic dissolve durations and levels
are fully programmable.
Reader Service #214

Telcom Compander Card
Works With Sony BVH
Series

Telcom c4 AC -27 audio compan-
der card is designed to improve
the audio channels 1 and 2 of the

Type C 1 -inch video tape recorders in
Sony's BVH-2000/2500 series. It is a
replacement card for the Sony AU -27
board and plugs directly into the VTR
slot requiring no modifications of the
VTR. The card improves audio record-
ing in dynamic range and crosstalk
performance, offering a quality com-
parable to 16 -bit digital, according to
the manufacturer. The signal-to-noise
ratio is referred to 250nWb/m, un-
weighted. The card also corrects



frequency response errors with head
bump effects, offering a frequency re-
sponse of 50Hz-15kHz +/- 1 dB with
NR off or on.
Reader Service #215

Philips Digital Oscilloscope
Brings Lab Power to Field

Anew portable 100-mHz digital
storage oscilloscope from John
Fluke Mfg. Co., the Philips PM

3308, features an electroluminescent
screen, powerful mass storage mem-
ory, and a wide range of arithmetic
and analysis facilities. The PM 3308's
portability is enhanced by its clam
shell construction and 14.5 -lb,.
weight. Other features include a
shoulder strap, battery -packed 180kB
RAM disk with non-volatile memory
that can store up to 100 waveforms or
setup menus. DSO can display up to

four traces simultaneously. Vertical
measurements include peak -to -peak
and rms voltages, average DC level
and mean voltages across trace. Hori-
zontal measurements include cursor
to reference, cursor to trigger, rise -
time, frequency, period and phase.
GPIB and RS 232 interfaces are stan-
dard. Delivery schedule is eight
weeks; list price is $7500.
Reader Service #216

Ampex Intros Pro Audio
Cassettes

IIntended for studio, dubs, client
copies and other applications,
Ampex Corp.'s 472 Studio Audio

Cassette is available in both Type I
Normal Bias and Type II High Bias
configurations, and in 5-, 10-, 15-, 30-,
45-, 60- and 90 -minute lengths.
Reader Service #217

Programmable Audio
Signal Generator/Analyzer
Introduced

Sound Technology's 3100B gen-
erator uses digitally controlled
analog oscillators to produce

sine and square wave signals in addi-
tion to SMPTE IMD, tone -burst, and
sine/step waveforms. Sine waves
range from 1 Hz to 102.39 kHz, with
0.0008 percent distortion, and square
waves from 1 Hz to 50 kHz, with a rise
time of less than 1µs, according to the
manufacturer. Internal crystals in-
sure frequency accuracy within 0.03
percent for fixed frequency and se-
lected frequency sweeps. The 3200B
autoranging audio analyzer measures
levels from below 4µv to 100 V in volts,
dBM-referenced to 600 or 150
Ohms-or watts (1 to 99 Ohm refer-
ence), in greater than a 300 kHz band -

Ask for our
FREE CATALOG

of PR
RECORDING

8LII%UPLICATING SUPPLIES

Blank -Loaded
AUDIO CASSETTES

now from

STOCK
in

CHICAGO
and

L.A.

AGFA AMPEX
3M Scotch

TDK maxell
TAPE

Polyline Corp.
1233 Rand Rd  Des Plaines IL 60016

(312) 298.5300

The Telex LM -100 miniature
lapel mic system

The LM -100 is an omni-
directional condenser mike
system which includes the tiny
LM -101 microphone and Telex
PS -10 in -line phantom power
supply. This mike was
designed for day -in and day -
out professional use under the
most adverse conditions. In
environmental testing, the
LM -130 performed perfectly in
extremes such as below zero
temperatures, snowy television
interviews and on location in
the boiling heat of a desert
Hollywood movie set.

The Telex lapel mike has a
non -glare black finish and is
supplied with three styles of
mounting, clips. The mike has
a three foot cord terminated in
a TA4F plug. This specially
designed cord is extra supple

and quiet to prevent irritating
clothing noise. A foam wind

screen is available as an
accessory for extra windy,
outdoor use. For detailed

information write
Telex Communications, Inc.,
9600 Aldrich Avenue South,

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420.

'0 20 50 100 200 500 1k 2k 5k 10k 20k

Frequency in Hertz

Wide, flat, studio quality frequency response

TELEX®
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width. Three high-pass, four low-pass,
or a weighting filter can be selected.
Reader Service #218

AMX Shows Off 8 -Line
Relay Controller

The AMX SX-8 + relay controller
is a trim line version of its stan-
dard SX-16 + . The new unit fea-

tures eight relays instead of 16, and
communicates with other AMX peri-
pherals via the communications buss.
Features include front panel controls
and rack mount capability.
Reader Service #219

Vinten Has New Pedestal

11,
inten's Vision pedestal offers
pneumatic technology, tradi-
tionally the preserve of heavy -

EQUIPMENT

weight camera systems, to users of
lightweight equipment. Features in-
clude a 16.5 inch on -shot column
movement operable anywhere within
a height range from 25 to 58 inches, a
full 44 -lb. carrying capacity, a self -
charging system for easy adjustment
of payload, detachable base with con-
venient carrying handle and castored
wheels with individual brakes.
Reader Service #220

RF Technology Releases
Mini Microwave
Transmitter

RF Technology's RF-223B minia-
ture portable microwave trans-
mitter is available in any 250

MHz segment of the band 1.7-2.7 GHz
with rf power output switchable (1%
watts at 2.0 GHz and 10/3 watts at 2.5
GHz). Standard features include dual

high -quality audio channel with
line/mic level switching, LPF video
input, remote control capability,
wideband (10 MHz), narrowband
video, baseband switching and 12V
DC operation. Available options in-
clude AC power supply, disc rod and
parabolic antennas with gains up to
25 dBi at 2.0 GHz. The unit measures
4.5 x 5.0 x 7.0 inches and weighs
about eight lbs.
Reader Service #221

Interface Unit Controls
Chyrons

Zaxcom Video's DP800 Data Par-
rot is a GPI pulse to RS422/232
interface unit. When a GPI pulse

is received by the Parrot, a user -pro-
grammable data string is generated,
simulating keyboard keystrokes.
Applications include control of older

The wireless system that
will never leave you speechless.

ili11111111111111i

If thi ha ev r hap ned t yo , you weren't using a Sony
VHF wireless microphone.

Rather than a mere one, two or ten channels, the Sony
wireless system gives you up to 168. So no matter where you
are, no matter how cluttered the airwaves, the signal will
come through loud and clear. And with so many open chan-
nels to choose from, multi -microphone setups are a snap.

For added insurance, Sony wireless arms you with true
space diversity reception. 1Win tuners constantly compare

incoming signals for the strongest, clearest
signal. Sparing you the echoes, dead spots and
other horrors that plague lesser systems.

So, if you're looking for a wireless system you
can have faith in-any time, any place-contact your
Sony Professional Audio representative. Or call
Sony at 800 -635 -SONY. SONY;

Professional Audio

Sony Communications Products Company, Professional Audio Division, 1600 Queen Anne Rd., Teaneck, NJ 07666. 1988 Sony Corporation of America. Sony is a registered trademark of Sony Corporation.
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Chyrons directly from an editor's GPI
output. The Parrot contains eight
non-volatile memory buffers, each of
which may be up to 14 characters in
length.
Reader Service #222

Tec Pro Intros Distribution
Amp

Iris new audio distribution am-
plifier from Tec Pro Technology,
Inc. features a frequency re-

sponse of +/- .1 dB 10 Hz -22 kHz, S/N
95 dB, distortion 1 kHz <.007, separa-
tion >90 DB, input -10 to + 10 dBm,
output + 20 dBm. It also features
LED peak indicators, mono/stereo
bridge switch, headphone monitor
jacks, two unbalanced high-level out-
puts via RCA jacks, individual output
controls, and RF input protection.
Reader Service #223

Master Control Switcher Is
Entry -Level Unit

Utah Scientific's MC -501C mas-
ter control switcher is an entry-
level unit offering many of the

features of the company's MC -500
family of switchers. The unit has 20
source selectors which can be associ-
ated with video only or video plus au-
dio; there is an additional audio -only

function machine control system with
individual pre -roll times for each
source machine.
Reader Service #224

PCO Announces Fiber
Optic Data Link

PCO, a subsidiary of Corning
Glass Works, has announced
the EDL-1300 series of fiber op -

Take Me Out To The Ball Game
Or just tare me out. The STLX extender/

console puts you on the air when you're on
the road.

With the STLX, when you leave the studio
you don't leave studio quality behind. The
built-in Comrex Dual -Line frequency
extender with multiband noise reduction will
deliver full program audio on two dial tele-
phone lines-anywhere in the world.

And everything you need is all together in
one professional package. This is a studio -
quality console that's rugged enough for the
road, with a four -input mixer (Penny & Giles°
faders are standard), complete telephone
interface, full monitor system with *back,
AGC, PA feed and more. An optionalWery
pack is available as well as a custom shipping
case that will stand up to the airlines.

For more information on how Comrex can
help your road games, call or write Comrex
Corporation, 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720
(508) 263-1800. TWX 710-347-1049. FAX
(508) 635-0401. 1-800-237-1776.

01/11a/11 MI ®ivirinriamma&
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*NEW
AVCOM PSA-37D PORTABLE SPECTRUM ANALYZER

AVCOM INTRODUCES THE NEW PSA-37D PORTABLE SPECTRUM ANALYZER WITH DIGITAL
FREQUENCY READOUT. AVCOM'S NEW PSA-37D Portable Spectrum Analyzer has a 4 digit front
panel frequency readout and is controlled by a rotary frequency adjustment control. Frequency
ranges that the PSA-37D cover are 0 to 500 MHz, 500 to 1000 MHz, 950 to 1450 MHz. 1250 to 1750
MHz and 3.7 to 4.2 GHz. The PSA-37D Portable Spectrum Analyzer is lightweight, portable, battery
operated, ideal for field test situations. A built-in DC block with a .18 VDC powers LNAs and BDCs
with the flip of a switch. All other performance characteristics and features are the same as the
PSA-35A which has become an industry standard for satellite communications work. $2475

AVCOM INTRODUCES A FULLY AGILE SINGLE CHANNEL PER CARRIER DEMODULATOR,
THE SCPC-3000E, FOR VERSATILE AND ECONOMICAL RECEPTION OF SCPC SIGNALS. The
SCPC-3000E Demodulator features a high-performance synthesized 50-90 MHz tuning module for
maximum system versatility. Frequencies are tunable in 800 steps of 50 KHz each. Standard
expansions are 31 and 2:1, other expander formats are available. Deemphasis is switchable between
0. 25. 50. and 75 micro -seconds, Selectable low-pass 15. 7.5. and 5 KHz audio filters are standard.
AVCOM can customize the SCPC-3000E Agile SCPC Demodulator to suit specific receiver needs.
contact AVCOM with your requirements. 51378

AVCOM 500 SOUTHLAKE BOULEVARD, RICHMOND, VA 23236
Tel. (904) 794-2500 FAX (804) 794-8284 Telex 701-545
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FREE
CATALOG

Video Furniture Systems
Big, full color catalog includes complete

descriptions, pricing and ordering information on:

 Editing Consoles  Video Consoles
 Equipment Cabinets  Micro Computer Stations

 Tape & Film Storage Systems

Winsted Systems ... the Perfect Match
for all professional Video Equipment

THE WINSTED CORPORATION
10901 Hampshire Ave. So.  Minneapolis, MN 55438

TELEX:510-601-0887

Call fohone
Toll Freer

your nearest dealer
(800) 447-2257P

FAX: 612-944-1546

EQUIPMENT

tic data links. The series
consists of two data link
modules, the EDL-1300-TX
transmitter and the EDL-
1300-RX receiver. Ideal for
first-time users and for up-
grading a coaxial or short
wavelength fiber system for
greater link distance and
higher speed, these moder-
ate -speed data link mod-
ules transmit serial TTL
data over multimode opti-
cal fiber for link distances
in excess of two kilometers
and at data rates up to 50
Mbps. The benefits of high
performance and 1300-
nanometer wavelength op-
tical communication are
combined with the design
features of 16 -pin DIP
housing. Price per set in
unit quantities is $320.
Reader Service #225

EEV Premieres
Traveling Wave
Tube Amplifier

EEV's latest traveling
wave tube amplifier
for Ku -band SNG

applications, type N4290,
provides 270 W rf output at
from 14.0 to 14.5 GHz in an
extremely compact (7 x 19 x
24) and lightweight (66
lbs.) package. Intended for
use in ground mobile envi-
ronments, the N4290 is de-
signed to be compatible
with most environmental
conditions experienced by
SNG terminals. Its operat-
ing temperature range is
from -20 to + 122 degrees F.
Optional items include a
weatherproof transport
case, remote control and
monitoring (including the
rf output power), computer
interface and phase com-
biner for combining the
outputs of two N4290s.
Reader Service #226

Comtech Premieres
L -Band Antenna

Comtech Antenna, in
cooperation with
Seavey Engineering,

has introduced an
INMARSAT antenna sys-
tem. The Model AS33-15
C/U is a 33 -inch diameter
collapsible antenna de-
signed for L -Band
transmit/receive applica-
tions. The antenna was de-
signed for airline transport
and weighs just 40 pounds.
It complies fully with
INMARSAT SES sidelobe
requirements and can be
deployed by one man in ap-
proximately one minute,
says the company.
Reader Service #227

Alta Improves
Celeris Y/C
Format Converter

lta Group has added a
luma-chroma delay
orrection circuit to

their Celeris U-matic/S-
VHS format converter. The
new circuit provides both
digital vertical and hori-
zontal correction and solves
the chroma delay problem
critical to multi -generation
copying. Celeris converts
programming from the U-
matic and U-matic-SP for-
mats to S -VHS or from the
new S -VHS format back to
U-matic dub mode. Price is
$1850.
Reader Service #228

A.F. Associates
Presents New
Standards Converter

International Signal In-
terface System (ISIS) is a
signal converter from
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A.F. Associates that is designed to fill
the gap between the Applied Video
Systems 6500 and ADAC. Intended
for the mid -range post -production
market and the high -end corporate
market, the new converter features
smoothness of motion. ISIS is a three -
field unit (expandable to four) offer-
ing two-line interpolation. Reader
Service #229

FOR -A Improves Time Base
Corrector

ir-A Corp. of America has an-
nounced that its FA -740 parallel
effects time base corrector for

A/B roll editing applications can now
be used with S -VHS systems. Operat-
ing as two independent time base cor-
rectors, the FA -740S integrates both
1/2 -inch and 3/4 -inch U-matic VTRs
with or without external sync input
since its full frame correction range al-
lows processing of non -synchronous
VTRs. This also permits the combining
of a playback VTR with a studio cam-
era in editing applications. Used in
combination with the For -A EC -740
editing controller and AS -740 audio
switcher, the FA -740S system has the
capacity to handle sophisticated A/B
roll editing for Super -VHS systems.
Reader Service #230

Hewlett-Packard Premieres
6.5-GHz Portable Spectrum
Analyzer

Model HP 8561A from the
Hewlett-Packard Co. extends
the performance of its porta-

ble spectrum -analyzer series. By us-
ing solid-state electronic switching,
the HP 8561A spectrum analyzer be-
comes the first rf analyzer to provide
continuous sweep capability from 1
kHz to 6.5 GHz. Tracking preselection
extends from 2.75 to 6.5 GHz, elimi-
nating concerns about multiple re-
sponses or images when analyzing
high -frequency signals. Mean -time -
between -failure rate is 10 years
(based on 2000 hours per year).
Reader Service #231

A Good Reason To Call RTS

When You're In The Business

Of Recordin On Tape.

Our Model 927 Programmable Reference Tone Generator adds a new
dimension to tape recoding qmlity assurance.

Operating in a stem mode, it is user programmable with discrete tones,
pink noise, noise reduction tones, phas check, stereo I.D. and more.

We think the 927 can mprcve your audio business. Please call or write
for descriptive literature.

PROFESSIONAL INTERCOMMUNICATIOI,S  PRCFESSIONAL AUDIO PRODUCTS RTS SYSTEMS
114CORP OR t ED

1100 Wxst Chestnut Street  BUrbanc. California 01506  Telep lone 818 840 7119  Telex 194855  Telefax 818 842 4921



3 -Way Lounger

One of these revolutio
the world loolcs atilt%

BTS did not invent the three-way lounge chair. Barcalounge?did.
But you'd be surprised at how many of the most revolutionary ideas in the history of video

did come from BTS. In fact, because we look at things differently, the whole world looks at things
differently.

We introduced the first CCD film scanner, for instance. The first Plumbicon camera tube.
The first software -based character generator. The B format for videotape recording. The modular
routing switcher. And of course, the first 3-D computer animation system, for which we won one
of our three Emmies.

BTS has been a technological innovator in the video industry for six decades. Our cameras,



3-D Computer Animation

switchers, videotape recorders and graphics equipment are among the best -engineered, highest
quality and most reliable in the world. Our work in High Definition and CCD products is pacing
an industry which faces the most sweeping technological advances since its beginning.

And we're as dedicated to better product service and support as we are to better products.
So although BTS may not yet be a household word, here's a word to

the wise. In the years ahead, BTS will continue to be more forward thinking,
more responsive and more innovative in our approach to video technology
than anyone else. The name behind

Including Barcalounger. what's ahead.
BTS is Broadcast Television Systems, a joint company of Bosch and Philips. For more information, please call 1-800-562-1136 or write BTS. P.O. Box 30816. Salt Lake City. UT 84130-0816.
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BUSINESS BRIEFS

Erihe first customer de-
liveries of Ampex
Corp.'s VPR-300 D-2
format composite dig-
ital studio VTR began
on schedule in No-
vember. Among the
organizations expect-
ing the VPR-300s are

AME, Inc., Burbank, CA; the Cana-
dian Broadcasting Corp., Montreal;
The Post Group, Hollywood, CA; and
Northwest Teleproductions Produc-
tions, Inc., Minneapolis and Dallas.

The Conus Satellite News Cooper-
ative's membership reached 81 in De-
cember, with the additions of WCMH-
TV, Columbus, OH and KWQC-TV,
Davenport, IA. "These two new mem-
bers will add strength to the Conus
system," said Conus Communications
vice president and general manager
Charles H. Dutcher III. "KWQC is in
a position to provide outstanding cov-
erage of Iowa and western Illinois.
WCMH can cover a lot of ground from
its central Ohio location, as well as
provide state capitol coverage."...The
Disney -MGM Studios complex at
Lake Buena Vista, FL, has ordered
the largest Solid State Logic audio
console ever manufactured for its
post -production facilities. The SL
5000 M Series 96 -channel film post -
production console will be installed in
a new dubbing theatre at the full ser-
vice facility operated by The Post
Group for Disney -MGM. The console
can perform either film -style or video -
style mixing. Among the TV series ex-
pected to make use of the console is
the syndicated Superboy...Five TV
stations have recently added Pinna-
cle Systems workstations. KFBB-
TV, Great Falls, MT; KTVF, Fair-
banks, AK; KFFD-TV, Honolulu;
and KFDX-TV, Wichita Falls, TX
have all added Pinnacle 2000 Series
systems. A 1000ES system was in-
stalled at WSMH, Flint, MI.

The National Association of
Broadcasters has released the re-
sults of new studies which urge the
FCC to institute or modify some of its
regulations. An NAB survey shows
widespread abuse of the FCC license
renewal process, according to joint
board chairman Wallace Jorgensen.
"For too long, those filing competing
applications and petitions to deny
have been extracting payment in
some form from broadcasters in order
to drop their challenges," Jorgensen
notes. "It is time for the Commission
to step in and prohibit this black-
mail." The NAB has asked the FCC to
make it an abuse of Commission pol-
icy to threaten to file with the intent
of blackmailing a licensee. It also
called for requiring applicants to pro-
vide additional ownership and finan-
cial information. In a different FCC
filing, the NAB called for new must -
carry regulations. Based on studies by
the FCC and National Cable Televi-
sion Association, the filing concluded
that the studies "provide even more
conclusive evidence" that cable has
the incentive to drop, refuse to carry,
reposition and
demand just
compensation
from local
broadcasters
when it has
been in cable's
economic self
interest to do
so.

Video Park,
Inc., a Baton
Rouge, LA -
based video
postproduc-
tion firm, has
added three
staff mem-
bers. They
are: editor
Dave Frentz,

formerly with Teleproductions, New
Orleans; editor Terri Reid, previ-
ously with Cinetel productions; and
Cathleen Tomeny, who will operate
the Aurora 280 Videographics
system...Acrian, Inc., San Jose, CA,
has named Walt Dorsey director of
manufacturing, amplifier division.
Dorsey has previously worked with
Applied Technology, Hewlett Pack-
ard, Atari and GENRAD Semicon-
ductor.

KRTH AM/FM, Los Angeles, re-
ceived an award recently from the
Emergency Preparedness Commis-
sion of Los Angeles County. The
award, accepted by KRTH chief engi-
neer Robert Kanner, was in recogni-
tion of the station's donation of a new
computer for the county's Emergency
Broadcasting System...KWHY-TV,
Los Angeles, which bills itself as the
Business Channel, has announced
that it will schedule Spanish lan-
guage programming in prime time
seven days a week and will extend its
Business Channel service through the
afternoon to 6 or 7 p.m. 

The Audio Engineering Society honored Dr. Per V. Bruel with
its Silver Medal Award at the society's recent convention in Los
Angeles. Bruel, co-founder and director of Bruel & Kjaer
Industri AIS, Denmark, received the award in recognition of his
contributions to and continued refinement of microphones used
for acoustical measurements. Bruel ( right) accepted the award
from AES president Dan Gravereaux.
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Ric Bessford

CHIEF ENGINEER

State-of-the-art Southwest inder-indent in top 10
market seeks dynamic, progressive leader with
motivational and communicative skills. Needs com-
plete knowledge of broadcast operations, satelliting
and transmission. Ability to work with others and
management.

Send resume to Phil Crow P.O. Box 2595 Fort Worth,
Texas 76113.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGER

Major midtown Manhattan office building seeks
knowledgeable "hands-on" supervisor of multi -
type telecommunications transmission center.
Engineering, leasing/licensing background essen-
tial. Ability to coordinate with broadcasters, build-
ing's operational staff and technical consultants
required. Submit detailed resume, salary history and
requirements to: BME Magazine, 295 Madison Ave.,
NY, NY 10017.

CLASSIFIED

The Christian Science Monitor's Radio Operations
Department has immediate openings for on -air/
production and Master Control engineers. Respon-
sibilities include story and show assembly, on -air
drive shifts, and satellite reception and transmission.
Knowledge of Pacific recorders, A MX and BMX con-
soles are a plus. Our domestic programming in-
cludes Monitoradio Daily edition and Weekend
edition. Our international, 500Kw shortwave
programming includes the World Service of The
Christian Science Monitor, and the Herald of Chris-
tian Science. If you're interested in applying, please
contact The First Church of Christ, Scientist, Person-
nel Department, A130, 175 Huntington Ave., Boston,
MA 02115, or call 1-800-225-7090, Ext. 3860. We are
an Equal Opportunity Employer.

TV TECH

Located 12 miles outside Philadelphia, Villanova
University, a private co-educational institution with
an enrollment of 12,000 is seeking a TV TECH-
NICIAN.

Trouble -shoot and fix systems comprised of
cameras, VCR's, generators, processors and moni-
tors; perform video production and student training.

Associate's in related area, Bachelor's preferred;
must have technical exp. in use/repair of media
equipment or eng ineering background; may require
evening/weekend work.

SEARCH -TV
VILLA NOVA UNIVERSITY

PERSONNEL OFFICE-STONE HALL
816 LANCASTER AVENUE

VILL ANOVA, PA 19085

AA/EOE/M-F



CURRENTS
A GUEST EDITORIAL

State -of -the -Month: The Challenge of
Staying Current

By Don Lockett

roadcast managers and broad-
cast engineers are constantly
faced with the challenge of
competition. Being competitive
is akin to being profitable for
commercial broadcasters and
to being underwritten for non-
commercial broadcasters. The
programming as well as the

technology that we use to deliver the on -air prod-
uct are the principle tools of the trade. Therefore,
knowledge and application of the latest broadcast
technology becomes a basic housekeeping obliga-
tion for today's broadcaster.

Integrating the best technology involves in-
formation gathering and training. Broadcasters
must be able to install and maintain the new bells
and whistles and deal with compatibilities of old
and new equipment over the long term. Unless we
are the recipients of large annual budgets or com-
plete rebuild financing, this integration of newer,
existing, and older broadcast technology becomes
an artful dance. The broadcast engineer must
be able to understand the theory of operation of
new technology, assess its advantages and disad-
vantages, and negotiate
an equitable purchase.

Then comes the work-
place implementation
which often involves im-
mediate training ex-
penses for maintenance
and operational person-
nel. Having the latest is of
no advantage if it cannot
be fully utilized. In most
cases, today's union con-
tracts place stringent re-
quirements on employers
to provide training for op-
erational personnel when
new technology is intro -

Don Lockett is the director of
engineering and operations,
Program Division for Na-
tional Public Radio.

duced. The training cost adds an extra, often sub-
stantial, cost to the acquisition and should be con-
sidered when negotiating.

The manufacturers of equipment have not
helped matters any with their rapid fire introduc-
tion of new products. However, manufacturers
are really not to blame because they too are the
victims of the infamous state-of-the-art factor. A
heightened competition level has been caused by
the proliferation of industry trade shows. Each
manufacturer is advantaged by the introduction
of state-of-the-art products when its target audi-
ence gathers for technical expositions (i.e.,
SMPTE, AES, and NAB). Consequently, we find
ourselves grappling with the introduction of im-
proved digital video formats, more incompatible
digital audio workstations, and whatever NAB
'89 will bring forth. The pressure of competition
at the major trade shows has taken on the sem-
blance of the new car industry. While NAB's An-
nual Convention originally established the new
car year, the frequency and importance of the
other broadcast/audio/video events has created a
quarterly, if not monthly, barrage of new im-
proved widgets.

Staying current techno-
logically also requires
staying current profes-
sionally. Continuing edu-
cation is the only pre-
ventative for professional
obsolescence and career
disasters. Since broadcast
engineering as a profes-
sion pis being challenged
on several fronts, it is up
to today's broadcast engi-
neer to establish, main-
tain and prognosticate the
legitimacy of the vocation.
The broadcast industry
must give urgent and im-
mediate attention to the
continuity of a broadcast
engineering pipeline if com-
petent expertise is to be
available in the future. 
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Kadenza DPP -1

The rapidly evolving Grass
Valley Group® range of digital
equipment is spearheaded by
Kadenza. TM Compatible with
analog. Ready for digital.

Kadenza is the perfect
investment for your production
requirements. For now. And for
the future.

Kadenza is the first real-
time multi -layer compositing

device for post productio a
professionals. Its infinitely
flexible modular design allows it
to be configured to meet the
changing needs of your facility.

It reflects the Grass Valley
Group philosophy of making
the analog to digital transition a
smooth one.

When the all -digital studio
is commonplace, there will be

...in the smooth
transition

one common standard everyone
can rely on.

Trust GVG for that, it's
here now . . . and it's called
Kadenza.

Contact your Grass Valley Group
distributor for the full story.

Grass Valley Group R

A TEKTRONIX COMPANY

_tVG\_ THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP INC.
P.O. Box 1114, Grass Valley, CA 95945 USA
Telephone (916) 478-3000, TRT: 160432
Circle 138 on Reader Service Card Page 63

OFFICES: New York (201) 845-7988. District of Columbia 3011622-6313; Atlanta , 404: 493-1255; Chicago (2191264-0931;
Minneapolis 1612) 483-2594; Dallas/For Werth (817)483-7447; Los Angeles ,818) 999-2303: San Francisco (415) 968-6680;
GVG International Ltd. (UK) +44962-643939; Grass Valley Group Asia k HK) +852-3-7396632
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Nobody
does- it better!

Ward -Beck's all -new D8212 Audio Distribution
System is totally Iransparent! Absolutely nothing

else on the market today can compare for
precision, performance, packaging or price!

Check these features:

 Twelve high-performance modular DAs
each with 8 outputs.

 Dual switch -mode power supplies.
 31/2" rack mounting frame..

 Unique hinged/quick-release front panel.
 Gold-plated terminals throughout.

 Integral typewriter designation strip.
Unmatched overall performance specifications.

 Renowned Ward -Beck Reliability and Quality.
,-priced right.

First by Design.

The Ward -Beck D8212 System - An Investment in Quality!
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Ward -Beck Systems Ltd., 841 Progress Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1H 2X4. Tel: (416)438-6550 Tlx: 065-25399.


